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PREFACE
This thesis is the story of the development of the
Cathol:l,c Church in San Joaquin County and the adjacent areas
that were served by the pioneer clergymen of Stockton 1 s St.
Mary's Church £rom approximately 1851 to 186).

These first

dozenyears of Central California Cath-olicism cover the
pastorates ·of Stockton's first four priests:

Fathers Dominic

Blaive, Cornelius
Delahunty, Robert Maurice, and Joseph
.
.

Gallagher.

These domen years mark the transition of Stockton

from a hectic supply center for the Southern Mines to a stable
community whose economy b~came, based upon the agricultural
production of its surrounding rural ~reas.
pa~rto~s

These first four

,_ tl:l_en ,_wi_'l;ne_ssed__ th.J~ develop]llent_ o:f'

th~

ear:Ly AlllericaiL

Catholic Church from its infancy as a mission when Abbe Blaj,ve
arrived in Stockton from his native France, to its maturity
as a stable.and respected community church under the spiritual
direction of the American,Father Joseph Gallagher.

--

All source mat'erials marked Archives of the Archdiocese
of San Francisco (AASF) are manuscript materials located at
the Archdiocesan Chancery Office in San Francisco.
All materials marked Archives of

~

fum Joaguin

County Recorder (ASJCR) are located at the San Joaquin County
Hall of Records; those marked Archives £f

the~

Joaguin

County Clerk's Office (ASJCC) are located at the interim

iv
Both will be located in the new San Joaquin

county courthouse.

County Courthouse upon completion of the structure.
Entries marked Archives £f St.
are located at St.

~ary•s

Washington Street.

~ary's

Church

(AS~C)

of the Assumption Church on

The San Joaquin County historical .folder

(AASF) is now located at the Stockton Diocese Chancery O.fi'ice •
..

The various baptismal and marriage registers referred to
(other than St. Mary's o£ Stockton) are found in their
respective church archives.
All letters cited are in the possession o£ Robert
Bonta.

Acknowledgment is hereby made of the use of the

signature of Father Oisin C. Moriarty, pastor of St; Luke 1 s
Catholic Church, Stockton, on a number of letters o£ inquiry
--

-----

----

-

--

-

-

----

- ----

--

-

- -----

-----

sent out to various parts of the United States and several
countries of Europe.

---

-

-

--
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CHAPTER I
SPAIN BRINGS THE CROSS TO CALIJ!'ORNIA
"In Nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Saneti.
Intro!bo ad altare D.ei •••

Amen.

With these words a Roman.

Catholic priest. , native of Spain and citizen of the United,
States, began the .celebration o£ the Holy Sacrifice o£ the Mass
£or the first
time ..in Stockton on Christmas
Day, Hl50.
.
.
.
'

'

'

To the

thousands of Catholics of the Diocese o£ Stockton thesewOI'dS
today are as familiar as the names of their diocese and their
state.

With these words the priest$ and the laity of the

Stockton Diocese begin the re-enactment of a centuries-old.
form of worship.

On the day that these words were fix·st
---

----

----------

--

---

---

--------

spoken in Stockton a new Catholic congregation- \.fas orgariiz.ed in the newest American state, California.
But it is significant to note that while a new parish
congregation was being organized in Stockton, California, .the
celebrant, like his Church, was from the Old World.

While the

event marked the beginning of a new era for the people of
Stockton of the Catholic faith, it also marked the end of an
old era.

While this clergyman's American citizenship points

1These are the openingwords of the Mass, spoken in
Latin by the celebrant and followed in the vernacular by the
laity every day in all parts of the world. The English
translation reads, "In the Name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. I will go in to the altar
of God • • • • 11

2

up

Am~rican

ownership of' California, his Spanish birth also

reminds us o.f California's past and the part the Church played
in it.
The first Catholic clergyman in the New World of whicll·
there is record was a padre Juan Pe'rez. 2 This Spanish
Franciscan priest, who had accompanied Columbus on his second
voyage to America in 1493, was sent by the newly-appointed
Vicar-Apostolic of the New World, a Father Buil, 3
ln 1528 another Spanish Franciscan, Juan de Zurr./rraga 1
was consecrated a· bishop for the nel'tly•created bishopric of
Mexico City. 4

In 1545, three years following Rodr{quez

Cabrillo 1 s voyage along the California coast, the jurisdiction
of' the See of Seville, Spain, was ended with the erection of'
-- - tl'le

Arch~episcopa.i

see of'

M~:x:ico-City.-'

It

i~

f'ro;

t~~s

arch-

diocese that ecclesiastical jurisdiction and organization in
.

.

the present southwestern United States, including Calif'ornia,
2Zephyrin Engelh~rdt, Lower California (second edition;
Vol. I of The Missions and Misoionaries of California. 4 vola.;
Santa Barbara; Santa Barbara Mission Press, 1929), p. 8.
3John Hugh O'Donnell, The Catholic Hierarch* of the
United States 1790-1922 (WashJ.ngton, D.C.: 'l'he Cat ciTeUniversity of' America, 1922), IV, p. i:x:. · Pope Alexander VI
appointed Buil. In 1511 the first New World sees were created,
sub,ject to the authority of' the 1/Jetropolitan See of Seville.
4n:ngelhardt, Lower California, . Q.J2. cit~ , p. 11 •
Theoretically this diocese of Mexico City embraced all of' New
Spain, including the yet•une~plored California.
5o•nonnell, 2£• ~., p. 10.

can be traced.

This jurisdiction ended only with the transfer

of California and the rest of the southwest territory to the
United States, and the subsequent erection of the Diocese of
Monterey in 1850.

The organizationa.l·pattern, common through..

out t,he Catholic world, remains to the

pre~sent

day •

. The See of Ouadabjara was erected in 1560, followed by
the .formation ofthe Diocese of Durango in 1620.

Then in 1777

the Diocese of Linarea was created, followed Within two years
by the erection of the See of Sonora. 6 Each in succession
held ecclesiastical authority (at least theoretically until
1769) over what is now the state of California.
On April 27, 1840, by the bull Apostolicam
Sollicitudinem, Pope Gregory XVI separated Baja and Alta
Californ:ta--rrom t-he--Diocese or- Sonora, and created ~the11

Diocase of Both Calif'ornias."7

In the meantime, California's coastline had been
explored a number of times between. the years 1542 8 and 1769 •
Mass was first said in Alta California by padre Francisco de
. 6Ibid., p. xi.

7John B. McGloin, EloTuent Indian--The Life of James
Bouohard--California JesuitStanford, California: ~anford
University Press, 1949), p. 3.
8John Walton Caughey, California (New York: PrenticeHall,, Inc., 1940), p. 58. Rodriguez: Cabrillo, in his journal
of 1542, used the name "California" .fox- the peninsula (Baja
Calif'ornia) and the coastal area of the present state of the
same name,

4

la Concepc:Con, chaplain for the Cermeno expedition of 1595.9
In 1769 the settlement of San Diego was undertaken, with Father
Jun{pero Serra in charge of the. establishment of the first
. mission in Alta California.

Father Serra was at that time the

president of the. Franciscan band from thee College of San
Fernando in Mexico Oity. 10 His group had, the year previous,
assumed charge of the Jesuit missions of Baja California upon
the expulsion of that Order in 1767. 11
The Franciscans were responsible not only ·for the
spiritual care of the presidio personnel sent to Alta California,
but for the pacification and conversion of the native Indians
as well.

They undertook their work with great zeal, and tmder

the most adverse conditions built the famous chain of twentyone missions along California I 8 coastal-belt exteridTng-l'rom
San Diego to Sonoma.

9Engelhardt, Lower California, .91!• cit., P• 39. This
was not the first Christian service in present-day California
as the chaplain on board Drake 1 s ship held Episcopal services
while the ship lay at anchor along the California coast in the
year 1579. [Vide Sir Francis Drake: The World Encompassed •••
Collated With ~ Unpublished Manuscript of Francis Fletcher,
Challain or-the Expedition (London: Printed for the Hakluyt
Soc ety 1 MnC~IV), pp. 124-222.]
10Theodore Hittell! Histor; of California (San Francis··.co:
N. J. Stone and Co. , 1l'!Si8 1 I, 29 •-The Franciscan Order, so
prominent in the settlement of California, had been founded in
Italy in 1209. The present clergy of St. Mary's Church on
Washington Street are members of this Order.
11 Francisco Palou~ The Founding of the First California
Missions 1 trans. Douglas Watson (San Francisco: Nueva California Press, 1934), pp. 3-4.

5
Exploration of the interior valleys of California was
carried on by various small parties, consisting generally of
clergymen and presidio soldiers, during the first and second
decades of the eighteen hundred.s.

Their purpose was two-fold:

to explore for the civil government and to locate suitable
sites for inlandmissions.
Although missions were never established in the San
Joaqu:t'n Valley, 12 large numbers of the able-bodied Indians
£rom numerous inland rancher!as were induced to give up their
primitive way of life for the new way of life at the missions.
Those too old pr too ill to travel were often baptized in theil'

"'

.
native rancher:Las
•.
It was not long before the primary purposes of these
- expedii't.:rons cnanged frotrcexplorau ve to punitive-, and- from conyersion to chastisement.
non~Christian

Horse and cattle stealing by the

Indians grew in proportion to the growth and

development of the mission herds; run-away or renegade mission
Indians, having escaped to the interior valleys, often led
12 (Sister) Mary Thomas, Apostle of the Valle~--The
Life of Daniel Francis Dade, Pioneer Priest of ~an~aqu!B
Va!Tey (Fresno: The Academy oi' California Church History,
1947), p. 8. Several sites were actually chosen but, for
various reasons, nothing ever came of their efforts.

6

these raiding parties. 13
The first Caucasians known to have entered the.present
San Joaqu{n County.area were an exploratory party under Fray
Pedro Font.

On the night of April 4-5, 1776, tP,e group camped

near Corral Hollow southwest of Tracy.

The fifth being Good

Friday that year, Mass was not celebrated by Father Font that
morning before the party moved out of. the county. 14
The first punitive expedition carried out in this county
took place in January, 1805, when soldiers from mission San
Jose"' attacked the Indian village of Pitemis, located between
13For a disc'ussion of this problem, vide F.

w. Beechey,
Be~g' s c sic J Strait

Narrative .£! sa Vofase to the .Pacific and
(London: Henry Co burn& Richard Bentley, PublJ..shers0831)
2

1

··~~~"9~r:- ~!1~~'l~·· c~~~~~r.~-~i~~k~~~~ic~i~~~£a.i!~~r~l~:z;~!ie-y:-

University of California. Press, 1954), X'li'I; No. 2, p. 34-38;
Enge:t,hardt, The Missions and Missionaries .2f California
.
(San Francisco: James H. Barry Co., 1913), III, 27..37; Hubert
Howe. Bancroft, ·Histor* .2f Californif (San Francisco: A. L.
Banc·'r·oft and Co., 188~). III, 110-11 l also n, pp. )5 ,and 335;
Engl.f.lhardt, San Francisco or Mission Dolores 1Chicago: ·
FranQisqan Herald Press, 1'92"4), PP• 4-5.
14(Fray) Pedro Font, Anza's California Expeditions-Font 1 s C.omplete Diary of the Second An~ Expedition, t'rans.•
Herbert Eugene Bolton (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1930) , IV, pp. 346-412. Regarding other expeditions
into today's San Joaquin County, vide also Herbert E. Bolton,
Outpost of Empire--The Story of tne-Foundin§ of San. Francisco
(New York: Alfred A:-Knopf co:: 1931), p. 3 ~W:-Egbert
Schenck 1 Historic Aboriginal Groups of the California Delta
Region \Berkeley: University of Cali10rnia Press, 1926),
p. 132; Herbert Ingram Priestley .t Franciscan ExTloration in
California (Glendale: Arthur H. ulark do., 191;6 , PP• 69-11.

7
the present-day Mossde.le "Y" and Manteca.

This attack was

carried. out in retaliation for an attack by the Luechas
(Pitemis was one of the Luechas villages) on a mission party
that was visiting the sick in an Indian village about ten miles
east of the mission. 15 Thirty natives were taken back to
Mission San Josrf as prisoners by the soldiers. 16
From among these·thirty prisoners camethe first San
Joaqu{n County residents to be baptized into the Cattlolic
faith.

On February 6 1 1805, baptismal entry number 1352 in

the Mission San Jose' baptismal register marks the first Indian
baptism from this county.
notes, "Luecha adulto."

Along with the number the margin
The entry reads:

En 6 de Febrero de 1805 · bautice solemnemente a un
varon como de 12anos ,_lla._mado Sunl~sce, tf. qv.ien puse
:pornombre Ysidro, ltijo de gentil Fopontiss. 17
A total of fourteen were baptized at San Jose during the year,

.

. 18

plua another sixty-nine at Mission Santa Clara •.

The following year marks the first conversion of

1 5schenck, £E.• ill.· , p. 126.
16
Priestley, £2• ill.•• p. 83.
1 7Archives of the Archdiocese of San Francisco [hereafter AASF1, "Baptismal Register of Mission San Jose~ Vol. II,
September 2, 1797-November 17, 1830," pages unnumbered.
18c. Hart Merriam, Studies of California Indians
(Berkeley: University of Ca1iforniaPress 1 1955), PP• 217-19.

g
Ind;tans from the Cholbones group (from the rancher:Cas between.
the Old and M;tddle rhors west of the Lathrop-French Camp
areas). N;tne of them were baptized in February; 1S06, at San
Jose". 19 Following the Moraga visit to the central valley in
1808, 20 · fifty-three Cholbones were bapUzed at San Joe(, and
another twenty-one baptisms were recorded the following year. 21
In October, 1811, Fathers Ram~ Abella and Buenaventura
Fortuni went w;tth a Sergeant Sanchez in
lower San Joaqufn and Sacramento rivers.

launc~es

to explore the

On October 18 they

entered the west channel (Old River) of the San Joaqu(n and
traveled southward until nightfall.

On the 19th they continued

their movement upstream at 5:00 A.M .• , encountering during the
day several. rancher!as whose inhabitants had already been
-

baptiZed.

at

Efan -Joiif.

They camped -that nfght-in-Cholbone

territory, apparently at or near the Cholbone village of
Pescadero. 22 Abella is diary contains the following notation

1

19AASF "San Jos/Mission Baptismal Register," entries
1
1522 through 1530.
20nonald c. Cutter (trans.), Moraga; The Diarh S!l.
Ensign Gabriel Moraga's Expedition of Discov~ 1£ t e
Sacramento Valley•..;.1808 (\P..p.): GlenDawson, Pu • , 1m'{),
pp. 8-22.
21
Merriam 1 .!2.£• Ell•, pp. 220-25.
22 Pesoadero was evidently one of the larger and more
important o.f the Indian villages ;tn this area. Its approximate s;tte lay about five miles northwest of Tracy, on the
south end o.f Union Island, where the Old Ri ve.r dips to its
south~st point.
Although visited several times by Spanish

9

written on the 20th:
We. set out at sunrise with the intention of celebrating
holy Mass at the Indian fishing grounds2J but we had to
return al'id then offered up the Holy Sacri!'ice, as it was
Sunday.:G4
This, it appears, is the first time that Mass was ever
celebrated within the limits of the present San Joaquin County.
To these Franciscan missionaries, Abella and J:t'ortuni, goes the
credit for celebrating this first Mass northwest of Tracy, on
October 20, 1811 •
Contacts between the missions and the Indj.ans of the
present county area continued on a sporadic basis down to the
time of the secularization of the missions in the 1830's.
Spanish records indicate that besides the contacts that
resulted from the expeditions sent in to the central valley,
vario\.1~

groups of Indians journeyed-to- the-missions at -

intervals.
Father Narciso Duran, accompanied by Father Abella and
some soldiers, journeyed by launch as far inland as the
parties and mentioned in diary accounts, its exact location
remains a mystery. (Letter from James E. Davis, Assistant
Archeologist, Department of Anth:ropologyt University of Cali•
fornia, to Robert Bonta., April 20, 1960.1
23Just wherfJ this was is not clear. It is known that
the area now called the Mossda.le "Y" was a common fishing
ground for a number of Indian groups, including mission
neophytes. It seems likelY, therefore, that this would be the
area that Father Abella refers to in his diary.
24Engleha.rdt, Mission Dolore11 PP• 405•06; Priestley,
1
.Q12. cit. , pp. 106•07; Bancroft , His tor:,: of California, II ,
322-2.3:"

10
present site o:f Stockton in May, 1817 1 and recorded the fol ..
lowing as the group passed through this county:
We have travelled all night • • • and at 8:00 o'clock
(A.M.l dre\'f near the village of .the Passasimas. · Du:t;,ing the
night we passed on our right the village of tl}e Nototemnes
who have already become Christians at San Jose'5 •• !> • On
our lei't we passed the Tauquimne.s and Yatch(comnes ;2 - t~e.
said Pas.sasimao live on that side 1 with the Muquelemnes ·r
a little to the northeast of them. · Some Passasimas came
out to receive us in a peaceful manner, which is not
surprising, because they have been at the m~~sion many
.times, and s.ome of them have been. baptized.
.
The total number of baptisms at both San Jose and Santa
Clara missions, for the years 1805 to 1835, inclusive, for the
San Joaquin County area Indians is 1,492.

Identi.fication

2 5According to the figures given bJ Merriam, loc. cit.,
sixty-seven had been baptized at San Jose by 1817. -

.·
----- ----- 16
-- I-bid• 'l'auquimnes•-marked -by a-few conversions-from--1815 on unti! a peak of 51 was reached in 18241 Yatchicomnes-a few baptisms beginning in 1814 1 reaching a peak of 42 in
1818 and 33 in 1819, with 11 and 13 again in 1823 and 1824,
respectively.
27Ibid. The first Muquelemne conversions came in 1817,
and through 1:.1!33 a total of .36 were baptized. The next year,
1834, 111 new ones were registered at San Jose':

28charles .Edward Chapman (trans.), Diary of .Era;z

Narciso Duran: E:X:Eedition .9.!1 ~ S~cramento and San Joaquin
Rivers in 1817 (Berkeley: Academy o Pacific Coast1i'isto1-y,
1911), I!, No. 5 1 PP• 345•47• Only 7 entries for the
Passasimas occur at San Jose :from 1812 through 1816; in 1817-17; in 1818--43; in 1820--30; in 1821--24 followed by a few
scattered entries for the years 1824, 1!32l, and 1828 (Merriam,
loc. _m.).

11

names used in the entries are by group or village of origin,
but the padres who entered the names differed from time to
time, and so did the spelling of the Indian nam€!8. 29
With the passing of political control from the Spanish
to the newly-independent nation of. Mexico. in the early 11!20' s,
the mission system underwent a gradual change that led to final
secularization in the 1830's.

By Hl37 the breakdown of the

mission system· was complete.

The Church in California then

entered upon its darkest ho1.1r.
On April 27, 1840 1 the new. Diocese of Both California.s
was formed by Pope Gregory XVI, and one of Alta California's
Franciscan missionaries, Father Francisco Garc!a Diego y
Moreno, was chosen as its first bishop • .3° Without the coope.r- atic:m-of-the Mexican Govermnent, -and faced with the outright- hostility of a n~ber of the leading men in Alta California,.3 1
Bishop Garc!a Diego was unable to reverse the trend toward
tctal decay and anarchy in the California Church.
Little wonder, thenj that in a letter of July 4 1 1845,
29AASF, "San Jose" Baptismal Register, 11 (pages unnumbered); Merriam, Studies 2! California Indians, pp. 220-25.
3°zephyrin Engelhardt, The Missions and Missionaries
of California (San Francisco! James H. BarrY'"1J"o., 1915), I\t,

'f9'7•99o

31 Vide Bancroft California, IV, pp. 196, .3.34, .336, .347.
1
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the Bishop wrote Governor Pi.o Pico of Alta California:
- One after another the Fathers will have to depart in
order to go where they can live without so much hardship.
After they have gone away, or perhaps before, the Bishop
[referring to himself) will depart in order to render an
ac¢ount to His Holiness [Pope]. He (the Bishop) will
likewise inform the public by means of a manifesto which
will demonstrate the ~mpossibility of maintaining a
diocese here • • , • 3
Death came to Bishop_Garc!a Diego on April 30, 1846,
and he was succeeded by his ex-secretary, Father Jose'Mar!a
Gonzcilez Rubio.

Gonza'lez Rubio was appointed administrator

of the diocese, with the title of "Governor of the Mitre. 11 33
At what certainly seemed to be her darkest
hour, the California
.
...
Church

wa~

actually at the threshhold of tremendous growth and

development.

Two major events were to change completely the

future of the Church while Gonza'lez Rubio was its administrator:
_ the_ annexation of Alta C.<J.li_.t'ol"!'li_« t.e> _th~ Uni._teg Sta'l;es ,__an_d _
almost at the very same time34 the discovery of gold along the
American River in the northern part of Alta California.
32Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries, IV, 400.
Diocesan bishops then, as now-;-iere bound to journey to Rome
to report, at intervals, upon the state of affairs in their
respective dioceses.
33Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries, I 1 687. Vide
also (Reverend) Francis J. Weber,! Bio~raphical Sketch o~
Righ* Reverend Francisco Garcia Diefo zlY!oreno, First Bishop
e Californias, 1785-1846 (Los ngeles: The Borromeo

'Gi.ii'Id, 1961 ) •

34The transfer of Alta California to United States
jurisdiction was made officially by the terms of the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo signed February 2, 1848; James Marshall
discovered gold on January 24, one week earlier.

1.3
With the steady inf'lux of gold-seekers who streamed
into11 gJi!li_forni.a from all parts of the world came. a new· supply
of clergyman to bolster Father GonzEfilez Rubi.o's aging, tired,
and understaffed Franciscan missionary band.
to take on a "new .face" under

a new .flag

The Church_ began

and a new clergy.

The .first to arrive were several Picpua .f'athers35 !rom the
Sandwich (Hawa.:l.ian) Islands ) 6 In June, Hl49, the first nonSpanish Catholic church in all of

C~lifornia

opened in San

Franoisco..37 Two recent arrivals were responsible for organ,..
izing the ·first regular California parish around this new St.
Francis Church.

They were Fathers John Baptist Brouillet and
Anthony Langlois ) 8
Priests from all parts of the world came in aver-growing
numbers as -the -lura of gold--brought- increasing-numbers of -

-

.35The ''Picpus" fathers are members of an Order .t'oun9-ed
in France in 1805 under the title of the "Congregation of the
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and of the Perpetual Adoration
of the Most Blessed Sacrament."
·
36 (Father) Reginald Yzendoorn, Histort of the Catholic
Church Mission in the Hawaiian Islands· (Hono u!ii:Tonolulu
Star-Bulletin, ttd:-;-1~27), p. 187i vide also L. Jere, ''Las
Peres de la Congregation des Sacres-Coeurs en California,"
French American Review, III ( 1950) , 45 •
.37News item in the Alta California, June 7, 1849.
38 Henry L. Walsh (S,J.) 1 Hallowed Were the Gold Dust
Trails--the St§ry of the Pioneer Priests OT'Nortnerncalifornia
(Santa Clara: niversity of Santa Clara Press, 1~46), p. 15;
~ [San Francisco] Monitor, December 2.3, Hl93.
·
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people.

Some came to California and remained; others came and

went, leaving behind them little or no record of their activities in California.

These were hectic days in the state's

history, and Father Gonzalez Rubio found it impossible to
maintain complete authority and control over all the clergymen
who came and went with a degree of freedom unheard of in the
Church today.

Priests came in from the Sandwich Islands,

Chile, ll1exioo, the Oregon Country, the eastern states, and
from all parts of Europe.

And all the while, the Church in

California was still subject to the Archbishop of Mexico City,
and without a bishop of its own.

I f order were to be brought

out of the chaos that existed,. it was imperative that a bishop
be selected as soon as possible,;
- -· 'l'he -reigning Pope--, Pius Ix-, recognizing tlie \lrgency-.o.f -the situation created by the sudden influx of thousands of
people, chose an American Dominican priest, Father Joseph
Sa.doc Alemany, as the new bishop of Both Californias in May
of 1850.39
On the day of his consecration in Rome, Bishop Alema.ny
"inherited" from his predecessor the largest diocese ever held
by any American prelate.

Although in reality his diocese was

limited more or less to the confines of the present geographical

39Thomas Denis McSweeney, Cathedral on California.
Street (Fresno; Academy of California Churc~History, 1952),
p.

7.

1.5
limits of California State and Mexico's Baja California
peninsula, theoretically it encompassed a vast area from the
Oregon border south to the southern tip of Baja California,
an.d from the Pacific Ocean eastward to the boundaries of' the
dioceses that included Nebraska, Kansas, and New Mexico. 40
Bishop Alemany set about his new taek immediat'e;Ly.
While still in Europe he began recruiting clergymen as well as
financial support for his f'ar western diocese.

The Bishop's

'

first recruit to arrive in the Diocese j the Reverend Augustin
Anderson,

o.P. I disembarked in San Francisco in September,

1850, and was given his faculties by the Administrator, Father
GonzAlez Rubio. 4 1 He was immediately assigned to the city of
Sacramento, thereby giving to him the distinction of being the
first-"resident" ·priest of the Central VaHey of-California..
No sooner had Father Anderson arrived in his new post
than an outbreak of cholera. threw the city into panic.

Before

it had subsided, it claimed the life of this Dominican clergy..
man. 42 However, during the brief time that he had labored in

4°Diocesan clergy worked only as far east as the Salt
Lake City area. The new diocese was officially named the
"Diocese of Monterey," and the city of Monterey, California,
was named the episcopal seat.
4 1Joseph w. Riordan (S.J.) 1 The First Century of St.
I~atius Church and College (San Francisco: H.
CroCker-co.,
1 5), P• 34.
.
42The Alta California of December 1, 1850, noted his
passing, along with a number of others 1 on November 27th:
"Rev. A~ P. Anderson, .35 1 New Jersey, typhoid fever." All
Church sources list cholera as the cause of death.

s.
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Sacramento, he had managed to form a building committee, obtain
a plot of ground, and start construction of a chu:rch43,. ..the
second Catholic Church in California excluding the .Franciscan
missions,
Under the date of February 43, 1851, Bishop Alemany
noted in his "Book ofEpiscopa.l Visitations," "I visit the
city of Sacramento where there is a small church 45 feet in
width and 50 .feet in length.

I blese it under the title of

Saint Rose of Lima.n44
Bishop Joseph Alemany arrived in San Francisco, Cali ...
fornia, by the steamship Columbus on the night of December 6,
1850.

Accompanying the bishop were Father Francisco Sadoc
Vila;rrasa, O~P·, and Mother Mary Goemaere. 4 5 Following a
43walsh, ~allowed Were ~Gold Dust Trails, P• 448~
. Peter :Burnett I r rat. governor of camornia and a convert to
the faith, not only headed the building committee, but also
donated the church site,
.
.
44AASF, "Liber Visitationum Episcopalium....Diooeseos
Sanoti Franoisci in Californ. Sup. [sic]," (MSS in 'the Archives
of the Archdiocese of San Francisoo)~·2, p. 5.
45News item in the [San Francisco) Alta Ca±i:t'ornia,
December 7, 1850. The :report erred in reporting their arrival:
"The Columbus brought up 95 passengers, among whom we notice
the names of Rt. Rev. Francis Villarasu [.sic), Rev. Joseph
Alemany and sister [sic J, Mary Goesnerd [.sioJ." Father ·
William Gleeson L HistorY .Qt the. Catholic 'C'Eiirch 1!!. California
(San Francisco: A. L. Bancrol't'"ana Co. • 1872) ' 402. J erred'!'n
stating that Alemany arrived in th!il Spring of 1850. Fathlilr
Langlois, vicar•forane of Northern California at this time,
closed his "Journal'' (sinc.e destroyed by fire) with the
notation of the bishop's arrival. (Taken from Riordan., '!'he
First ful!1! Century, p. 35.)
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public reception tendered him by the Catholics of San
Francisco,46 the bishop proceeded to Santa Barbara in order to
:Present his credentials· (Papal Bul.ls of his appointment and of
the creation of the new "Diocese of Monterey") to the adminis•
t:r-ato):' of the old Diocese of Both Californias, the Very
Reverend Gonzalez' Rubio. 47
Bishop A.lemany a:r-ri ved at Santa Barbara on Christmas
Day, 1850, and lat\i)r noted the events of the day in the "Libro
Borrado1=' 11 :
[ IJ Arrive at Santa Ba:r-bara in time to celebrate tMass):
Show my Bulls to [the) Vicar Capitular [Administrator) .
• • • and • • • I take possession of the diocese, formerl-y
called. the Diocese of. both California!'l! and pl='each to the
assembled people at the Old Mission.48
Thus i$ recol='ded for postedty the end of the SpanishMexican pel='iod of Califol='nia Catholicism, and the advent of
--

--

--

----

the new "American" Catholic Church.

4 6News item in the Alta California, December 13 1 1850.
47AASF, "Libro Borraclor, 11 Vol. H-20 1 unnumbered page.
The name of the diocese changed, but the boundaries remained
the same.
Unnumbered page.

··

CHAPTER II
THE CROSS IN THE VALLEY:

STOCKTON

GETS A RESIDENT PASTOR
Two days after the bishop left San Francisco for
Monterey, the Dominican priest who had come with him to California, Father Francis. S. · Vilarrasa, journeyed to Stockton.
On t'he same day that Bishop Alemany celebrated his first Mass.
at Santa Barbara,
"
then still the episcopal seat of the old
Diocese of Both Californias, Father Vilarrasa celebrated Mass
in Stockton.
community.

This marks the first celebration of Mass in this
Proof of this oft-disputed date is found in a

letter written by Vilarrasa on. February 1, 1851, to the .convent
of

st-~

Catnerine in Barcelona;

Spain~

Tha

ronowirii.?; are

translated excerpts from this letter!
Two days after the Bishop left here tsan Francisco] I .
went to Stockton, 1 where there are many Catholi.cs and there
was no priest. There is not even a chur~h there, but an
Irishman who had two houses gave us one, which we con•
verted on the inside into a chapel. Another very rich
1Thia would have been on December 16, 1850.
2The "Irishman" with two houses was Dr. Richard s. Den.
The house used as a chapel by Vilarrasa was the well-known Mt.
Vernon House located on the peninsula (eaet of Weber's home)
at 3.3 Commodore Levee [Johnson and Whiteside, Stockton City
Directory for the Years 1870... 71 (Stockton: Johnson and
Whiteside,1"1f70T; p. 75.J •. This same structure had been used
by the Presbyterians in holding their first services in
Stockton on March 24, 1850. (News item in the Stockton Times,
March 2.3, 1850.)
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Catholic family gave me all that was necessary to adorn it,
and on Christmas day for the first time I said Mass and I
preached there in Spanish and English. The chapel, although
small, was Vel"y well adorned 1 the walls and; ?ailing were
covered with white oloth and the floor was coVered with
carpets. I stayed there four weeks; and as ther.e are
.people of all nations, one Sunday I used to preach in
'English and the other in Spanish • • • • I was at the
home of aOermanCatholic who treated me very well. Th~
same [man) has promised to give land to build a church.'
During those days that I remained in Stockton I was called
;The "German Catholic" was Captain Weber~ · Weber• s wife,
Helen Murphy Weber, always insisted, despite stories to the
contrary, thatthe·first. Mass in Stockton·wal! celebrated'at the
Den house just a month after her marriage to the captain in
November of 1850 (A. c. Oullahan, "The History of the Church in
Stockton.," The Monitor, May 30, 1914). Col. F. T. Gilbert, in
his Historr~ ~ Joaquin Counth, California (Oakland: Thompson
and West, · 8'79) , p. 17, stated t. at "as early as 1848 a congre•
gat ion assembled in a cabin of Capt • tsic J Weber's, to listen
to the present [ 1879 J superior of the Dominican~;~, Father ·
Fraric;is s. Valarassa taicl.'' A second c;ounty history C:An
Illustrated History of San Joa~uin Countl 1 gal.i.forni§. CCTiioago:
The LeWis Publ!shingOompany, 890), p. o5J stated that "The
_ _ fi;r>st_public_Christian s_erv"ice_ held in San JoaQuin CQun_t,y, _
was conducted by • . • • Vilarassa t aie J • • • in 1848 • • • .n
Bancroft (History£! California, Vol. V1 p. 76J) in his
"Pioneer Register" also lists·Vnarrasa as being in California
in Hl48. Oeorg;e H. Tinkham, in his volume ! Histof' .2£ ·
Stockton From Its Or~anization !m. .22 the Pre sen,& Tme, In ..
eluding .§-me-etc of m Joaquin\Joqnty (San ;Francisco: '1ir. M.
!linton and Company, 188'0}, stated on page .341 that in late
1849 a priest on his way to the mines visited Captain Weber at
his home on the peninsula, and while there said Mass. Other
:::rourJ;les make the same erroneous claim. They include the
folloWing: Tinkham, Histor* .2£ San Joagu:L1;1 County With
BioiraPhi<~al Sketches (Losngeles; Histone Record Company,
192;) p. 193• J. M. Guinn and G. H. Tinkham, HistorJ o.f the
State of Cullfornia ~ Biographical Re.cord Qt San :oaou':til
Countii"Los Angeles: Historic Record Company, 1907), I, 2811;
The Monitor, August .30, 1930; ~· Mary's (StoaktonJ Centennial
brochul;'e ·. (Stockton 1 Allied Printers • December 2, 1:951) ,
unnumbered pages~ The Stockton I!ailr; EyeniBg Reford .of
September 3, 1910, and The Monitor o May 3, 19 2;, both claim
that the famous Jes11it missionary o.f the Oregon Country, Father
PeSmet, said Mass in Stockton in 1849. These also are in error
as Father DeSmet was never in Stockton.
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to. go to confess a Catholic who had been condemned t.o ·
death in Mariposa,4 one hundred miles distance. from
Stockton • • • • 5
·
Just four days before Vilart"aea's .arrival in Stockton
a F:rench emigrant prie~;~t • Abbe' Rena1.1d, passed through. the
bustling town and stopped long enough tc perf'orm a ma,r!'iage •
The only record of his visit that is extant tod.;;ty is a lone
entry in Volume I of the "Book 1M' of Marriages" in the S.an
Joaquin County Recorder's archives under the date of December
tz, 1850. 6 The twelfth of' December that ye~r £ell on a

4The man to whom Father Vilarrasa. referred was undoubtedly a certain Pablo Bautema, whom The SanJoagnn
Republican [Stockton J of June 7 1851, siYS
the~ rat man
executed in the San Joaquin Judicial District. Bautema was
chargeQ. with the murder of a certain Williams in :October of
- 1-850,--and a-fter a--trial with Judge Charles-M. -Creaner o£ -- Stockton sitting on the bench 1 was .found guilty. · Sheriff.
James Burney, on January 7, 1ts51, carried out the court order,
"by hanging • • • by the neck until he [Bautema) was dead. 11 ·
(Letter from Mrs. Bertha Schroeder, Research Director,
Mariposa County Historical Society, October 7, 1960, quoting
from ''.Book 1 A' 1 District Court Judgments, 11 Mari~osa County 1
p. 4; "Book 'I', District Court Minutes," p. 4.,

was

$Francie Sadoc Vilarrasa, "Carta del R. P. LectorFr.
Francisco Sadoc Vilarrasa, religiose dominico, hi:jo del
convento de ,?anta Catalina t v!rgen y martir' de Barcelona' II
Revista Oatolica, XVIII (lp.d.J, 1851), 453•454 (Photostated
copy}.
6Archives of the San Joaquin County Recorder (herea.fter
AS.JCR), "Book 1M1 of Marriages," I, 4. This tlas the first
Catholic entry for the whole county. Bishop Alemany ·reported
Abbe' Renaud in Stockton to the 114etroaolitan Catholic Almanac
and Laitfs Directory for the 1852 e ition tpage H4l but
removedis name in a supplementary (correction) li.s.t (page
255]. The bishop's report reflects the transient nature of
Renaud's December visit. [Metropolitan Catholic .1.\lmana.c §nd
Laity's Directory (Baltimore: Fielding Lucas, Jr •• 1 52•]
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Thursday.

Evidently Renaud was gone before Sunday or his

presence in Stockton would have been noted to Father Vilarrasa
upon. the latter's arrival on the sixteenth by the local
Catholics to whom Father Renaud would have turned for assistance
in locating a suitable place for celebrating Mass.

Judging

from the Vila.r:r•asa lett.er quoted above Weber and the other
local r.esidents ·who assisted Father Vila:r·rasa knew nothing of
Renaud'.s visit.7
Following the. departure o:f.' Father Vilarrasa in January 1
1851.1 Stockton rema:l,:ned without a Catholic cler•gyman for
.

.

.

.

.

/

several months until the arrival of· its· first past.or 1 Abbe
Dominique Franeoh Julien Blaive, in the Spring of 1851.

Father Blaive was one of the many thousands of Frenchmen who

7Fath~r Renaud eame from the diocese of Agen, Casten,
in France. He had left Le Havre on February 27, 1850 1 on
board the ship Ore'tnf• (Gilbert Chinard, ·"When the French
Came to Cal.i:f'ornia"'• .n lntrod.uctory Essay," California
HistoricalSocietyQuarterlt' XXII, No.4 (H1l;)), jo4.)"
Kccording to the Stockton f mes (April 20, 1S50) thE) G;retnx
arriV$d in San Ji'rancisco, where its two hundred passengers,
members of a French gold-mining company, disembarked for the
journey into· the. Mother Lode. Evidently Father Henaud,
assigned as chaplain to the.group, aocompani(;ld the men on
their way through Stockton to the mines. Nothing is known
of what became of this priest; there is no record of him in
the !Vlothex· Lode. The only priest of this name recorded
dur-ing this time was a Father Francis Joseph Renaud from the
diocese of Besancon, France, who ser-ved at the Church of St.
Louis of France in St. Louis, Missouri.! from 18;36 to 1$53.
(Letter from the Right Reverend James 1!:. Hoflich to Rev.
Father Moriarty, July 12, 1962.) Obviously this priest was
not the Renaud that had arrived in California on board the
Qre'tnz with the party o:f' French emigrants.
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came to California during its Gold Rush e:ra.
probably no more than

While there tore:re

a dOi!ien

French in the State in early
there we:re an estimated JO,OOO by the end of 185.). 8 The

1849 1

first wave o:f' Frenchmen came mostly from Mexico 1 Chile, Peru,
the SandWich (Hawaiian) Islands, Tahiti, and the state of
Louisiana.

The first Fren.chmen to come to California directlY

f'rom France arrived in San Franci,sco on September 1:4, 1849, as
a result of organized emigration activitY in the homeland.9
Father Blaive, serving as chaplain on board the Arch!.

£ 1 Alliance which was sponsored by an emigration society known
. as the Compagnie Franca.ise-Ama"rica1J.1!, arrived in San Francisco
on October 12, 1850. 10

in-

8Abraham P-. Nasatir, Nlnch Activit pesOalif~rnia••
An Archival Calendar•~)ide ·(~tan ord, Cali ornia: · Stanord ·
iJniversity Press; .194 , p. 9. Chinard (.2,2• cit., P• 25)
estimated that well over half the total numhe1• of Frenchmen
who came during this period were not from France directly.

_

--'-

c.

9Abraham Nasatir, "French Activity in California Before
Tf!e Grizzl;z: Bear, XLIV (March., 1929), 3.. 5,. _This
arrived on board La Meuse, and numbered bet·ween
36 to 40 men. Among the companies organized to send emigrants
to Jhe gold fields of California were the Compa~ie FraneaiseAmericaine, Le Nouveau Monde, La Oalifornienne, a Toison d 1 Or,
b.' $_1dorado 1""t• Aurifere, La Fortune, ~Ruche £..-.Q.t, 1ls, - Bretonne, La Moisson s!' .Q.t, and the Comptoix,: des ~ Monde:a
[Nasatir, French Activities !£California, p.~.
10News item in the Alta Calif'ornia, October 1J, Ht50.
The following single male passengers were listed by namel
Fontaine, Destrade 1 Blaine, Vincent, Croque, Grane, Viulet,
Pierret, Armantzon. The .first five were clergymen. Blaine
should read Blaive.
S~atehood, 11
f~rst group

A Paris newspaper, the

.Journal~
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Debats, dated April

25, 1850, stated that the company was about to send the Arche

S'

Alliance with Blaive as Chaplain, as well as a sister-ship,

the· Pescatore, with an Abbe' Moulis on board the latter. 11
shipping records at Le Havre and the archives
Minililtry

o:f

o:f

The

the French

the Marine gi ~e '!;he :following in:formation on the

Arcl:ie l!, t Alliance; this was a three•mast ship o:f 51:2 tons,
owned by Vo Marziou, director of the Oceania Society; it left
Le Havre, France, on April 23, 1850, under the command

o:f

Captain Cazalis, carrying 107 passengers, and was due to stop
at Valpal"a:!so, California, and China. 12 No in:fol"mation was
available on Father Blai ve :fl"om either source, however, as
neither the port nor the naval authorities kept any records on
civilian chaplains assigned to

m~l"chant

or_paseenger shd;ps.

The Pescatore, under Captain Bourdin, left Le Havre on
May 17 1 1850, arriving in San Francisco on December 3, 1850.
The Alta Cali:fornia carried the :following announcement

o:f

its

11 Chinard, ~· cit., p. 13; 26.

· 12ietter :from the Administrator of Maritime Records at
Le Havre to Rev. Father Moriarty, February 22, 1960; letter
:from the Bureau o:f Archives, Ministry o:f the Marine at Paris,
to Rev. Father Moriarty, November 17, 1959.
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arrival:
French ship Pscatore [sic ] 1 Bourdin toaptain J, 195
ds tdays) £m t£romJ Havre, via Rio de Janeiro, Teneriffe
and Callao, 4-5 ~§ .fin latter port-·171 passengers, 12
females • • • • J
The arrival of the Arche
was noted by

~he

.1P

Alliance at San Francisco

Alta California in itl!l October 13 1 1850 issue:

·.... Ships .arrivals--Oatober 12•..;.Fr. tp!£1 ship Arche £ 1
AUian9e, Cagoleis C. sic--Captain Caza · .s )J. 162 ds (days)
rr ltrom)Havte, via IDparaiso, 4-9 ds.; 7r P?-SS· (passengers)--consigned to V. Margion (sieJ & Co (illJ•
Nothing definite :i.s known aoncerning F&:ther Blaive 1 s
activities or travels between the time of his arrival in San
Francisco on board the Arohe d' Alliance and his taking up o£
residence in Stockton the end of May, 1851 •

The day following

his arrival having been a Sunday, it is probable that he
celEil:lrS.ted-lVlass-at St.- Francis ChU:r-ch-as it was the-only
Catholic Church in the San Francisco area outside·o£ MiSsion
Dolores' some three miles distant.

However I as the records at

St. Francis Church were destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and

13News item in the Alta California December 4, 1850.
Unlike Blaive, Moulis apparently did not disembark in San
Francisco. He may have returned with the ship to Bordeaux,
France, but therlii! is no record of it as the Bordeaux port
records on passenger arrivals do not go back prior to 1875
(letter from the Administrator of Maritime Ilecords, Bordeaux,
to Rev. Father Moriarty, June 27, 1960) • San Frar10isco
likewise has no records of passenger arrivals at this time
(letter from the General Services Administration••National
A1•chi ves and Records Service, San Francisao, to Rev. Father
Moriarty, May 4, 1960).
·
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fire, theta is no proof of this.

The Mission Dolores records,

on the other hand, do not include any mention of Father Blaive,
so it is very unlikely that he resided for any length of time
at that chu:rch. 14
According to a member of the pioneer '\IIeber family 1
Blaive accompanied his fellow-countrymen into the Mother Lode
area, 15 serving as an itinerant priest until his appointment
.
.
.
.
.
.
16
"to the new congregation at Stockton" on March 5, 1851.
No record of Blaive.' a appointment to Stockton was
found in the San Francisco Archdiocesan Archives.

This

probably accounts for the many different stories that have
been written concerning this priest.
1L

.

.

Reverend William Gleeson,

. . .

·

_ _ ..... _ _~J..etter. from_BishoiL M_., Guil_,f'qyl~, Pasto:rof_Mis_sicm. _ _
Dolores Basilica, to Rev. Father Moriarty, December 11, 1959·
15statement by Mrs. Helen Weber Kennedy, personal inter..
view. Mrs. Kennedy is the granddaughter of Charles M. Weber,
founc:ier of t!;le ci"ty of Stockton and a devout Catholic who
contributed generously to the support of the Catholic Church
in Stockton.
16Itinerant priests were not uncommon in California
during the years of the Gold Rush. Although impossible today,
such pri.ests came and went without leaving any record of their
activities. Engelhardt (The Missions and Missionaries.!?.£
Califbrnia, IV 1 689-90} noted that Blaive had been assigned to
Stockton by Bishop Alemany 1 quoting from the "Libro de
Gobierno." This volume is now located in the archives of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. Engelhardt failed to cite the
page number of his reference, and a·check of the "Libro" has
failed to locate this entry \letter from Bishop Manning,
Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles and Vicar-General, to Rev.
Father·Moriarty, February 4, 1961).
.
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author of one of the very few Catholic histories of the
American period in California, stated that Father Blaive
arrived in this country in 1849, while Reverend Hemry L. Walsh
placed his arrival in Stockton in 1853. 17 The

!?!• Mary's

Centennial brochure, printed in 1951 at the time of the local
church's centennial celebration, noted that Blaive had come
to Stockton in 1852. 18
Tinkham t s

.1m

~

:!til!

!

History

£! Stock;!fon From Its

Organi~ation

Present Time iS 1 as far as i.t has been possible to

ascertain 1 the earliest publication, and therefore the source
of subsequent publications, to state that Blaive arrived in
Stockton as a member of a group of French emigrants.

With but

slight variation in wording, Tinkham's version, quoted pelow,
c9l.n b.§

recQgni~ed_as'th~_sojlr~:_e use~

by_ot_her13_1 _

• • • a party of French immigrants came to San Francisco
and settled in Stockton. In this party was a priest named
Father Blaive, Finding a church organization here without
a priest 1 he was requested to remain • • • and was
appointed the first regular pastor of the church. 1 9

17oleeson, Historx of

2 Catholic Church .!!! Qalifornia,
Il, 271; Walsh, Hallowed~]!!!. QQg Dust Trails, P• 306.
18The brochure errs also in stating that Father
Vilarrasa celebrated Mass in Stockton for the first time on
December 2, 1851. Hence, due to these two errors, the centennial celebration (December 2, 1951) wa~ observed in the
wrong year and on the wrong day!
1
9Tinkham.._ II· %1
The ather sow:.cces include: S&ockton
eoor
,
d
8ept>emoe.r :;~, 191 0 1 Tne 1VIon:l.tor 1 lVJay 3v, T'::IT4- an
R
August 30 I 1930 i Stockton Record t December 12 I . 1942; nst
Mary's Parish File" in The Monitor arohiV'es; st. Mary's
Centennial brochure (19~ 1 unnumbered pages.-0
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Credit for the most embellished--and most inaccurate-account goes to the San Francisco Archdiocesan Archives
historical file on St. Mary's

Ch~rch:

He ( Biaive) joined the FreJ:lch army in Canada 'and rose
to the position of Captain. [aiel. in its ranks. At. a later
date, he was ordained to the priesthood. He had sojourned
extensively with the Hudson Bay trappers in Oregon and it
was on one of their southern treks, that he was persuaded
to remain and mj.nister t.o the people of Stockton.20
It is well to note at this point also the rather
commonly-hold belief that some "unknown" French-Canadian priest,
arriving in Stockton with the fur brigades from .the Oregon
Country, was the first to celebrate Mass in this area.

Exten-

sive research not only failed to produce any such priest, but
discounts completely the general belie£ that clergymen accompanied t.he_trappe_rs J.nt.o the S.an_Jo_aqui.Do Yalle.Y a_t ~ny j;illl!:!• 22
. 20No date of compilation of this "history" of the parish
nor the name of its author is given. However, it is probably
the result of a request from the late Archbishop Mitty circa
1935 that each pastor compile a brief history of his parish
for the Chancery Office files. The Stockton pastor at that
time was the late Monsignor William E. McGough. Evidently
Msgr. McGough; as well as. many of the other sources noted in
the text and in footnote 19, .failed to note the difference
between the Franch•Canadian fur trappers and the French
immigrants w)'lo came seeking their fortune in gold.
21 souroes which were helpful in this particular area
are: Alice Bay Maloney (ed,), Fur ~lig3ie to the Bonaventura-·
John Work's CaliforniA Expedition 1 2·
For the Hudsonls Ba
compant (San Francisco: California istorical Society, 1945~
PP• v-xiv; Theodore Hittell, History of California (San
Francisco: N. J. Stone and Company, 11J98 ), Il, 279; Thomas J.
Farnham, Life, Adventure, and Travels in California (New York:
Nafis andCornish, 1849) 1 p. 3B3; O'Donnell,. The Catholic
Hierarchy of the United States, IV, P• xii; Oregon Historical
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Although Father Blaive may have been formally assigned
to Stockton by Bishop Alemany on March $ 1 1851, there is no
record of· when the new pastor actually moved to Stockt.on to
assume his pastoral .duties.

It if! certain, however, that he

had become a resident of Stockton at least by the end of the
'

mont);l of May because on the thirtieth of that month he had
recorded, by the San Joaquin County Recorder's office, his
purchase of a parcel of land in Stockton from a Louis G.
Bruguiere on the twenty-eighth 22 The next day, on the twenty...
0

ninth, the new pastor filed with the County Clerk his "declaration of intent" to become an American citizen. 23
Stockton, gateway to and supply center for the southern
Mines, was a bustling community when Father Blaive assumed the
local Catholic pastorate.

Its non-Spanish name marks it as a

peculiarly American community, having been founded by an
American, Captain Charles Mar:Ca Weber, and having "come to
li.fe 1' only after the discovery of gold in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains.

Weber's first permanent resident was Willard

11 Joe"

Society, Notices and Vo:~::ages !4, the Femfd uebec Missions .l2,
the Pacific Northwest (Corresponaence o Fat ers Blanchet.·,
iJeiiiers, Bolduc, and Langlois) (fi'i.p."): Oregon Historical
ils'='oc:::;,ir::e-=t·y, 19~6), pp; 15-29, 186; Ernest de Massey, ! Frenchman
in the Gold Rush, trans. Marguerite Wilbur (San Francisco:
California Historical Society 1 192'1), P• 99.
22ASJCR 11 Book 1 A' of Deeds," Vol. I , p. 565.
1

2 3Archives of San Joaquin County Clerk [hereafter
ASJCC) 1 "Book o.f Declarations," Vol. I, 1850-1866, unnumbered
pages.
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Buzzell, who arrived in

11

Tuleberg11 in November of 1847. 24

The

growth of the community was practically nil until the news of
the gold discovery brought in people from all over the world.
Then, overnight, Stockton. "mushroomed" into a city of impor•
tance.
On December 2.3, 1849, the city was partially destroyed
by f:Lre.

Out of the ashes arose a new city, with l'Tooden

bu;l.ldd;ngs largely replacing the tent; structures that had made
l.lP a major portion of the commttnity.

Then, on May 6, 18 51 ,
'

'

fire once more practically destroyed the city, and this tillle
brick buildings to a great extent replaced the destroyed wood
buildings. 25
By the time Father Blaive arrived, Stockton wasan

~

.•

.

· San Joagt!in [Stockton) Republican 1 . November 14, 1860.
The name OT"the settlement, originally Tuleberg, was changed
to Stockton in. 1848 •. l<'or interesting accounts and descriptions
of early Stockton, the following titles are of va;J.ue: William
Redmond Ryan,. Personal Adventures .in ~ppfr and !torf palifornia
in 1848-.49 (London: William Shoberr, ub isher, 1 5 ) , II,
48"-49; James H. Carson, Recollections of the California MtnerAn Account _g£ .llli!, Early Discoveries .2.f"'1roM(Oak!and: Bio oo s••
lieprinted from the Stockton Edit:~.on of~- .. , 1950) P• 14;
Jacques Ant.oine Moerenhout, The Inside Story of the Gold .a.ush,
trans. and ed. Abraham Nasat:~.r (San Francisco~Oaiifornia---
Historical Society.! 1935), p. 66; Bayard Taylor, ElDorado,_ or
Adventures in the !'ath of Empire (New York: AlfredA. Knop.t· , 1949), p. 60i SamuerG.Upham, Notes of /.l Voyage 1Q. California
via CfPQ Horn, Together with Scenes iii."""EI Dorado i.n the Years
M9- 5 . (Philadelphia: samuel Upham7"'1"878) ' p.

zn.-

25J. P. Bogardus, Stockton City Directory for the Year

1856 (San Francisco: Harris, .Joseph and Company,
PP• 15-16.

"1'856/7'"
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incorporated city 1 with the city limits set along Flora Street
on the north, Twiggs (Anderson) Street on the south, Aurora
Street on the east, and Bragg and 'I'ule (Edison) streets on the
west. 26 Its population by 1850 was estimated at approximately
Z 50027 out of a: total county population of 3,64 7.28
1

26

.
Covert Martin, Stockton Album Through the Years
(Stockton: Simard Printing Company, 1959), p. 39.

v.

27Ibid. I

p.

24

28 united States Government Bureau of the Census,
Seventh Census of the United States: 1~50, Population
(Washington 1 D. "lr.TR:obert Armstrong, ublic rint er 1 1853) ,

I, 972.

CHAPTER III
A PIONEEE .CHURCH J;S BUILT
Just as the time of the arrival of Father Blaive in
Stockton is uncertain, so are the dates of the official erection of the parish and the.construction of Stockton•s first
Catholic tJhurch uncertain.

Father B.laive 1 s March 5, 1851,

assignment to the "new congregation at Stockton" was pre ..
sumably all that was necessary to create the first parish in
the San Joaquin Valley 1 and in area one of tha largest in the
state •

No official boundaries were given to the new parish;

like all the pioneer parishes of the gold•rush era, it simply
extended in all directions.

To the north it was limited by

the Sacramento church of St. Rose; to the west its limits
were set along the Coast Range Mountains by the boundaries of
the mission settlements.

To the east lay the yet-unorganized

Mother Lode with its thousands of

fortune~hunters

roaming the

hills and ravines in search of material wealth, and to the
south was the vast expanse of open country to the Tehachapis.
Such indefinite boundaries were the rule at that time,rather
than the exception..

But for all practical purposes, parochial

1sister Mary Thomas, Apostle of ].h! Valle:z, p. ;38, is
in error when she states, 11 As Visalia is the oldest town in
the San Joaquin Valley, it is also the headquarters of the
oldest parish • , • • " Stockton antedat.ed Visalia by about
eight years. Evidently she did not think of Stockton as
being in the San Joaquin Valley.
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activities were limited to the area that now comprhes the
counties of San Joaquin and Stanislaus· in particular, and t.o
the contiguous areas within the counties of Calaveras,
Mariposa, Alameda, and Contra Costa 2 in general. This makes
the Stockton parish, at least theoretically, the mother pa;rilh
of all the Catholic churches of the San Joaquin Valley and
part of' the adjacent Sierra Nevada. ·
No definite date has ever been given for the erection
or the opening of the original Catholic· church in Stockton.
There appears to be some confusion in regard to its. e:l(:act
location, also.

It would seem to be a relatively· simple

matter for. the researcher to take this information from the
pariah registera,.3 the local newspapers, or the county archives
that record- thti transf'er or-property.- But-such has-noCC l:ieen - the case.
For some unexplainable reason, no parish records exist
for the years prior to 1856.

The earliest date on record, a

baptismal entry, ia dated March 28, 1856.4

The first local

2AASF "San Joaquin County" historical folder,
1
unnumbered pages.
3Each parish is required to keep registers for recording
baptisms, marriages, etc., and these are inspected periodically
by the bishop of the diocese.
4st. Mary's Parish Files, "Li.ber Bapt:l.zatorum [.sic 1 Et
Confirmationes 1856.. 1864, 11 p. 1..
-
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.reference to the missing registers was made in 1914 by A.
Oullahan, in an article in !h! Monitor newspaper.

c.

He stated

at the time that all parish records were sent to and kept at
the Cathedral in San Francisco until 1S56.5

However, an entry

in Archbishop Alernany 1 s handwriting in his "Journal of
Correspondence," dated September 12, 1$64, indicates clearly
that even at that early time the registers were not in San
Francisco:
Rev. James Motter I:recipient of the following inforraation-·pastor of the local church at this timeJ-•F'athe'r
Blaive's Register books of Baptism+ [~J Marriage during
his time in Stockton was (sic] not found, neither Joseph
Gallagher [pastor before Father Motter) nor Father
Molinier [pastor of Notre Dame Church, San Francisco, and
successor to Father Blaive at that church) knows anything(.J With the latter I have been and was nothing
.LsicJ found. 7
Attempts to pinpoint the date of church construction
from the contents of the earliest Stockton newspapers were

5A.

c.

Oullahan, "The History of the Church in Stockton,"

!h! Monitor, May 30, 1914. Archdiocesan, but not parochial,

records were kept at. the Cathedral until the erection of the
Archdiocesan Chancery Office. However, a check with the clergy
at St. Mary's Cathedral in 1959 proved that no Stockton records
were among their archive materials.
6 AASF, 11 Journal of Correspondence, August 14, 1S62-May,
1S6$." Vol. H~15, p. 101. This entry, obviously hurriedly
jotted into the "Journal," would indicate that Father Blaive
had kept some kind of written records during his pastorate at
the local church. In addition, the Archbishop is known to
have visited Stockton·at least several times during these years,
at which time he undoubtedly signed the registers as he did in
subsequent years. From the tone of the entry there certainly
appeared to be no doubt in his mind as to their previous
existence. Father Blaive passed away in 1862, taking to his
grave forever the answer to the above question,
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hindered by the fact that some of the issues no longer exist,
as .well as by .what would appear to have been a rather marked
aversion to printing anything Cath,:,lic.? The earliest notice
of .Catholic sex•vices in .the city appeared .in the fulrl.. Joaguin
Republican on Wednesday, June 18, 1851 1 under' the "Religious
Notices" column which was a regular featur.e of the newspaper
each week.

It read. as follows:

11

Divine service at the Roman

Catholic chapel, on Sunday morning, at 10 o'clock, Father·
Braite (siq.J officiating."
The word "chapel'' no doubt refers to the first c.hurch,
as there is no indication anywhere of the use of a building
previous to the construction of the original church.

Father

Blaive must have availed himself of the hospitality of the
Weber family, at whose home he would have said Mass for several
----------

-----

--

Sundays pending completion of the small church structure.

- ----

Or

perhaps he said Mass at the Mt. Vernon House next door to
Weber's.

Another newspaper item supports the contention that

this "chapel" was the original church building.

In 1880,

D. J. Oullahan, prominent civic and church leader in the community and state, stated that when he passed through Stockton

7This could have been due in great measure to the fact;
that the pastor, Father Blaive, was a foreigner, and most of
the parishioners were Mexican, Chilean, and French.

--
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in June, 1851, 8 on his. way to Sonora, tht:! church was already
standing. 9
Local sources generally

ag:r~e

that Captain Weber, keep•

ing his promise to Father Vilarrasa, donated the site on
Washington Street for the constr1J.ction. of a Catholic church. 10
But beyond that point there seems to b.e no agreement as to the
exact location oi' the original chur.ch.

Oullahan, commenting

upon the original si;ructure some thirty years later. reported
that when he. came thro.ugh Stockton on his way to th~ . mine !I(
· (June 1 W 51 )-the ChUrCJ:lWasstandin£r11 0fi -tne- fiO.rtheaSt COrner 1
wher.e the brick store now stands. 1111
Oullahan' s contentj.on that. the original. structure was
on a co:rner••contrary to the traditional bel.ie.i' that the
-·------original churchwas 15uiTt- (and -:remained )-orr

the-W~ber•donat-ed--

site oi' the present Got.hic brick church of St. Mary' s•.,.is
supported by the earliest Stockton directory now extant.

The

· 6News item in the Stockton Daily Evening Mail, August
---27, 1880,
9Ibid., August 26, 1880.
10AASF, "San Joaquin County" historical folder;!.!!!

Monitor, 11 St, IVlary 1 s file"; Stockton Record 1 September 3, 1910;
Tinkhaia, Htstor;y; of San Joafuin Count;y:, p. ·173; Special Edition
oi' 11.!.§. Monl.tor, August ,30, 930; Martin, ~· .£ll. 1 .p. 175.
11 News item in ·the Stockton Daily Evening Record,
August 26, 1880.
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1852

§~.leW.

Directory and Jl:migrants Guide. .&£ ~ Southern

Mines, published by the
listed,

.£!!! Joaguin Republican newspaper,

11

Catholic Church, corner [of] Hunter and Washing;ton.
streets. 1112 And, after a lapse 0f more .than two year:>, the
September 27, 1853,. San Joaguin Republican listed Catholic
services, with the notation, "Roman Catholic Church--corner of
Hunter and Washington Street$.17

·rhis notice re•appea:red inter-

mittently until a final entry in the March 18, 1855, issjle .of
t.he newspaper. 1.3
A very interesting entry in Archbishop Alemany's
"Dia;r.y," dated A11gust 2, 1855, stated,

11 I

(Alemany] make a

deed for $.300, received by F. [ ~'at.her] :Slaive, of 50 by 4,0 :t't.
lot required
-

.£2!

improvements of church in another lot. • • • •

·---Titalicsnot in the or1.ginil]~11 4-

-wnrretn:ts

passage-lacKs ·- ·---·

clarity, its basic meaning becomes clearer in the light of the
information given for the local church in the 1856 city directory'. · This edition of the directory 15 lists the ''Roman Catholic
l\_ -·: ~'

12Page J,
1.3Ne;,rs item in the Daily .§ml Joaquin Republican [Stockton], September 27, 1B53; November 22, 1B54; January 14, 1855;
February 25 1 1855; March 18, 1855; also in the Weekly~
,Joaqu:J:.n.. Renubli.can on March 17, 1855.
14AASF, "Diary of Archbisnop Aleruany, Janual'Y 1, 1855,
to January .30, 1863 1 " Vol. H.. 26, p. 13.
1 5The 1852 and 1856 directories quotad from above are
the only extant voluraes for this period, although directories
may have been published for all or at least part of the years
in between.
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Church" as being located on "Washington Street, between (italics not in the original] Hunter and San Joaquin. 1116
The natural conclus.ion to be drawn is that the church
was constructed on a corner lot, and that it had been moved to
the new site (between Hunter and San Joaquin) sometime between
March .18, 1855 (last issue of the §!B. Joaquin Republican
newspaper which located· the, church on a corner), and the time
of compilation of the ,materials that were included in the

1856 directory.

(Bogardus does not state in his Directory the

date his survey of the city was made but indications are that
it may have been about February, 1856.)
According to Oullahan, the church was located "on the
northeast corner" in June of 1851.

We can safely assume that

he was not referring to the intersection of San Joaquin. and.

s+---···-

- - Washington as atnorougnsearcli-oft;lie -county-Recorder1

Archives1 as well as the Archive records of the Archdiocese of
San Francisco, failed to disclose any transfer of property
'f<itles to the Church anywhere in that block. 17 Also, the 1852
Stockton Directorx, mentioned above, specifically located the
church at the intersection of Hunter and Washington streets.
1

~ogardus, 2£• £11., P• 72.

7Thi~ is block twenty-two. For this and all other
references to· specific block and/or lot numbers, refer to plat
map, P• 41.
1
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This, then, in view o:f Oullahan 1 s statement ("northeast
corner"), would place the original structure on the site of the
present rectory o:f the Franciscan clergy o:f St •. Mary's Church
(i.e., northeast corner o:f Hunter and Washington streets).· As
early as December, 1850, Captain Weber had promised Father
Vilarrasa that he would give the necessary land :for the construction

o:f

a church.

And this he had already done :for
several Protesta~t groups. 18 In both eases these had been
corner sites.

Although transfer o:f title to this corner
(lot 2) was not effected until. December of 1854 19 {from WebE~,t
'
to Archbishop Alemarty), it is possible that Captain Weber had
d6nated it early irt 1851 to be U:sed as a Catholic Church site.
As no other partieslay claim to this lot (in contrast to lots
4 8 10, 12, 14, a~d 16) 20 perhaps neither Po!lrty_pre sse_d__t_o'-----1

1

~----legalbe

· the transfer.

Yet it is difficult to explain, i:f the above supposi•
tion be true,. why the lot we therefore assume that the church
was built on was not transferred to the Archbishop until 1854,

18Martin 22• cit., pp. 167; 169. The Methodists
1
received two lots on the southwest corner o:f Commerce and
Washington streets; the Presbyterians received from Weber a
quarter block on the southeast corner o:f Main and San Joaquin
streets.
1
,
9v. Covert Ma:r'tin .~~· cit., P• 175) states that
¥ti~~:rwi~nt~~Ss§!Bl~2~~i8i ~U~i!fii~~np~n~ 7~unter streets.
.
20Vide plat map, block twenty-one, P• 47.
/

-
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wl:lile lots six and eight, the present . si.te of St. Mary's
Church; and evident:!.y the si.te of the original building at

--

the time it was moved to ma.ke room for the construction of the
present structure in

.

1:861~

was transferred to cl:lurch ownership

in 1.$51,
B.esides thi.s delay i.n title transfer., tl:ler¢ is one
more i.tem wl:lich strengthens tl:le case against this. site al.•
though i.t is located. on the "northeast corne.r •"

Oul.lah,an

noted in !:lis newspaper statement of 188.0 that the site of the
church in 1851 was "where the brick store now stands."
Certainly, in 188.0, there was :no brick st()re at this. 19cation
as it had been churchproperty since 1854.

In order to resolve this apparent contradiction it will

I

:-·---·-have to-oeass1l!ffetl---ch:at pa.ft- or---cneOuJ:lanan

error.

accoun.~-1s-:rn.----·--

The best evidence indicates t.hat instead of "nort.h-

east corner," the account should have read "northwest corner."
The northwest corner site (intersection of Hunter and
Washington streets) presents the best case.

A part of lot

twelve, block twenty, comprising the corner portion fronting
on Hunter Street for forty feet and on Washington Street for
fifty feet, had been deeded to Father Dominique Blaive on
May 28th, 1851. 21 This date coincides with the approximate

21ASJCR, ttBook tAt of Deeds," I, 565.
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time. of construction o£ the church.
However, in view of Captain Weber's promise to give
the land necessary for a chUrch building, it is difficult to
detet'mine just what Father Blaive may h~ve had in mind.

I f he

intended to use it as the church site, why did he purchase so
small a lot?

That he intended to construct some sort of living
quarters on the site is not borne out by available evidence. 22
The best guess is that when the local congregation was ready
to .construct the original church, "squatters" may have con..
test.ed Captain Weber' a legal right to donate the intended iot
or lots.
Pending final disposition or the grant, the local
Catholics inay have raised the money with which Father Blaive

22Mrs. Helen .Weber Kennedy states that she believes
Father Blaive lived on Weber property right next to the Weber
home. on the Peninsula. the rirst aeveral years. Supporting
Mrs. Kennedy's statement is a notat'ion in an article entitled
"The Oldest House in Town," which appeared in the Stockton
High School paper, The Ouardartd Tackle, Volume VII, No.9,
for May, 1901: "• • • in the sitting room • • • the picture
or the second resident Catholic pastor o£ .Stockton, who resided with .Mr. Webe:r for two years." The word "second" is an
error; the pastor whose picture is mentioned was Father Blaive,
the t:irst pastor. This picture is still in the possession of
the Weber heirs. Father Delahunty, the second pastor, was
here about six months only, and is known to have maintained
his own residence near the church. A. C. Oullahan, writing
in The Monitor, stated: "It is possible that he tBlaive] had
some sort of domicile in the neighborhood of the church on
Washington street, .but no traces of the building and no knowledge of' the exact location now remain." tA. c. Oullahan1
"The History of' the Church in Stockton," .May .30 1 1914; AAI:;F,
"San Joaquin Qounty11 hiStorical folder 1 unnumbered pages. J
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purchased his lot as a .temporary site for the church.
fo~.,

Lots

six, eight and ten, the approximate site of today's

churqh (and therefore the site o£ the original church in 1861
when it was moved to make way for t.he present structure)

1

.were

f'inall:V cleared by a second transf'er2 3 of title on several
lots.and portions .of lots bY .January, 1855••and this takes
plflce shortly before the two known da.t.es (between the last
.time the church was listed on .a. "corner" and the fir$t t.ime
11re find it located "between Hunter and San Joaquin streets•'').
It is interesting to no.te, also, that. Archbishop Alemany
sold this parcel of. land on the west side of Hunter. Street
(which :Sla.ive had de.edec\ to.bim on January 9 1 1854)::!4 on
August 2, 1855 2 5... and the church was thereafter no. longer on

·-----e;-11 corner.-,Tfiiswas the time when tJ:ie Archbis-hop-wrote -in
his ~'Diary," "I make a deed .for $.300, received by F.• Blaive
of 50 by 40ft. lot requested for improvements of church in
another lotj by Pope's sanction. 1126

Although an explanation

i2.3!M.! plat map 1 P• 47.
24ASJCR, "Book 1 A1 of Deeds," Vol. V, P• 76; AASF,
"Abstract of Deeds," Vol. 0·4, p. 151.

2 5ASJCR, ''Book 1 A1 o:f Deeds," Vol. VI, P• 316.
sale was not recorded until September 8, 1855.

The

Z6AASF
.
- I "Diary o£ Archbishop Alemany, January 1:) 1855,
to January .30 1 186.3," Vol. H-26, P• 1.).
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o.f the words "by Pope's sanction" is at this time impossible, 27
it seems quite certain that ·the rest of the quotation would
imply that the money .from the sale of the parcel on the west
side o.f Hunter Street (no longer necessary or use.ful as the
church had already _been moved from it) was welcomed to help
defray the expenses of renovating the church that was now
located on another lot*•between Hunter and San .Toaquin streets.
Furthermote, in proo.f-o.f the contention that this
northwest corner lot was the site of the original church,
re.ference is made once more to the 1880 statement of D. J.
Oullahan that in June of 1851 the church was located ''where
the brick store now stands." A certain Lorenzo Tabolara 28
was the purchaser of this 50 by 40 foot lot in August, 1855,
---c-~-

------ -

-

and_ he immediately constructed a brickbuilding measuring --- -· - -

io by 40 feet, and costing $.3,00Q.Oo. He then operated his
own grocery business in this building. 29 This, undoubtedly,
2 7The Archbishop's handwritten notes were in places
very di.ff'icult, to decipher, and this could be an error on the
part of the reader. Certainly the "Pope's sanction" was not
necessary. The 1856 Directory did not list any Stockton
residents by that name, so its meaning remains a mystery.
28ASJCR, "Book 1 A1 of Deeds," VI, 316.
29Bogardus, SE• cit., PP• 19 and 62. It should also
be noted 1 in defense of"t'lie north1vest corner site, that Tinkham,
though inaccurate in his statements (regarding the Catholic
Church) several times, does note that in 1851 a "house of
worship" was erected for the Catholics on the "northwest corner
of Hunter and Washington streets." (Tinkham, !::. HistorY ,2!
Stockton, p • .341.)
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is the building referred to twenty-five years later.
Hence the evidence presented would seem to. justify the
conclusion, at leas.t until better evidence is .forthcoming,
that the original. Catholic church structure in Stockton, was
located on the northwest· corner of the intersection. of Hunter
and. Washington· streets, and that sometime in the latter half
of 1855 1 or in the early par.t .of 1856, it was moved and ..
probably renovated (and perhaps even enlarged somewhat).
While definite proof is lacking concerning its original
location up until 1856, it appears certain, .from .vari.ou.s
newspaper accounts a few years later, that it was standing on
the site of the present brick church. at least by the year
1860.

At that time, when the local congregation was contem-

__ p_lating___!,h_EJ_ constr11ction of_ ~second and larger edific.e, a
local newspaper noted that the new structure would be built
where the first church was Standing.30

This was borne out in

a subsequent news item that stated that the City Council had
approved a request of the "Catholic Society" to move their
church temporarily tover to Washington Square] in order to
facilitate the construction of their new church.3 1 In the
special edition of

Ih&

Monitor on May 30, 1914, the second

3°News item in the Daily San Joaguin Republioa..n,
JanuarY 26, 1860.
-- ·
3 1Ibid • .January 15, 1861.
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church was described as having been built on the original
site , .also.
There is no doubt that Captain Weber donated at.least
a.part of. the siter> 2 one would hope, as a last resort, to be
able to date the construction. of the church and to be able to
locate .the original site as well by. the. recorded deeds showing
the legal transfer of property ownership.

But a thorough

search of the old property transfer.records in the San.Joaquin
County Recorder'.s OffiCe did not help. clarify matters.

What

should. have been. a relatively simple task proved to be most
confusingto the. settlement of-the issue.
This confusi.on is ev:l.dently due, basically 1 to the
delay of the

u.s.

Government in recognizing Weber's Mexican

land grant and the consequent problem that he had with squat- -- -- ters and theTi'-crarms ~J3 -Thepia'C-fuapor-BToek -Twent-y.. one , - -east of-Centre Street, on page 47, will help clari.fy this
discussion of property transfers to the Church.

This block is

3 2Probably one lot (facing Washington Strelilt)
originally.
33:rt was not until March 1B, 1861 , that Presi.dent
Lincoln signed Weber's patent although the latter had applied
to the U.s. Land Commission on May 31, 1852 t'l'inkhamp A
History of Stockton 1 p. 37 .J and they had confirmed it on April
17, 1855tDorothy Huggins (camp.), Continuation of the Annals
of_ San_ Francisco••fm June 1, JJl&, to December .2.1 1. 11~5 1
Ira'rt 1 (San Francisco: 'Ca1ifornie. Historical Society,
39) ,
p. 41J. Mr. Weber, though a very generous r.tan, was plagued
for years_ by squatters who defied his attempts to evict them·
from his lands.
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bounded by Market Street on the north, San Joaquin and Hunter
streets on the east and west respectibely, and by Washington
Street on the south.
The earliest acquisition of property by the Church in
this block is dated AugUst 18,

1~51.

This was the purchase

of lot number six 1 with· a fifty-foot. fl"ontage 1 fl"om- Alfonse
Diftot, in consideration for the sum of four hundred and
fifty dollars.34 On DecemberJirst of the same year Weber
deeded lot n\llllber eight to the Archbishop as a gift.

The

original church was moved on to the latter lot, no doubt; but
with lot six cleared in August, it would seem quite likely
that the church occ.upied a portion of that lot also.

No

record was found to indicate that Weber ever considered that
-_·~-·-·--:J:otto oe st:IT:r-rn-fii-s possession; -in contras'C;---cne cnurcn.--authorities evidently felt it necessary to buy out the in•
terests of a squatter (presumably) on lot eight.

On June 25,

185.3, Jacob Freek sold to Alemany, in consideration for two
hundred dollars 1 the very same lot Weber had donated earlier.3 5

.34ASJCR, "Book 1 A' of Deeds," II, 128-9. Alemany 1 as
Archbishop, bought the property and took title to i t for the
Church. In the San Francisco Archives (AASF, "Abstract of
Deeds," Vol. G-4, p. 25.) the lot is listed as number 26 in•
stead of 6. This is an error. Diftot had bought the lot from
an E. Bernard on May 14, 11350, according to the County, records.
35AASF, .QE• cit., pp. 151*3• Freak is misspelled In!&
and Frish. Also, San Joaquin County Recorder's Archives,
Vol. V, P• 75.
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The church li'as already several years old at this time.
A deed was recorded on August 25, .Hl53, for the transfer to Alemany of tl:).e "west half" of lot 10 for one hundred
fifty dollars by A. lVJaleten.J6

This transfer does not .seem

to appear in the San Francisco Archives volume,

Several

large Parcels were acquired the following year, in 1854·
October tenth, a careless employee in the

~ecorder 1 s

On

Office

ente,red the following nota·Gion concerning the sale of the
east half of lot ten;

"(to the] Roman Oatholick (sic) Bishop

for the Diocese of California to have and to hold in Trust for
the Roman Catholick (.!!!£] congregation of the city cf Stockton."
Clement Detton received two hundred fifty dollars for the
twenty-five by one hundred foot parcel,37

This gave to the

church a rectangular parcel of land one hundred feet deep and
--- - -

one hu.ndred fifty feet fronting· oii Washington

Streert;oeing~----

the sum total of lots 6, 8, and 10.
The .following day, deeds were recorded for the sale by
Jacob Freak of a part of lot sixteen, nineteen feet of it
fronting on San Joaquin Street and extending 150 feet to the
center of the block as well as for a slice on the west side

36ASJOR, "Book 1 A1 of Deeds," Vol. V, p. 98. The
seller's name, Maleten, may be misspelled. The hand-written
entry is very difficult to read.
37ASJCR., "Book 1 A' of Deeds," Vol. V, PP• 610-11,
in AASF, Vol. G-4, p. 152.

Also
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BLOCK 21 EAST OF CEN'rRE {WITH PORTION OF BLOCK 20)
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PARCEL _A--B:ruguiere to Blaive, M_a_y 28 1 1851.
B--Diftot to Alemany, August 1tl, 1851.
C••Weber to Alemany, · December 1.! 1851 •
Freek to Alemany., June 25, 1~>5.3.
D•-West Half, Maleten to Alemany, August 25, 185.3.
East Half', Detten to Alemany, October 10 1 1854.
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H••Redmond to Alemany, May t, 1t>60.
Joseph to.Alemany, December 5, 1860.
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l

j

I

!
1

II

of lot twelve, extending one hundred feet deep and fronting
twelve feet along Washington Street • .3 8 On December first,
18.54 1 Weber donated lot two, fronting fifty feet on Washington
and one hundred feet on Hunter Street.39

On January 18 1 18.5.5 1

a large part of lot four, measuring forty-five feet by the
full one hundred feet 1 was sold to the Church by Charles M.
' Creane:r for three hundred dollars. 40 This gave the Church ·
the entire one hundred foot depth on the south side of block
twenty-one (fronting on Washington Street) with the exception
. of a five foot strip in lot four,. and the corner of San Joa• .
quin and Washington extending thirty-eight feet west (part of
lot twelve) of' the intersection.

l

These were later (1861)

donated to the Church by Captain Weber.
The foregoing detail§!d _!l.naly-sis_of_the-aoquisi.t4en-of--·-··---~---··-----

the Washington Street frontage property reveals an error on
the part of several local histories 41 as well as in the
1

38ASJCR, .QE• Cit;., PP• 611·12, Only the lot 16 transaction was recorded in the AASF 1 Vol. 0-4 1 p. 1.52 •
.39ASJCR, .QE•

.£!!!•,

p. 61.3; AASF, Vol. 0-4, P• 1.5.3

4°ASJCR, .QE• cit.,· Vol. VI, pp. 5·6; AASF, Vol. G-4,
p. 1,52. Charles M. Creaner 1 spelled Creamer in AASF records,
must have been Judge Creaner of' the fifth Judicial District
Circuit Court.
·.
4 1e.g.: Tinkham, in his A Historr of Stockton, P• .341,
says, "Captain Weber donated the-one-ha! O!ock where the
church and parsonage now stand to Bishop Alemany for the use
of the church. 11 This , statement 1 if not in error, is at least
an over-simplification of the facts. It is possible that
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popular tradition that Mr. Weber donated all the property
upon which the St. Mary's Church £acilities are located today.
Actually, between 1851 and 1854, three pieces of property were
purchased outright from the owners for a total of eight hundred
fi:t').y dollars (providing that the deeds record the full
purchase price).

In addition, the church was evidently forced

to purchase certain pieces of property--even though donated
by Captain Weber--in order to clear title to them due to the
.

.

long delay in getting the Weber Grant title cleared and
appl;'oved by the U.nited States Government.

These additional

parcels cost another six hundred fifty dollars (again, prpviding that t11e deeds record the full purchase price).

This

matter is pointed out simply in the interest of historical
accuracy and not with anJI: mali-CiOU$-intent-to -lreil:'lf'Cle

t~-··-

contributions that the Weber family hal:! made to the C!:).uroh.
These contributions span the years from the :f'ounding of' the
Church in Stockton down to the present time.

These donations,

both of a public and a private nature, include such major
items as the gift o£ land for the old St. Agnes' Convent and
the San Joaquin Cemetery, as well as a major contribution
given for the construction of St. Joseph's Home and Hospital.
It is readily apparent from the discussion of land

Mr. Weber paid for the acquisition of those parcels claimed

others {and sold to the Church), but there is no evidence
of this.

by
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acquisition that it is impossible to date the construction of
the original church on the basis of land purchases.

The

latest possible date, June 18 1 1851, .was set by the newspaper
notice of Mass having been scheduled for Sunday the twenty•
second.

But this is hardly adequate in a research project qf

this nature; it would be desirable if possible to. set more
exact limits in terms of the time and dates involved in the
building of the church from the standpoint of its conception,.
as well as its completion.

Therefore, other means. must be

employed.
According to a member of the Weber family, Father
Blaive had the original church constructed after his arrival
in Stockton as its first pastor.42 Not being able to deter•
·- ··-···-···nrine-tne·'Cime -wnen:-n-e-tm>k~up-rgai-tlencl>here-.-howeve:r-,makes- it impossible to determine the time of church construction.
It would seem logical, however, that the young Frenchman
would have undertaken to procure funds a.nd. begin construction
of .a church just as soon as possible after his

arriv~l.

If

we assume that he arrived at the. time of his off'icial appoint•
ment to Stockton by Archbishop Alemany (March 5, 1851) , or at
lea.s.t soon after, then a church could easily have been under
construction within a month or six weeks.
4 2statement by Mrs. Helen Weber Kennedy, personal
interview.
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The Archbishop noted in his

11

Liber Visitationum Episoo•

palium" (Book o.f Episcopal Visitations) that on April 7,
1851 1 "I visit thE! city which is called Stockton, "43 which
leaves one with the feeling that at that time there was no
church built or even under construction.44 ·This, incidentally,
marks the .first time that a Catholic prelate visited Stockton.
One month later, on the night of May 5, the city was
burned to the ground.
$1 1 500 1000.

Property loss was estimated at

The .fire started in the middle of the night, and

.fanned by a northwest wind, quickly consumed the city's busi ..
ness district ._ 4 5 The following quotation 1 referring to this

!

. . 43AASF, 11 Liber Visitatiqnum Episoopalium·Dioceseos

i-----· -santlt±-Franc±sci-in-Oacl-1-forni-a -8111pe-riori-f''--Vo1-.---H4, -p. -€>.-··-··---·
: ·
"Visito civitatem quae vocatur Stockton.'
.
1

44In contrast note his entry for his .first visit to
Sacramento, on February 23, 1851; "I visit city of Sacramento
where there is a small church 25 .feet in width and 50 .feet in
length." (p. 5•) Perhaps his purpose in visiting Stockton was
to help the local Catholics organize .for the purpo~e of r-~ising
funds for the erection of a church• He makes no mention of
whether or not Father Blaive was in Stockton, nor does· he
mention where he stayed while visiting. It is not likely that
he came and went the same day. He probably stayed at the
home of Captain Weber. Fa.ther Blaive, although for some time
already assigned to Stockton, may have been in the Mother
Lode at this time. There are indications that Blaive may
have spent much of his time serving the many gold-mining
settlements during his Stockton pastorate.
4 5Martin, Sill• cit. p. 56. Fire chief Nuttman and
1
c.th"r members of the""nre department were in San Francisco at
the time, surveying the ruins of a disastrous fire that had
destroyed a large area of that city!
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holocaust, is taken from a looal newspaper some years later;
•• • • the.re are very few now living who can remember
that twenty-eight years ago last night, all there was of
the primitive Stockton of that time was burned up • • • •
The houses were all c.rude and primi.tive, and mostly of
rough timber. They were mostly jammed together on Centre,
· El Do.rado, Front , Main, Market and. Washington streets.
ln. all the broad limits of the present handsome town,
there is not, if. we are rightly informed, a single struc•
ture. standing that stood on the night .of. May 5th, 1851.46
!f thi.s last statement is c.orrect, then it can .be
as.sumed that the cllurch was not yet occupying its site on
Washington Stret;Jt, as there is certainly no record of it
having been burned.

Although lacking any more conclusive

proof, it is probably safe to assume, then, that Stockton's
f:\.rst Cathol:\.c Church was begun after May 5, 1851, and that
it was opened for the first Mass at least by Sunday, June 22.
·----No- :informat±on-was-f'ound- relat-ive-to-the -f'ol'ma-tiG>n---Of-a--build"' -· ing committee or a fund ... raising committee.
money was raised is not known.

How the necessary

No doubt, however, judging

from the procedures employed during that time in other areas,
some sort of a building or finance committee must have been
functioning.
The original Catholic church, like all of Stockton's
larger structures constructed in 1850 or 1851, was a low
wooden building, with some sort of a belfry vnth a bell that
46News item in the Stockton Independent, May 7, 1879.

.

.
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had been shipped around the Horn.47 The lumber was probably
shipp~d around the Horn also,48 having been prefab:ricated in
the East, as had been the lumber used in constructing the
Presbyterian church the previous year. 49 In comparison with
the churches of today this was, of course, a very primitivelooking edifice.

No photograph of the church is known to

exist, but it undoubtedly resembled quite closely the early
Presbyterian and Methodist churches, both of which must have
.

.

.•. . 47Tinkham, ~istort .2f ,San Joaguin CountY, p. 173; ..
Stockton Record, ~eptem erJ-;1910; Covert Martin collection.
These three sources would indicat\9.that the bell was installed
at the time of construction• However, a news item in the
Stockton Record, January 17, 1942:f. stated (at the time this
bell was being removed and instal ed at the Church of the
Annunciation) that the bell had hung in old St, Mary's Church
since 18;8, and that it had been brought around Cape Horn in
ca <Hiil:±ng-vessel-in-1&5-h-,The -art-iole-dees-not--a.ttempt-to - -- __ _
explain the discrepancy in the dates, nor is-there'any
indication of. the source of this information. The bell,
weighing 1500 lbs. , was cast in Boston in 1853 by the Henry
N. Hooper Company. Obviously, it could not have been. pur•
chased before that date. A likely date of installation,
~erhaps, was when the church was moved from its original
1corne:r" position to the center of the block.
This would
probably have been som~time in 1855.
8
4 News item in the Stockton Daily Evening tifti_l, August
26, 1$80, states that it was shipped around the 1 orn 11 to
California.
·
49Martin, Stockton Album Through the Years, p, 169.
Large buildings were often either pre .. cut or even constructed
in sections in the East and Chile, and then shipped in to San
Francisco. ~ J. M. Guinn and Tinkham, History of ghe State
of California auf Biofra~hical Record of San Joaguin .ounty
\tos Jtngeles: · stor c ecord Company-;-1m5'f), I, 267.
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been approximately the same si~e as the Catholic church.50
Photographs of' the two early Protestant churches may be foUnd
in Martin's Stockton Album !hfough ~ Years.5 11
Although the interior wall of the church may have been
painted a cream color, with the stations of the cross suspended
from the ceiling,5 2 it .seems m0re likely that the crude walls
were simply covered with cheap white linen cloth and that the
stations were set· along the two side walls on simple- pedestals.
The altar was constructed of plain pine lumber, and was
Painted a cream color.

Behind it, on the back wall, white

linen cloth was hung as a

backdrop~

The windows 1 according

to iseveral sources diamond-shaped, were of plain glass.
Whale-oil lamps furnished the l:tghting for the evening and
----n1oght-services-. 53_--A--smal-J.-melodeon-pl'ovJ.ded-the--musicaL- _ __

·_
5°u.s. Government, The Seventh Ceneu~ of the United
States: 185£ (Washington:U.S:Government )riri'ting 6ftice,
1853) , . p •. 9 o. All three churches. are listed as· having
accommodations for two hundred each.
5 1Pp. 167 and 169. The Presbyterian church was dedicated in May, 1850; the Methodist church in July 1 1851; the
Catholic church t>pened in June, 1851.
52T)1e Monitor, August 30 1 1930, is the only source
that describes the walls as being painted. This is probably
an error.
53one source states that the lamps were placed in the
center of the church; .another source put them on the sides.
Several sources state that the altar was the 11 product of- l()cal
saw-mills, 11 but this is an error as there were no saw•mills
in this entire 9ounty as late as November, 18.521 {News item
in the Daily San Joa,guin Republican., November 17 1 18.52.)

•.•
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accompaniment for the High Masses and for other special
oc.ea:sions.
There appear to be no figures available on the cost o£
the structure, nor upon the total seating capacity of it.

The

same sources that described it.s interior give various £i.gU;res i
estimates on cost vary £rom a high of $25,000 to a minimum .of

$4 1000 1

and estimates o£ the seating capacity range from a

high of' .four hundred persons to a low of' two hundred fi:t'ty.54
It is interesting to note that the seventh census of the.

u.s.,

taken in California in 1851, listed each of the three existing
churches of San Joaquin County (noted above) as having "aggregate accommodations" for two hundred people each, and each was
valued at three thousand dollars. 55
'

!------

Tinkhe;m and~ Monitor

of' August .30, 1930 1 both gave $10 1 500 as the cost, and noted'·
-a.-se-_a-t-ing capacity o£- three-

hundr~d. 56- These two sources--

would appear to be the most accurate.

.-

With the lapse of time

it is understandable that the size of the structure would

_ 54AASF, "San Joaquin County" historical folder; Gilbert,
History .2£. San Joaguin County, California (Oakland: Thompsqn .
and West, 1'879), p. 79; An Illustrated History .2£. San Joaguin
County, California (Chicago.: Tlie Lewis Publishing Company 1
1890), p. 1li5; Tinkham, Histor! of~ Joe.guin County, P• 173;
The Monitor, August 30 1 1930; tockton Record, September 3,
1910; V. Covert Martin collection.
· .

55u .s. Government, The. Seventh Census of the U.S,:

1850, p, 980.
56

-

.

.

.

-.

-~-

Tinkham, 9.!:?.• .£!:!;.., p. 173l!!'!!Monitor, .2.12• cit.

--·-
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have .seemed larger than it really was; this is probably a
rather natural tendency in reminiscing •. While the capacity
numbers given in the census of 1850 [1851) should
. . be quite
accurate, it appears that the values of the structures reflect
the.assessed valuations rather than the construction costs or

j

market pl:'ice.

The Methodist and Presbyteri;m churches cost

'

approximately $12,000 and $14;000 respectively.57 With the
capacity of the churches being appl:'oxili1ate1y tjle same,. it
would be reaaonable to expect the construction costs to be
similar as well, as each was constructed. of the same materials.
This, then, would put the cost of the Catholic church somewhere
in the neighborhood of twelve to. fourteen thousand dollars.
There is no record extant to indicate how, why, or

_:__~··--when~the--1ooa-1-ohuFoh-l"eoe4ved--:l.ts-name-.--'l'oda.y_:_par'i-ahe4ii-al'e------

created officially by the diocesan bishop, and the parish and
church are named by him when the parish is created and its
boundaries determined.

Names are chosen with reference to

existing churches in order to avoid confusing repetition of
titles as much as possible.5 8
This was not true in the days of the pioneer Church in
California.

There was very little formality employed in the

57Martin, .2£• cit., pp. 166 and 169,
58Letter from Reverend D. A. Walsh, Assistant OhancellorJ Archdiocese of San Francisco, to Robert. Bonta, March
29, 19oO.
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establishment of a church in a pioneer community.

Funds were

rai.sed 1 and small, simple structures were put up hurriedly.
The local congregations generally acquired their own sites,
deeding them to the bishop in subsequent years.

The choice

of name for each church was up to the pastor and his congre•
gat1on 1 and with the dual ceremonie:s of laying a cornerstone
and blessing the new structure, the name was made official in
t·he bishop's records.

There being so few parish churches

at. this time in Northern California (St. Francis in Sari Fran•
cisco and St. Rose in Sacramento), it certainly was no problem
to find a suitable name.59 The appellation, Saint Mary's,
was probably applied ra·ther loosely very early, and there is
actually no record o.f it having ever 'been given officially to
·-··- ·--'ITh'is--original--church-.--··- ·- -·-·----·-·--·.-------- - While notices of Catholic services appeared sporadically in the local newspapers of this period, the simple term
"Roman Catholic Church" is all that distinguished it from the
various Protestant churches.

The earliest use of the name

"Saint Mary's," in reference to the local church, is found in
the first entry in the baptismal register under the date o.f
March 28, 1856.

Its first use in a local newspaper appeared

59In aontl."ast, there were approxiniately 300 churches
and missions in the Archdiocese of San Francisco before its
split in February, 19~2.

only in December of the same year. 60

This was five years -

after the church was .built.
A most interesting serias of advertisements and short
news entries are found in a local newspaper from September 22 1

18?7, through October 7th.

These are in. :reference. to a -

"Ladies' Fair'' held from September 28 through October 8 for
the benefit of the church.

Each entry refers to "Saint

Patrick's Church'l ..-in both the paid advertisements and the
news items. 61 It seems very strange th~t,. if the name were
incorrect, the local pastor or some member of the congregation
did not have it corrected.

Certainly the ladies' group that

sponsored the fair would be concerned that the advertising
which they were paying for was correct.
;_____-________Exe.n__m.o.:c_e..J.nt.er_e_s'ting _i.s_an_entr_y_in-the-oi'ficial-MetroPolit.an Catholic Almanac of 1852 that lists the clergy
and. churches in California.

The Stockton church is listed as

60
wews item in the isV~ San Joaquin. Republica!,
December 10, 1856. The 1
etropolitan Catholic A manac
and Laitfs Directory was the earliest issue of that annual
pubHcat on to refer to the Stockton church by its name, "St.
Mary's" (p. 199). The information was forwarded to the
Directory in 1856.
61 News items in the D?ily ~ Joaquin Republican,
September 22-0ctob.er 7, 1S5 •

59
the Church of .Saint Andrewt 62

This, of course, was when the

local church was still in its first year of existence, so it
would seem that different names WE)re sometimes used for the
chu;rch, perhaps depending upon the nationality background of
the individual parishioners.

Be that as it may, the name of

Saint Mary, which survived those first hectic years to become
the offi.cial name of the mother church of the San Joaquin
Valley, 6 3 is certainly most appropriate. Just a.s MarY was the
Mother of Jesus, Saint Mary's Catholic Church of Stockton was
the mother church that sponsored and watched over the infancy
and adolescence of the many churches whose parish confines

62Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and.Laity 1 s Directocr,
.
1S52, P• 255; news item in The Mon!tor-;-1\{ay 25, 1M7. TM
inf()rmation given on the churches or this diocese at that
-------t:rme---naa-oeen forwarO.etl-byBi-shup-A-:tema:ny-&s-a-corre-cti-on-to----his earlier list of. churches and parish priests. · His first
report, printed on pp. 153•155, simply states, for Stockton·
(p, 154): "Rev •. Mr. Blaive, Rev. Mr .• Renaut 1:§1£). A church
has lately been built here. Catholic population considerable."
His second report, superseding the first one, says, "Stockton-St. Andrew......Rev. Mr. Bobard, Rev. Dominic Bla.ive." In the
1854 Almanac report, no name is given for the Stockton Church
(p. 203); the 1855 Almanac (p. 208) likewise gives no name;
the 1856 Almanac (p. 246) also fails to designate the local
church by itsli'ame. The local church may have been confused
by Alemany in 1852 with the St. Andrew'$ Church of San Andreas.
Father Blaive also labored in Calaveras County off and on
while. serving as pastor in Stockton. (AASF, "Liber Gubernii•
Sedis Sancti Francisci 1B53-1S55," H.. J, p. 10.)
6 3The present brick church repl_aced the original church,
and at that time the title "Church of Saint ))llary" was made
official and was so entered in the Archbishop's records.
(AASF, "Liber Visitationum Episcopalium.," H-2, p. 20.) ·
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were once a part of the vast area that was spiritually
nurtured by the mother church.

A more appropriate and worthy

name it could not have received.
Bishop Alemany evidently never participated, in the
usual ceremony of laying. a. oprnerstone, nor is .there any
record of the church having been_ blessed by him after its completion. _In !act, only one reference .. •a local newspaper dated
1880--has been found stating ·that a cornerstone had been laid
during the time of construct.ion.'

According to this account,

Fathers Vilarrasa and Langlois participated in this ceremony,
but the Bishop is not mentioned. 64 Alemany would have made
an entry in his "Liber Visitationum11 had he come to Stockton
for this purpose, so the· account is accurate on this point,
,-----b-ut'-whether the twootner clergymen attenaea a cornerstonelaying ceremony is open to question..

When the original church

was moved to allow for the construction of the present build ..
ing, and when the cornerstone was laid for

th~

new one, the

local newspapera covered the events-quite completely, but
they made no mention of an original cornerstone, or of its
removal at the time the church was moved.

In view of this,

6 4stockton Daily Evenin~ M@il, AugMst 26, 1880, The
validity of ·t;he statement mig t . e questioned on the grounds
that it was made thirty years after the ceremony allegedly
occurred. However, at that time, Langlois was Vicar-General
of the Diocese, and could perhaps have acted for the Bishop.
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it, ;ls difficult to accept the newspaper statement made itl 1880.
J.f Vilarrasa and Langlois did participate in laying a
cornerstone, the latte.r might have noted it in his
ti9al and Religious Journal of San Francisco, 11
de.stroyed in .the 1906 San Francisco fire.

E(:olesias:-

it was

Extensive quota"'

w.

tiona from hi.s "Journal" .are found in Joseph
First. Half Century

~ut

11

Riordan's Th!il

.2f St. IgnatiJ.ts Church and· College·,· pages·

19 to 33, but no mention ·is made of any visit to ·Stockton.
The .former does.nqt mention Stockton in his

11

Chronicle 11 e;lther,

which covers t.!;le years from 1850 to 1874. · However, this was
compiled by Father Vilarrasa at the end of that time, and he
made no attempt to record every public acti9n that he had
taken.

None-the ..less, it seems very unlikely that an official

record of the ceremo.ny_would--not-have-been-f'ound-.-·--·

-·~-.

According to the "Liber Visitationum," Bishop Alemany
neve.r came to Stockton after his initial visit· of April 7,

1B51, until he administered confirmation at the church on
July 10, 18$3. 6 5 The church had by then been established
several years, but he made no mention of blessing it even
then.

This is most unusual, even for that period of time.

The most logical explanation for this apparent over-sight
would be that the original church, on the parcel \'lest of

65AASF,

11

Libel' Visitationum Episcopa.lium," p. 9.

--· ·---

Hunter S'treet,

wa~

put there tempore.rily, l'l'ith the intention

of moving it onto the Weber lots as soon as title was cleared
on them, · But then, by the time the move was made, plans were
prqbably already under way for the eventual erection of a
permanent church to replace this one,

Hence, perhaps., the

apparent lack of any one offici.al na1ne for this church.

i - - - - --------- --

CHAPTER IV
THE FIRST FOUR YEARS:
Th~

1851-1855

pastorate o! Father Dominique Blaive, !rom 1$51

to November, 1855, must have been a most fascinating and
adventurous one.

For more than four years this pioneer

French priest labored among the scattered Catholics of this
large parish, as well as ministering to the faithful of
Stockton.
!ro~

His parishioners were from all walks of life and

all levels of society.

A more cosmopolitan parish would

have been difficult to find.
Unfortunately, Father Blaive left no written record of
his" pioneer ministry.

As in the case of so many of his con-

;_~~----temporaJ:'y-CaJ.ifo:rmia--clerg_ymen ,-the-~stor~of-hia-

pastorate-in

-~~ .~

Stockton can be gleaned only through sporadic entries in the
journals of Archbishop Alemany, the local newspapers, and
other meager, scattered sources. Without the local church
registers 1 it is difficult to re-construct the story of these
four hectic years.
1Baptismal, marriage, and funeral registers for St.
Mary's Church for this period have never been located.
Available evidence indicates that records of some kind had
been maintained by Father Blaive, but they may have been looseleaf sh~~ts as no m~ntion was ~ver made regarding the existence
of bound volumes. Not a single marriage performed by Blaive
was recorded in the official records of the county recorders'
offices in San Joaquin, Tuolumne, Calaveras, or Amador counties.
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In all probability Father Blai ve not only cared for hi.s
parishioners in the Valley, butalso assisted Father Boba:rd
who had been assigned to San :Andreas· and the· surrounding area
.

.

.

by Bishop :Alemany in May, 1851.

2

The Metropolitan Catholic Di:rectorJ[ for the year 1852
'

''

'

lists "Stockton, the Church of' St. Andrew," as having two

cle:rgyme~--Blaive and Boba:rd.J Undoubtedly the Bishop, when
submitting the information to the Di:rector:y publishers, meant
. St.· Andrew's Church at San :Andreas :rather than at Stockton.
The statement is accurate in that it implies that both men
were assigned to the same ~hu:rch (aside from the error in the
location of' St.. Andrew's Church).

Each had been assigned to

his own parish, but Father Blaive assisted Bobard in covering

I

2walsh, Hallowed Were theOold Dtt Trails , p. 48 and
110. · Father Boba:rd.'s duties"t"Ook him rom Angels Camp · ·
(Calaveras County) north to the Cosumnes River, and included
the care of' Catholics in the many scattered mining settlements
between the two points. Little is known about Fatl:ler Boba:rd,
He evidently had served a number of' years, before his arr;ival
in California, as a past.or of' a parish church in Valparaiso,
Chile, from whence he came to this state in late 1850 or, early
1851. (R. P. Mouly SS.CC., Des Francais En Amerique
·
Espagnole·-1827·195Z (Paris: En.n.J, 1957)";'"'p. 69.J · The
special state census of 1852 lists a John J, Bobard, priest,
in Calaveras County in July, 1852. His place of. birth is
given as France, and his age, 42 years. Although several
sources list. Bobard as a member of' the Pic pus Fathers, there
is no record of him in the Order's Rome headquarters. [Letter
from FatherAns.gar M. Deusen, ss.cc., Rome, to Rev. Father
Moriarty, August 18, 1959.)
.
JMet:ropolitan Catholic Almanac (1852), £E.• ill•, p. 255.
The San Andreas parish registers, like those at Stockton, begin
in the year 1856. Hence there are no parish records extant
covering this period of' time.
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h1smounta1nous parish.

In fact, when Bobard left San Andreas

in 1854, Blaive was temporarily given charge of the parish by
Alernany.4
In June of the same year the Stockton· pastor was
relieved of the extra, official burden. by the.· appointment of
Fat)ler Francis Foretnick to the Calaveras and Amador county
arefl. 5 B~aive. probably continued his visits to the Mother
Lode on a V()luntary baSis as so many o.f' his countrymen were
scattered throughout the. mining camps6 and would have probably
preferred a French priest.
The siZe of.Father Blaive 1 s Stockton congregation is
strictly a matter of conjecture today.

OnlY a few facts are

--·-··-· _ ~AASli'.,_'!L.iber_Gubernii,!'_V_cl._H..J_,_p_.__to;..AASF_,_.•!Liber_ ··-· __
1 A1 Dioceseos Sancti Jfrancisci in California Superiori [Book
of Appointments]," Vol. H-5 1 p. 13. Father Blaive was
appointed temporary putor of San Andreas and Mokelumne Hill
on January 4, 1854.
·
5AASF, "Book of. Appointments," Vol. H-5, p. 91
Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and Laity's Directory (Baltimore:
Lucas Brothers, 1855) , p. 208. The f'~rst Catholic marriage
recorded in Calaveras County was performed by Foretnick at
Mokelumne Hill on June 23 1 1/356 [Archi vas of Calaveras County
Recorder, "Marriage Certificates--1/354-11362," Vol. I, p •. 24].
Likewise, the first .one recorded in Amador County was entered
by Foretnick, on August 10, 1/354 [Archives .of Amador County
Recorder, "Marriages--Book 1 A1 ," (11354-Ht59) II, 2]. Neither
Bobard's nor Blaivets name appears.
6Father Bllilive may have worked as far soutl! as Tuolumne
County also as Buckbee (The Saga 2£ Old Tuolumne) ·lists him
in her pioneer list· (p. "5(52').
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available until the census of 1860.

However, based upOJl the

available county census figures,? the city may have had
approximately 2,500 bona fide residents when Blaive. arrived
in tht;l spring of 1851•

A· iarger·than.. average percent of these

people were probably Catholic as the town had a large number
of MeJdcan, French. and Chilean residents--not to mention
Catholic Irish and Germans.
But on the other hand., considering the . rather fluid
state of affairs during the Gold Rush, coupled by the scarcity
of women and children, 8 the chances are that a much smaller•
than-average percent of the Catholic populace ever attended
services or participated in . the activities of the par.ish.

It

should be noted that only one Mass was celebrated each Sunday,
and the church had been constructed to ac.commodate only two

- - - -

hundred people.
How active Blaive was in administering to the needs of

?:v.s. Government census figures for 1852 tThe Seventh
Census Of the United States·-~850, Book I, P• 98T."5 show a
county pOpulation of 5,029, · artin, .l!E• SJil.•, (p. 24) states
that the estimated population of Stockton in 1850 was 2 1500,
and bas.ed upon the above census figure, had risen to approximately 4 ,000 by 1852. The source for these figures is not
given. Tinkham, in his A ~istory of Stockton, p. 167, gives
the city population at 3j9 9 for the year 1853. ·
8Aocording to the Seventh Censu~(p. 972) out of a
t.otal county po.pulation of 3,647 in 1 50 1 only 214 were
"white" women.
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tho.se Catholics residing within the county but outside of
Stockton is difficult to estimate.

Certainly when he arrived

there were so few residents outside of Stockton that he probably' confined his work, in this county, to the city.

By early

16!52 1 ·however, there were an estimated three hundred ranches
in the oounty,9 plus several settlement~;~ located where ferries
were in operation on .the Mokelumne, Calaveras, Stanislaus, and
San Joaquin rivers.

Certainly he answered an occasional sick

call, and perhaps even performed an

occa~;~iona.l

marriage in a

rural home.
When he arrived in Stockton there were at least four
Indian rancherlas within Sah Joaquin County. 10 There is no
record of Blaive's visit to any of these Indian settlements.
Had he sought to work with them, he would have found few if
any 11 Cathol:!.cs" among them as there was no contact between
the clergy. and the interior lndians dating back to the middle
1830's when secularization of the missions brought a halt to

-----·-

Drilt

9News item in the ·
San J oaqu~n Republican, .
February 2S 1S52. By Ju y and on bot sides of the Calaveras
River from Stockton to the foothills had been taken up and
fenced by farmers (Ibid., July 3, 1S52), and by November
approximately 14. 1 00oacres of Weber's grant had been sold to
settlers, with about 3 1 000 acres of it already fenced (1J2i!!,,
November 17, 1852).
·
10u.s. Government, The Seventh Census of the United ·
States , Vol. I. , as quoted in the Daily San Toasurn Republican,
November 17, 1852.
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mis.sionary activities among these valley Indians.

The Indian

population dwindled rapidly as the land was taken by the white
£armerj by 1860 only four of these native Americans remained
.

in the county •

1t

.Another interesting cultural and n.ationa;t element in
S.an Joaqu:j_n County during Blaive 1 s pastorate was the Spanish·
Mex.ican populaoe. · Practically all of them lived within the
city, and were fOr the most. part concentrated. south and southeast of the "downtown" Stockton area. 12
Directly east of the site of the present.st. Mary's
Parish Hall, at the intersection of San Joaquin and Washington
streets, stood a notorious Mexican . dance .hal.l called
"La Bola
.
'

de Oro".,.-The Ball of Gold.

'

The neighborhood of Washington and

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

American streets was known by the Spanish name "Barrio del
Piojo" .. •the District of the Louse. 1.3 Until about 1865 the
local Mexican populace held a "carnival season" just before
the beginning of the Lenten season.

The Stockton Daily

11 u.s. Bureau of the Census, Eighth Census of the
United States: 1860. Populatio~ 1 Vol. t· (Waahington:-n. c.:
Government Printing Office, 186 1,
p. 26.
12Tinkham stated that nearly all of the Mexican families
lived within sight and sound of the Catholic church, and that
the. church bell was rung at six o 1 clock in the morning and
again at six o'clock in the evening to give them the time of
day (History of San Joaquin County, p. 154).
1.3stookton Daily Evening Mail, February 16, 1$85,
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Evening~

wo:rds:

of February 16, 1885, summed it up with these

whiskey, women 1 guitar, fandango, and flour-'throwing.

For obvious, reasons, the Church did not condone these activi•
ties, and the, local church did not parti,cipate in them.
Connected with the church locally, however, was another
annual Mexican celebration--the hanging of Judas Iscariot in
front of the church on each Good Friday.

A dummy body,

designed to represent Judas, was prepared beforehand, and
enough gunpowder was placed inside of it to prov:l.de an adequate
explosive force,

On the morning of Good Friday the dummy

,body- was paraded t·hrough the-Mexiean se etion- of-town -to - -Washington Square across from the church.
At the proper time the body was hanged from a specially
constructed gallows, and then set on fire.
------- - - - -

---

-----

------

-

-

As soon as the

- - - -- - - - - - -

'-----

fire hit the gunpowder the dummy was blown to pieces with a
loud report •
services. 14

Those participating then .attended church

St. John 1 s Day; June 24th, was also observed by the
• Spanish-speaking people of Stockton for many years.

First

held at French Camp 1 in later years the festivities were held
14This account was taken from three sources: Tinkham,
Histor* Slf. San Joaguin County, p. 157; Stockton Record,
Septem er 3-;-1910; Martin, Stockton Albym, p. 177.

--

--
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at Washington Square and along Mormon Channel. 15 There is no
reeordth,at the church participated :ln these festivi'l;ies
although they were held in observance of a saint's day.
Many of these Mexican families were very devout people.
Two family names stand 'out in these early years in this
respect.

The Aldecoa .family, originally from Spaip.,, fitted up

an altar in their home on South Hunter Street .for Holy Week
'
16
observances each year for some thirty years.
The other
prominent name in Stockton during the Gold Rush years was,
Ainsa. IVlr. Ainsa was in the merchandising business on Main
Street, between Center and ElDorado streets. 17 Mrs. Ainsa,
the mother of six children, was an invalid when living in
Stockton,

Unable to attend church services, an altar was
---·--

arranged in her room, and private devotionals were held each
morning and evening.

On some of the week mornings Father

Blaive celebrated Mass in the home, and the daughters and
several nonwCatholic acquaintances sang appropriate church
hymns.18

1 5News item in the Stockton Journa~, June 25, 1852;

San Joaquin Republican, June 26, 1852; Stockton Daily Evening
Mail, Apt•H 19, 11!83.

~ews item in the Stockt.Q.!! Daily Evening Mill• April
15' 18$6.
17The Stockton Directory and Emigrants' Guide to the
Souther·n"llT'nes (Stockton: San Joaquin Republican, 1$;2"), P• 1.
'18Margaret Blake Alverson, Sgity Years of Californ~'
Song (San Francisco: Sunset Publis ng House,1913J, P • • One
1
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•Many have heard or read of the exploits, mostly-·
legendary perhaps, of the famed California bandit, Joaquin
Murieta.

But few know of the part the local priest played in .

the final chapter in the life of this notorious out·law.

Having

been acquainted with l'Iurieta, Father Blaive was duly called
upon, following the death of.the former, to swear that the

•

head (of the alleged Murieta) , now immersed in a jar of
alcohol, was authentic.· A local newspaper, a month after the
incident, reported:
The most important of these affidavits [of iclentifi ..
•. ,.cation J is the one m_ade by the Paclre of' this city, who
knew Joaquin Muriatta Cs}c l well. He says clistinctly
that the heacl was that o the Joaquin who committecl the
murclers ancl robberies on the Calaveras.• 19
To Father Blaive, an Olcl-World emigrant, goes the
______ cradit

fo_r_~_lf\b.l'a't_ing_ th~i:r_st

Mass in California in honor_______ _

of.' the American Independence Day. · The following is the
English translation of' the French...language announcement, made
by Blaive, printed in the Daily San Joaquin Republican:
'l'his holiday is purely political; but for us, my
brothers, it should take on a religious character.

We

of.' the Ainsa girls, Philomena, married a Stockton attorney,
Henry A, Crabb, in November, 1853 Cne~•s item in the San
Joaruin Republican, November 22, 1S53J. Crabb later-niadeda
fii buster party that surrendered to Mexican forces when
ambushed at Cavorca, Sonora.. All the Americans we:re shot, and
Crabb's heacl was severed and then put on display.
19News item in the Daily Sag Joaguin Republican,
August 25, 185.3.
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know that God is the author o£ every perfect gift and
we should thank Him for the great gift of independence
and liberty. Mass will be said at 1.0: 15. I hope that
the faithful will attend in great nUlllbers and while we
will give thanks to God.for His gifts, we shall ask Him
to lilake peace and harmony reign among all the inhabitants
of California. We wish to see religion take part in our
joys in order to sanctify them ~a it takes part in our
sorrows in order to console us. 0
The pastor and the local congregation were honored in
August, 1$52, with the presence of the. Reverend Dr. James
Ryder,

s .J. ,

president of Qeorgetown University, .w~o lectured

several evenings at the loQal church.

His visit to Sto.ckton

was for the purpo.se of rlitising fundtl! tor the construction o:r
a cathedral in Philadelphia and for GeorgetoW!'l University. 21
One_ of the local newspapers, commenting upon his visit,
remarked:
• • • had lhe] called for contributions to build a
--------- -T:t:ne -catnoncCll,uronin- o-urci-;;y-;---we----s-n-o,.-1-ct-have-responded---- amen, to his wish; for such an edifice is as much wanted
as this costly temple in Philadelphia.22

20July 2 1851. Blaive could better appre.ciate the
1
meaning of American Independence Day than could most native
Americans. Having served in the French armed forces, he most
likely was involved in the revolutionary turmoil that marked
French politics during the years preceding his emigration
from France.
21 News item in the Daily San Joaguin Re~ublican,
August 11 1 1$52; Stockton JournaT; 11\tgust f'!'"; ~~
22stockton Journal, August 17, Hl52. There is no record
of the amount collected. Riordan (The First Half Century,
p. 42) states that Fathel' Ryder arnved in Sail"'F'iFancisco in
May, 1852 1 and toured the state before his return to the East
about September of the same year.
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Services twice each Sunday were instituted by the local
church sometime in 1853, and notices of services appeared in
one of the local newspapers each Sunday .from September 27 to
November 15th. 23 The church was simply listed as the "Catholic
Church" and its location was given at the "cornerof Washington
· and Hunter streets •"
Stockton's first con:f':irmation servioe·wa.s held at the
church on July 10, . 1B53.

Highlighting the event was• the

o.ff;icial visit of Bishop Alemany, who administered the sacra•
ment to an unknown nurnber of :recipients. 24

23san Joaguin Republican. These weekly notices were
the firstto appear in any Stockton newspaper since the
original notice of services when the church was opened in
,
June, 1851. TWQ_marriages ]ly_ F...ather_BJ.aivS--r~aeiv~d-not-1-ee-in( _____ -tne~san-Toa(J\Un Republican during the same year--on January 26
and June 8, 1853. In both entries Blai ve i:s simply referred
to as 11P'adre Domingo," reflecting the predominantly SpanishMe:x:_ioan membership of' his parish, e.s well as ·the newspaper 1 s
general evaluation of the local Church. This was the d ay of
wide .. spread anti-Catholic feeling in the U.s., spearheaded
by the Know..Nothing Party. This undoubtedly acoounts at
least partly for the apparent dearth of newspaper space given
the Church in Stockton during Blaive•s pastorate.
24AASF, "L:l.ber Visitationum Episcopalium," p. 9.
Alemany wrote in the journal, "Visito Stockton Confirmationem
Dando." As bishop of the l'4onterey Di.ocese, this was part of
Alemany 1 s offic:i.al duties (H. A. Ayrinhac, Constitution of !h!
Church in the New Code of Canon Law (New York:Biase Benirger
& do., ~23'/p:-1'5~ Three weeksafter his visit to
Stockton Alemany .was eleva.ted to the rank of Archbishop to
head the newly.. created Archdiocese of .San Francisco [AASF,
"Libro Borrador," Vol. H-20, unnumbered page; Centennial
Edition of~ Monitor, September 4, 1953 ].
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Fatner Blaive' s Stockton past.orate was oi'f'icially
terminated by the Archbishop on November 23, 1855, 2 5 but ):lis
transf'er was not mentioned by the local press so there is no
record of ;.rhen he actually ·turned the parish over to his
suo.cesso:r, Father Cornelius Delahunty.

---·-----

-----·2

5AASF, 11 Liber 'A' Dioceseos Sancti Franoisci," Vol.
H-5, p. 15. The entry reads 11 A. D. 1855. Nov. 23--Nov.[sio]
Rev. D. Dominicus Blaive a Stockton removetur et Pastor
protempore, ho8 est ad beneplacitum nostrum oonstitu:l.tur pro
Gallis, at ten~ [si;p Cathedral." Father Blaive we.s assigned
temporarily to St. ary's Cathedral, San Francisco, to care
for the French-speaking residents of that city.

CHAPTER V
/

ABBE DOMINIQUE BLAIVE:

PASTOR AND PIONEER

The Reverend (Abbe) Dominique Francois Julien Blaive 1
first pastor of Stockton, was born about 18121 in Tours 1
France. 2 Nothing is known of his family, his youth, or his
background, although there is some evidence that he may have
been of aristocratic blood.

All sources agree that before

entering the priesthood he had served time in the French army,
attaining the rank of captain.'

A French newspaper, announc-

ing the impending departure of the Arche d 1 Alliance in the
spring of 1850, noted that. its chaplain, Abbe'Blaive 1 was a
member "du eonseil de surveillance."

Another source described

1The Archdiocesan Archives (San Francisco) card file on
its clergymen indicates this approximate date only; no other
sources have been able to verify this. The U.s. census of San
Francisco 1 under the date of June 11 , 1860 1 lists Father
Blaive's age as 46. His name appeared as Dominick Blave,
nat;l.ve of France. (u.s. Government, Eighth United States
CensMs .. -1860, Eighth District, San Francisco City andcounty,
P• 6 .)

2AASF, 11 Notre Dame des Victoires" historical folder,
unnumbered pages. Verification of birthplace is lacking.
Blaive's file card (AASF) lists the Diocese of Rouen, and
Walsh (Hallowed Were the Gold Dust Trails, p. 475) repeats
this. This is evidently e:i:TO'n'Ei'Oii'S as the archives of the
Arch,diocese o£ Rouen have no record of th,is. priest whatsoever •.
(Letter from Archivist of Archdiocese of Rouen, to Rev. Father
Moriarty, April 27, 1960.)
...
3These sources include the following: AASF, San
Joaguin County historical folder; AASF, "Notre DameCies
Vlctoires 11 historical .folder; A,.· C~ Oullahan, "The History of
the Church in Stockton," The Monitor, May 30, 1914; The
Mon:!,tor, Jubilee Edition,Tanuary 23, 1904.
-
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Blaive as an "ancien capitaine de Zouaves. 11 4

A check of the

French army records, however, has failed to substantiate the
eviderice and claim of servioe. 5 · It is di.ffic.ult to ascertain 1
· frotn the evidence available, whether Blai ve did se:rye or not 1
··or With what rank.

Not having a. regimental classification

fo:fhilil alleged tour of duty, it is now very difficult to
rurher the search.

Adding to the di;f'ficulty is the lack o,f,

···any other ·governmental· records

conce~n:ing

him. -The archives
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs ,had no information; 6 the

. . navy department had •kept no records. on the assignment of
... chaplains on board priVate ships. 7
A. number of French emigrant companies that were·
-------

--~he Zouaves took their. name from. the tribe of Berbers
in Algeria frem which they were originallyrecruited·in the
1830's. French officers trained these native regiments. By
1852 the natives had been entirely replaced by French
enlistees.

5Letter frol!l Minist~re d l 1 A:rm{e, Service. Historique 1
to Rev. Father Moriarty, April 26, 1960. The letter stated
that he may have served in the army,. bl1t not in the capaoity
of a captain as their officer lists failed to include him.
And in order to locate enlisted men, it is "indispensable"
that the regimental unit be identified.

0Letter from the Minist~re des Affaires Etrang~res to
1

Rev. Father Moriarty, March 1, 1960.

?Letter from the Mi.nistere Dt Etat, to Rev. Father
Moriarty 1 December 3 , 19 59. The Arc he .9. 1 Alliance , a merchant
ship carrying civilians under a private contract, was not
subject to the French navy department; hence their chaplain
was serving in a private capacity and was not subject to the
jurisdiction of the navy, either •.
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organizing expedii;ions t'or the gold mines.of CaU.fornia had
the Archbishop of Paris assign·the chaplains that were to
accompany the men 8 but the company that sponsored the ex,.;
pedition on board the Arohe

it' h!liance evidently found their

ownchapl.ains without thl!l assistance of Paris f()rthe archives
of that archbishopric have no record of Father Blai vets

assignmentc~9 Yet, it is believed that he spent about three
years in Paris, ''caring for his health,n 10 prior to his depar•
ture for California, although the Paris Arc hi vas· do not indicate this. 11
The Arche

£!'

Alliance arrived in Sari Fz:ancisco on

October 12, Hl50, at:ld )3laive was officially assigned to
Stockton on March 5, 1851, although there is no proof of his
-··- - re siclence-nere

urr~:n-trheerrdof'-Ma:y-;--On-trhe---twenty•erghth-,

-.---

l3laive. bought the property on the northwest oorner of Hunter
and Washington, .and on the next day he filed with the San

8

.

.

Chinard, .212• cit., P• 52 •.

.

9tetter from. Archivist of the Archdiocese of Paris to
Rev. Father Moriarty, September 18, 1959. It would be interesting to know what prompted Blaive to leave France for America;
part o£ the answer could lie in the state of affairs in France
at that time as it was a period of political unrest.
10AASF, File card on Pominic Blaive. There is no indication given on the card as to its sources of information,
or when it was comp:l.led.
11 Letter from Archivist of' f:aris, loc. cit.
1
September 18 1 1959.
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Joaquin County clerk his intention to become a oitizan. 12
Though no proof exists, evidence indicates that he
lived with the Webers for the first several years, after
which some sort of a "rectory" was moved in or built somewhere
near the church~ 13 By early 11356 there was definitely a
"rectoryit behind the church, 14 which was, by
s:i,te of' the present brick structure.

~his

time, at the

It seems likely, then,

that Blaive had a residence of his' own on either lots six or
eight 15 by the end of 11353 (in fact the title on lot eight
· was. npt. cleared until June of that year) , after which the
ori'g:i.nal church was moved over from west of Hunter Street and
probably enlarged, or at least remodeled • ·
Father Blaive has been described as being "ta.ll and

·-~handl!ome-,1 '--and---t''looked-··every-ineh-a~soldier.-'1 16-A.J.theugh-he--··- 12ASJCC, "Book of Declarations," unm.lmbered pages. The
entry reads, "Blaive, Dominique Francois Julien, (Frenchman)
this day declared his intention to become a citizen of' the
United States and received a certificate of the same. Thurs..
day29Jill May, 1851 t:signedJ Gilbert Clarbotne,. Deputy Clerk."
No record of the granting of citizenship has been f'ound. He
lived in San Francisco the remainder• of his life, following
transfer from Stockton late in 1855 1 but the county records
there were destroyed in the fire of 1906. [Letter from the
Office of the Clerk, City and County of San Francisco, to
Rev. Father Moriarty, May 13, 1960.]
13oullahan, 11 The History of the
Church in Stockton,"
The Monitor, May 30, 1914.
1
4Bogardus, £2• ~., P• 30.
16 oullahan,
15Vid! p. 47.
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reputedly lived in Paris for some time due to his delicate
state of health, there is no indication that he .had any
physical problems during the four years of his pastorate in
Stockton.

With conditions as primitive as they were, and with

a.n as.signment that took him far into the Mother Lode at least
part of these four years, it seems rather unlikely that he
would have been of frail health.
With hi.s assignment to San Francisco in November of ·
1855 Father Blaive begah once more the arduous task of forming
a congregation and acquiring a church.

This time he was to

bring together his own people in a national church without
any pal"ish limit$.

For this purpose' Arohbiahop A;Lemany

assigned him to the old St. Mary's Cathedral, and he was
charged with the care of all the French Qatholics living in
San Francisco.
Originally the French residents had attended services
at St. Francis Church (opened by the French-Canadian Father
Langlois in the summer of 1849), but beginning in 1852 speci~l
French-language services were held at the old St. Mary's
Cathedral. 17
On November 26, 1855, an unusual celebration was held
in San Francisco.

Some 10,000 peop;Le, mostly French,

17AASF, "Notre Dame des Victoires 11 historical folder,
unnumbered pages.

so
participated in a huge "victory" procession·that moved·along
Second Street· between Mission and Market streets.

The day

marked the capture of Sebastopol by the "allied" forces during
the> Crime'an War.

Following the procession, the assemblage

moved to South Park, where a "Te Deum" was sung under an
immense tent by four Catholic priests.

An address in French

was then delivered by Father Blaive. He used the occasion to
appeal to his countrymen for a national church of their ow. 18
A drive for funds was begun immediately, and in April,

1856, the old Baptist church at 566 Bush Street was purchased
.for' $15,000 and renovated.

The Archbishop blessed the con-

verted church building on May fourth, and it was placed under
the patronage of Mary, under the French title of Notre Dame
_____ des, Victoires. 1~------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Father Blaive immediately moved from his temporary
quarters at the old Cathedral rectory to the basement o£ his
church, where he continued to live in the uncomfortable
dampness and closeness of the sun•less under-structure until
his death.

His first entry in the church's 11 Book of Baptisms"

18•rhe Monitor, October 26 1956! and Dorothy H.
1
Huggins (compiler}, "Continuation of the Annals of San Francisco," California Historical Society guarterly, XVII ( 1938),
85. .
1

pages.

9AASF, "Notre Dame" historical folder. unnumbered
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is_ dated. May 4, 18~6. 20
On April 15, 1857, he was appointed. substitute. Vicar-

General
tor the archdiocese, although it seems that tor some
. '
'

'

reason or another, he "sought to retrain from the exercise of
his office" according to the Archbishop'S own notation in his
"Book of Appointments. 1121 His resie;nation was finally 1\l.CCepted
on September 1), 1859. 22
While at Notre Dame, Blaive organized the Con£raternity
of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, the first 0 ne in the Archdiocese.23 On September 18, 1858, the Chilean popUlation of

San Francisco. celebrated the anniversary of their independence
with a High Mus at _the Cathedral.

This was celebrated by

1869

-;tt 2 ~~~e Dame des Vict<;>iree, "Liber Baptismorum 1_85~..________

21 AASF, "Liber 'A' Dioceseos Sancti Francisci in Cali.f'ornia .Superiori ., " Vol. H-5, p. 18. A very intriguing entry
in the Archbishop's llandwriting, in his "Diary" (Vol. H-26,
p. 44), involves a communication between Cardinal Barnabo
(then head of the Sacred Congregation De Propaganda Fide) and
Alemany which seems to concern the sending of Blaive to San
Domingo. Part of the entry can not be deciphered, hence the
meaning is not clear. Indications are that Blaive may have
asked Barnabo for permission to go to San Domingo as a
missionary, but Alemany disapproved.
22Ibid.

-

23The Monitor, January 10, 1874. The original
Confraternity was organiz.ed at Notre Dames des Victoires
Church in Paris, France, in 1836.

Father Blaive .'21"
Beginning in 1$1$1, the health of this pioneer French
priest began to .fa;!.l him due to rheumatism, and .financial
troubles began to beset him, abo.

The Archbishop became

con·cerned about the debts of Notre Dame Church 1 and when
Bla.).:ve failed to

~espond

to enquiries regarding his church

finances, Alemany noted in his "Diary" that a third request
had been sent on April 12, · 1861t

11

Father Bla:tve , I wrote YaJ.

twice a.sking church accounts[;] it is (a l conscientious
dutyt;1 please see .to it. 1125
On January 2, 1862, the Archbi$hop was again forced to
write Blaive regarding his church debts!

11

I am informed that

(it is now] over two years since you borrowed .from J. Parrott
[the sum of] $1 ,500-·whioh remains unpaid, and also that_xou.
·-borroWed $1000 • • • [or more?] !rom Joanna •••. who does
[the] housekeeping at Vallejo St.

What was that .for, what

became o!' it, what (.do you have) to satisfy the creditors now?"
Six days later, a second and similar.note was sent.a6 With

2

~ews item in the San Joaquin ;Republican [Stockton], ·
September, 22, 185S. By tliis time Father Blaive was undoubted•
. ly quite as .fluent ir, the Spanish and English languages as he
was in his native French. The use of Spanish must have been
a necessity in the Stockton and Mother Lode areas !rom the
beginning of his pastoral duties in California.
2 $AASF, "Diary of Archbishop Alemany 1$55.. 1863, 11 p. 126.
26Ibid., P• 143.

- ,i

no answer forthcoming• a third request for information was
sent'to Father Blaive on January 1)th. 27
· With the pains of rheumatism betooming more difficult
to bear with the passing of the days • Father Blaivet s financial situation seems to have worsened as well.

An entry in

.. ArchbishOp AlemanY' s "Diary" dated July 29, 1862, indicates
Very Clearly the eXtent tO Which the ailing priest IS health
. had failed.

-

His entl;'Y reads;

·.· I reoei ved the three notes 1 !. am glad that the. Society
. [Confraternity of the Immac;:ulate. He4J,rt of Mary J. contin•
1l9S • • , C? 1 well; you. know that I never like to trouble
anybody; much less. when the (sieJ are. indisposed; yet I
think 1 should know whom you nave appointed (should your
health not come back) to see.to your temporal affairs;
I should know the provisions you may have made; and you
might authorise t:sic:l the persori appointed by you to
inform me as your creditors will call on. me if your
·_ health does not get better. :t must also ask you whether
. you have received_!-he money__you ex,!)ectect_to._pay-John-----·- · - · .-.._. .F'ar-l"ott.28_____
_. _
.

With Blaive 1 s physical condition worsening, the

Arch~

bishop found it necessary to appoint an assistant pastor to
carry on the pastoral duties at the church.

Fat.her Jean

Molinier, for many years assigned to the Mariposa region, oame
as an assistant pastor to Notre Pame to relieve the ailing

2 7Ibid., p. 144.

28 Ibid., p. 165.

In some instances the Archbishop's
handwritten entries are impossible to decipher.

Blai ve in May. 29 In July F'ather Blaive performed his last
baptism.3° and his last marriage) 1
On September .30, 1862, Father Dominic Blaive passed
32
.
.
away,
a victim of inflammatory rheumatism aggravated by the
many years of hard work and of the many privations he had
suffered as a. pioneer California priest.

The following

notice o£ his death was the only public recognition that this
loyal missionary received in the city where he had labored
more than £our years, serving as its t:irst pastor:
Death ofAbbe Blaive ... ·This venerable French ecclesi. astic expj.;red at his res:j.dence .in San Francisco on the
· JOE t: of J September, from cancer• 33 The deceased was
long a resident of this city as_ pastor of St ~ Mary's
Church. He was a gentleman much beloved by all who
knew him • .34
_
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

----------

-

29AASF, "Book of Appoj.ntments, 11 Vol. H.,.5, p. 27• The
official assignment is dated May 20, 1862. Molinier signed
his first marriage- entry as 11 assistant pe.stor" on August 23,
1862. The "Notre Dame" historical folder (AASF) states that
he was assigned in October. This is evidently in re.f'erence
to his assignment as pastor following Blaive's death.
3%otre Dame des Victoires, 11 Liber Baptismorum," p. 212.
This was on July 22.
3 1Notre Dame des Vietoires, 11 Liber Matrimonorum r.,WJ-·
1855-1876, 11 P• 164. This was on July 15.
32Father Molinier succeeded Blaive as pastor of Notre
Dame Church.
33More reliable sources list rheumatism rather than
cancer as the cause of death; rnost likely something else was
the primary cau~e, and the rheumatism a contributing cause.
(A,ASF, "Notre Dame" historical folder; Notre pame ~ Vietoires
1OOth Anni versar¥, brochure, p. 8.)
.._.

1862.

.34News item in the San Joaquin Republican, October ),
---

----

Father Blaive was buried in the priests' plot in
Calyary Cemetery, at, Lone Mountain, in San Franci~oo35 on
October .first.

On August 4, 1939, his remains were trans ..

£erred to the Priests' Plot in Holy Cross Cemetery at Colma,
California, 36
At the time of Blaj.ve's death, an audit of the .church's
finances revealed

a

debt of' over $.'30,00037 although from the

very beginning he had undertaken a number of

money~raising

pro.jeots such as festivals and subscription dr:i;ves.. Eager to
economize, Father Blaive lived the entire ti!(le ,.from the time
the church was first used until his d.eath, in the basement
where sunlight never penetrated, ."but the money seemed to
disappear immediately.")$
--···-----

Father Molinier, ·in the flyleaf of

-------

the church t I:J----riLi berMatrimonori.un- (§Ic1"- noteduthe tremendous ----debt which he was assuming along with the pastorate, and
simply stated that the late pastor had "squandered" th,e money

35AAsF, file o.ard on Rev. Dominic Blaiv!l.

36san Francisco's Calvary (Lone lV!ountain) Cemetery was

oper1ed in October, 1$60, and closed at the turn of the century.
Approximately 58,300 persons had been interred there, and all
remains were removed during 19.'39·1940 to Holy Cross Cemetery
at Colma. Headstones used at Lone rilountain were never moved
to Colma. Father Blai ve' s burial place is unmarked, and is
registered in the Calvary Cemetery records under the number
P.P.--.1\.-~78.

37The Monitor, Jubilee Edition, January 23, 1904.
38Notre Dame 100th Anniversary brochure, p. 8.
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through s!mple mis-management.39
It is difficult to reconcile this priest's many years
of devoted service to the Church to his inability to handle
his church finances in the last several years of his life.
There is not a single indication anywhere of any such problem
while serving in Stockton and the Mother Lode.

Perhaps his

failing health, racked as he inust have been with rheumatic
pains, can at least partially account for his financial
shortcomings.
While he seems to have bee.n forgotten by the people of
Stockton, he was still remembered years later by his own
people.

A High Mass was celebrated on Friday, October 1,

1869, at Notre Dames des Victoires, in memory of its first
·~····~·~-.-.··--~---7-~-------i~;o- --~- ------~·----~ ·~ ·~·-··

pastor, Abbe Dominic Blaive.

39when Molinier passed away. he left a church that was
free of debt, with an organ, a pulpit, and a $2,000 surplus
in the church account. Molinier passed away at Fruitvale,
Alameda County, on December .30, 1869. He had been a Califo:rmia
resident since 185.3· (News item in The Monitor, January 1,
1870.)
·40News item in The Monitor, October 2, 1869.

CHAPTER VI
THE PASTORATE OF REVEREND CORNELIUS DELAHUNTY
The second pastor of the Stockton Catholic Church, and
successor to Father Dominic Blaive, was the Reverend Cornelius
Delahunty.

A native of New York State, Delahunty was probably
ordained there sometime in 18541 and was then assigned to the

Convent of the Sisters of the Sacred Heart at Manhattanville,
New·,York, as their chaplain, 2 although a check of the Archives
of the New York Archdiocese failed to reveal his name among
the clergy of that see.3
Due to an affliction which affected his eyes, Father
Delahunty was given permission by the Archbishop of New York
-

-

to "go west" in an effort to regain his health.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-- - - - -

----

On October
- - - - - -

-------

18 1 1855, Archbishop Hughes wrote a letter of introduction for
his young priest:
Most Rev. Dear Sir:
The beare (sicJ, Rev. Cornelius Delahunty, is advised
to try the effect of your salubrious climate in the hope
1Delahunty is listed in the Metropolitan Catholic
Almanac and Laity's Directory for the first time in its 1855
publication; this wouid place his ordination sometime in 1854.
2Metropolitan Catholic Almanac, 1855, P•- 131. There
is no record of his service at the Convent as the archive
materials were burned in a fire that destroyed the entire
convent in 1888. (Letter from Mother Eleanor M. 0 1 Byrne to
Robert Bonta, July 25, 1962.)
JLetter from Msgr, Brennan, Archivist, to Rev. Father
Moriarty, July 22, 1961.
·
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of its benefit on his eyes which suffer much. He is a
· virtuous and exemplary clergymen, and apart from this in•
firmity is capable of being efficient in the duties of the
· .holy ministry. I recommend him to your well known kind•
·ness and charity.4
Another letter, dated two days later, and signed by
the same prelate, verifies that Delahunty was a priest of the
New York Archdiocese, and commended him to the "charity of the
faithful and especially to the Bishops in communion with the
Holy See.";

From the contents of this second letter it appears

that it, too, was carried by Father Delahunty and was to be
used as a letter of identificatio%1 as he. traveled westward
to California.
Father Delahunty arrived in San Francisco. just in time
for·assignment to Stockton and vicinity,.replacing·Father
Blaive 1 whose French background made him so logical a choice
- - · -··---··-···-·-·----·-

as pastor of the French-speaking people of. San Francisco.

He

was officially. appointed pastor of the nchurch of Stockton"
on November 23, 1855. 6
Like his predecessor, Father Delahunty found himself
in the center of a vast territory in size, with a number of
scattered settlements east and south-east of Stockton proper

4AASF, "Letter from Archbishop Hughes to
,
October 18 1 1855."
---5AASF1 Card file on clergymen.
6AASF, "Book of Appointments," Vol. H-5, P• 15.

as far aa the town of Agua Fria in Mariposa County.

Nothing

is known of his work in the outlying areas, although a local
newspaper did note a marriage performed by Delahunty at
Hornitos 1 in Mariposa County:
Married-":"at Ho:rni tos, Mariposa County, .by Rev. Mr •
Pelahunty, Mr. Adam Yates to Miss Lebrado Rodrigues. 7
There are no local church registers extant to indicate
the extent of Delahimty's labors, nor the size of the congre•
gation 1 nor of the activities of the church.

There were' an

estimated 5,500 people living in· Stockton in February, 1856. 8
Of this number, perhaps a thousand were baptized Oatholics9although certainly fewer than this number were practising
Catholics.

I£ this were true;· then certainly the pastor, with-

__._.·_ _out_any_cle:d_cal_asaiJll'tance,____must have been verJT_busy minis.._·-··tering to the needs of his people. He spoke French fluent•
•ly, 10 but most likely spoke no Spanish~ although probably a
half or more of his parishioners would have been Spanish-

7News item in the Df!Y San Joaquin Republican, March
See Francis E. a sh-;--'fhe First Hundred Years ·.2!
Saint Joseph Churgh•·Mariposa! California {Fresno: Academy of
California Church History 1 19o3) for an interesting account of
the Church in Mariposa County.
8sogardus, CitY Directory, p. 19,
1, 1856.

9This is
that perhaps a
Mexican, Irish
10walsh,

a rough estimate based upon the assumption
fifth of the population was made up of French,
and German Catholics.
Hallo:wed Were ~ Go.ld Dust Trails,, P• 399.
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speaking.
Only three marriages pel:':t'ormed by Delahunty while in
Stoek~on

are recorded with the county, all. of them recorded
at his request on the same day--February 25, 1856. 11 Why he

· should record but three marriages, and all of them on the l!ame
day, is difficult to explain.

And evidence indicates that he

may not have even written his baptisms, marriages, etc. 1 in
any kind of a parish record, either, although it seems almost
certain that Father Blaive had used the usual parish registers.
A cheek of the County Recorders' archives for the
counties of Tuolumne 1 Calaveras 1 and Amador produced negative
results; not a single marriage performed by Father Delahunty
in the Mother Lode is registered--although he served as pastor
-·-····-. ___J)f_San_Andr.e_a_:LanJ:i___y~inity_ from_May_t;_Q_July o:t'___lil_56, and

even~-

while assigned to Stockton before that time he undoubtedly
ministered to many Catholics east of the San Joaquin County
line,
By February, 1856, the condition of

his. eyes evidently

showing no signs of improvement, the ailing priest was forced
to ask the Archbishop for release from his assignment in
Stockton.

Alemany noted in his

11

Diary'1 on March first 1 regard-

ing Delahunty 1 that "all will be done what (sic J can be done"
11 ASJCR, "Book 'M' o:t' Marriages," Vol. I,pp. 70•71.
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for, him.1 2

Following a visit to the Archbishop on the

second,13 the following. notation was made, "F. CFatherJ Maurice
will go to, take charge of Stockton at least pro tempt..J
may come any time(. J I will pe your brother .u 14
On March

t~lfth

You

the transfer was made officially,

Father Maurice .being "named ahd then constituted and c.onfirmed"
pastor of Stockton, in place of Delahunty who was not able to
perform his duties "due to his infirmity," 1.5
While Father; Delahuntywas.temporarily serving at the
old Cathedral, and residing at the Archbishop's residence,
Alemany evidently sought to find him a. more healthful place of
assignment,

On April 16, he not'ed that Father Foretnick (at

that time pastor of the Mother Lode area from San Andreas
north to lJI'),'t~wn,-Amador-County-)_lQ___had-agre<nl.---t-o -give narrof-~-
his district to Father Delahunty. 17 On the JOth of April
12

.
AASF 1 Vol.
H-26, p. 26.

13Ibid. The notation dated March 6 that reads, ''Father
.
DelahuntYllere Sunday week" would, judging from the other
entries, refer to the Sunday of the previous week. March 2
was a Sunday in 18,56.
14Ibid.
15AASF, 11 Book of Appointments," Vol. H•5, p. 16. It is
·possible, according to one source, that Delahunty was forced
to remain for several weeks after the official transfer pending the arrival of Maurice. (John T. Dwyer, One Hundred
Years .!LX! Or;ehan (San Fratnciscol P-isani Printing Company,

1955)' p. 22,J

16AAsF, Vol, 11•5, P• 9.
17AASF, "Piary," Vol. H-26, p. 29.
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Delahunty was given the lowe;r part of Foretnick's district,
including the church at San Andreas, as well as Murphy's and
Angel 1 s,Camp, and the missions and settlements adjacent to
these three flourishing mining towns. 18
In July, 1856, Fathers James Motter and Michael King
replaced Father Delahunty, and he was assigned to the pastorate of Downieville, in Sierra County • 19

On December first

Alemany, concerned for the health of his faithful servant,
wrote Delahunty, and asked him to write back and let him know
how he felt. 20 This must have been a rugged assignment as it
covered the entire Sierra County area, and there were a number
of ,scattered settlements that had to be attended to regularly. 21
But his eye trouble must not have been aggravated by the
__ _

" - " - "

dif'ficulties he encountered in so rugged-an area.----------The discovery of' gold and silver in Nevada brought a
sudden inf'lux of people into the area east of' Lake Tahoe, and
this in turn led to the establishment of' a number of' churches
in that area in the 1860's.

Father Delahunty trans£'erred f'rom

18
"
AABF, Vol. H•5, P• 17,
19AASF, Vol. H-5, p. 17,

The assignments of these
three clergymen were not dated; however, Walsh (Hallowed ~
the Gold Dust Trails) gives the month as July, but does not
mention Ktngrs assignment to Jackson and Mokelumne Hill
(p. 110).
20 AASF, Vol. H.. 26, p. 39.
21

Walsh,~·

cit., P• 229,
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Downieville to the booming Vi~ginia City in Octobe~, 1861, 22
whe~e

the

Howa.~d Theat~e,

2"l

a church.·;~

just

~ecently conve~ed 1

was used as

.·

The following year he returned to his nat.ive New

York State , 24 but there is no evidence to indicate whether the
"salubrious" climate out west had helped him overcome his eye
problem.
· The big event during Delahunty's pastorate was the

o:t':t'i~lal visit of Archbishop Alemany on JanuarY 13, 1856.

A

local newspaper gave public notice of' the visit. in the form of
an advertisement which appeared in the Saturday and Sunday
editions. 2 5 He most likely arrived sometime on Saturday, remtainingovernight with the Wfilbers on the Peninsu1a26 as whatever "rectory" there was at that time would have been hardly
-~-~---large__enough_nor_fllrmsaed

1861.

sufficiently to accommodate such a

22Ibid., p. 201.
23News item f~om the San Joa.quin Republican, January 13,

24walsh, .Q.P..• ill•, p. 510.
2 5News items in the iaily San Joaquin Republican,
January 12•13 1 1856. The aturday notice read, "Religious
notice.--The Most Rev. Archbishop Alemany will preach 'l'OMORROWin the Catholic Church in this city, at 10 l/2 o'clock
service." It is interesting to note that the church is not
described by any given name as late as January, 1856.
26Alemany noted in his. "Diary" (Vol. H-26, P• 23) on
Thursday, January 10 1 "Cap. Weber.... I will call for your
gen.,erousJ hospital:Lty • • • • " Undoubtedly he had taken
advantage of Weber's well·known generosity many other times
as he had occasion to come through Stockton going to or
coming from the Mother Lode area.
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dignitary.
While here he preached an "eloquent sermon 112 7 and also
confirmed 15 persons. 28 The event was recorded in the·parish
bap~iSmal

register, but unlike. entries made a.fte.r · 186(), the

church is not named.

Likewise, the City Director,y for 1856

simply lists, "Cath<:>lic Church•-Organized in 1850; Rev.
Cornelius Dele.hunty, Pastor 1 Washington Street, between Hunter
and San Joaquin."

Under the listing of residents the follow-

ing entry appears: ·
Delahanty r.mJ, Rev. Cornelius, Pastor Catholic Church,
h (houseJ in rear o.f church, N. Y. [New York--state of
origin].29
.
This proves quite conclusively that a priest's house,
. or "rectory,"

e~isted

near the original church before the con-

______s~~UDt_i~rLoLth-'L ~r!>sent

brick__j:_hurch_~as beg'llll___i~1861

•

27stockton R.eco:rd, September ;3, 1910. The article gave
the erroneous date
the twelfth, which was a Saturday' rather
. than a Sunday, and it stated that this was Alemany's .f:!:rst
visit to Stockton. He visited Stockton officially on April 7,
1851 1 . and administered confirmation locally in a second
official visit on July 10 1 185).
2SAASF, 11 Diary," Vol. H-26, p. 2.3; AASF 11 Liber
·
Visitationum Episcopalium," Vol. H·2 p. 12; Archives of St.
Mary's Church[hereafter abbreviated ASMC.l, "Liber Baptizatorum
et Conf. tsicJ 1856-1!!64 11 unnumbered pages, The entries on
confirmations in this voiume cover the dates of. January 1.3,
1$56, to May 12, 1 862, inclusive 1 on unnumbered pages in the
back· end of the volume. The names of those confirmed are included. The first entry (January 1.3, 1856) antedates the
opening of the register. This is .found on a separate sheet,
attached to an unnumbered page. It is interesting to note
that out of the 15 persons confirmed at this time only one
does not have a Spanish name.
29Bogardus, Stockton CitY Directory~~ Year 1856,
PP• 72 and .30.

or

l
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CHAPTER VII
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I

FOUR YEARS OF GROWTH AND PLANNING:

1856-1860

j
j

i
j

I

j

Stockton's third Cathol:l.c pastor, replacing the ailing
Father Delahunty, was FatherRobert A. R. Maurice, whom the
Archbishop off:l.cia.lly transferred from the directorship of
the new St. Vinoent 1 s Home in San Rafael to the Stockton
parish on March 12, 18.56. 1 He was in Stockton before the end
of the montn 2 as he opened the "Baptismal Register" ·(the

i

J

J

oldest parish register now extant) with .the. notation of his
first local baptism:3
Francis Eugene Bergat •. A.D. 1856. March 28ih.
[!)Baptized Francis Eugene Bergat. Son of Henry Jerabal[?J
Bergat and his wife Antoina tsic?JLouisa Frederic Bergat.
born 291!1 October 1854.
·
·
______
---- --------------·-

(Signed] Robert R. Maurice
Pastor of St. Mary's

1
AASF, 11 Book of Appointments," Vol. H·5, P• 16. Father
Maurice inherited from Delahunty the care of the scattered
Catholic congx•egations as far south u Mariposa County. The
Catholic directories for 1857 and 1858 place .1\gua Fria under
Father Maurice at Stockton. (Metropolitan ~tholic Almanac
and Laity's DirectorT for the Y9~r of Our Lord illZ (Baltimore:
Lucas Brotfiers, 1857 , .p:p.-rgg • . ; nlln!gin~merican O~tholic
Almanac and List fE:. Clergy for the Year of Our Lorg .1..[2§, (tiiew
York: Edward Dunigan and Brother-James B:-kirkner, 1~581,
pp. 167~68.]
2 Dwyer noted in his book that Father Maurice' a transfer,
though made in March,was delayed until the end of August, but
the evidence does not bear this out. [Dwyer1 One Hundred Years
j!,!! Orphan--.§!• Vinqent 1 s Home .!2.£ Boys, p. 24.]
3ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum [sic), 1856-Ht64," p. 1,
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A total of thirty-eight baptisms were performed and
entered by Father Maurice between the above entry and the end
of' the year. 4 The earliest marriage register still extant
also dates back to Maurice's pastorate,

The first entry

rec_ordEr the .. following: 5
_-· Luis Marquez
&.

· Josef'a Monteer

A,D. 1856. May 18th, (With dispensation
from Archbishop) Married Luis Marquee
(son of Luis Marquez and of. Antonia Con..
treras his wife. native of Sonora.) to
Josefa Monteer daughter of Antonio
Monteer and Brigida Esques his wife,
native of Sonora. Witnesses· Jose Salsedo
and Gertrudes Padilla.
(for) D. Blaive
Robert R. Maurice, Pastor.

In addition to the above, eleven other marriages 1nrere
recorded for the year, all of them signed by the pastor. 6
_________ 'l'o____-tha___cp_a~rtq_t'atJLOfJatherMaurice__goes the __ credi'IJ_fo!'_
the inl)eption of plans for some sort of a parochial school,
as well as for the construction of a new parish church that
would be second to none in the city and the great central
valley.
Plans for a school go back at least to late 18.56 when

4Ibiq.t pp, 1-7.
5ASMC 1 "Liber Matrimoniorum, 1856-1860," p, 1. This
marriage evidently involved some Qnusual aspect, necessitating
- the per·mission of the Archbishop. Father Blaive, perhaps an
acquaintance of the parties involved, may have worked with
the couple in getting the proper permission from Alemany,
6

~ •• pp. 1~2.
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funds were collected for this purpose, although nothing seems
to have come o.f it for a number of years. .It is likely that
the! nioney so collected was later added to the church building

funa,

and a school was organiz:ed only after the completion of

the church.

The following appeared in six consecutive edi-

tions of a local newspaper, beginning with the date of' December 10, 1856:
Charity Sermon--at St. Mary's R. G. t:sic) Church,7
Stockton.••On Sunday, the 15~ instant,-rfie Very Rev.
John Francis Lliberia t!!..Q.J, V.G. from San Franciscoi will
preach a charity aermon in aid of' the Catholic Schoo s for
this city, the morning service commencing at 10 1/2 · ... ·
o'clock, and in the evening of the same day at 7 o'clock.
On both occasions a collection will be taken up for the
purpose o:r t.he proposed object. N.B.-·The public are
cordially invited to attend.a
There is no record of the amount of money raised at this time,
·---·

-··-····---·-·---·---·

-

··---·-- ·---···---···-··--

7Daily .§.!!! Joaqui~ Republican l.StocktonJ. This marks
the first time that a newspaper referred to the local church
by the appellation 11 St. Mary's."

~ews item in the Daily San Joaguin ~E!tublican, December 10, 1$56. 11 Lliberia 11 should be spellelebarla; Rev.
Juan Francisco Llebaria was originally assigned to the Santa
Cruz. mission parish on March 5, 1851 , the same day that Father
Bl<d:'ve was assigned to Stockton (Engelhardt, IV, o90). In
1852, he was. brought to San Francisco, replacing Anthony
Langlois as Vicar-General of' the northern part of California
(~ •• PP• 693-94). At this time he was also pastor of St.
Francis Church of San Francisco.
There is a possibility, judging from an entry in the
Archbishop's "Diary," that he discoul'aged the continuation of
plans for the opening of a school at this time. The entry,
handwritten, is almost impossible to decipher (Vol. H-26,
P• $4~ The entry is dated May 17, 1$59).

--·
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nor of any subsequent fund•raising activities.

It is inter-

esting to note the use of the plural word "Schools."

This

must have been .a typographical error on tl:ie part of the news•
paper.

It would have be.en most di:f'ficult, ·if not impossible

at t~at .time, to organize and operate (financially speaking)
•

'

.'

'

'

•

'

>

two separate schools wit.hin the parish.
Pl~ns

for the construc:tion

ot a new, permanent church

go back at least as far as 18~9 ,9 and perhaps even back to

. 18$7.. One source states that plana were begqn following the
visit of the Archbishop in January, 1856, 10 while another
states that the ladies of the parish held a church festival
in October 1 1857, "for tl:l.e benefit of the tnew J church
fund. 1111
-

-

--- ----------

- - - - - -···-

This was in reference to the first annual

~cc-----o-

St~

lillary 1 s

Parish.Festival, which opened on Monday, September 28, o\l,nd
·.
.
12
ran through Thursday, October 8.
The affair was held in
the Armory Hall of' the Stockton Blues, in the rear of the
local r1~wapa.per office on El Dorado Street.

1859.

It ran

9News item, Daily~ Joaquin Republicaru December .).1,
10A. C. Oullahan, £E.• cit., May 30 1914.
1
11 stockton Record, September 3, 1910.
12

.

News' items in the Dai'y San. Joaquin Republican,
September 22 through October 1 11f57.
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concurrently with the Fourth Annual Fair and Exhibition of
the, California State Agricultural Society, which was being
hel'd in Stockton that year.

The hall was described as being

"tastefully fitted up" for the ocQasion, which was guaranteed
to be an "elega,nt and interesting entertainment."

The

tickets of admission, costing fifty cents eaQh, were advertised
as being available through the local book stores, P'ather
Maut'ice, or from "Madame Magendie, Mrs. Cahill and others."
The morning after its opening the local newspaper described
the ha:ll as follows:
The Hall is fitted up in chaste and beautiful style,
and t.he Fair is supplied with all imaginable varieties
of bijoutry~ nicknacks, fancy goods, and what not; while
the whole is invested with a charm not its own, by the
presence of youth and beauty--the fair daughters of California and of the Gem of the Sea. The Hall will be one
_ -· ---·- -!!e~h~ :e~d:~§_!oints of attraction for the current
It is not clear, from the newspaper accounts of this
festival, to what purpose the proceeds were to be applied.
Most of the advertisements, as well as the news articles,
stated simply that the
of the Church.

11

Fair 11 was being held "for the benefit"

This does not rule out the contention that

the .proce(ilds were to be applied to a building fund; however,
there is some doubt as to the validity of that argument as one
of the articles stated specifically that the "proceeds (are"]
13News item in the paily San Joaquin Republican,
September 29, 1857.
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to be applied to the. liquidatio~ of' outstanding liabil,ities
of' the church." 14 This, if' correct, implies the e:l!:istence of
a church debt of some kind.

This was perhaps due to the cost

of in()ving and renovating (perhaps enlarging) the original
. church, including the cost of' the bell which had been installed
sometime after 1852, or perhaps due t.o the costs involved in
establishing the "re.ctory" behind the church, or perhaps due
to the costs involved in the purchase of several portions of
lots in the present church half·block. 15
The most intriguing aspect of this festival, however,
is not the purpose to which the proceeds (the sum total of
which, incidentally, is unknown) were applied, but to the fact
that the local newspaper, for ten consecutive days of publi•
-· __cation,-ref.e r:r-ed_to_the_ln_caL cllu:r-oh_ a.al>_eing_" St.. Pa tri ok~L__
Church 11 1 Yet no . one seems to have protested as both the set
advertisements and the news articles used that appellation to
the very end.. This lends credence to· the. theory that the
church had no official name, and that s.everal names were
commonly used by the members of the local congregation.
Under the date of August 5, 1857, Archbishop Alemany
noted in his "Diary" that he was sending a Father George
Cooper to Stockton, 16 but it was not in the form of an
14Ibid.t September

16AASF, Vol. H•2 6. , P• 54.
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assignment.

As Cooper's na.me does not appear in the local

church registers, it seems pr 0bable that he remained in
Stockton for only a short time.

Alemany' s purpose is not

clear, as a number of the words in the entry cannot be
deciphered.
Puring the year ( 1857) Father Maurice recorded the
performance of twenty•four marriages, 17 and he signed all but
two'of the seventy-seven baptisms performed. 18 . A Father
Lorenzo de Leon performed
the two other baptisms, o!'le on
..
. December 6 and the. other on December 10th.

His na.me reappears

again 1 for a sj,ngle baptism, one year later, on December 24,
1858 1 out of a total of sixty-eight baptiSms registered,
With the one exception, Father Maurice. officiated through the
_ _ __ whol.e year, 19___!nd_ he~ignad_l'_ll sixteen ()__f the marriages

° Father de Leon's na),l'l)e re,.

- - - -

performed during 1858, also.

2

appears in 1'859, for baptisms recorded O!'l January!) and
April 14. 21
lt is not .clear, from the records, why Father de Leon

1

7ASMC,

11

Li ber Matrimoniorum, '' pp. 5·1 0.

18ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum [sic]," pp. 8-24.

19Ibid., PP• 23-42.
20ASMC, "Liber Matrimoniorum, 11 pp. 13·18.•
21 ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum (sic]," pp. 45 and 50 .• On
June 4, 1859, Father Maurice entereaa baptism for de Leon
( p. 52) •

10.2
hadtheae few SCiil,ttered entries.

Evidently he was never

assigned to Stockton, but on these several occasions probabl;v
calll.eto assist Father Maurice, especially with the many
Spanish-speaking Catholics of this huge parish area.
Father Maurice was a very scholarly man who attracted
the better-educated element in Stockton.

He was quite active

in the community, as. evidenced by the many Protestant. converts
who had come in to the Church through his efforts 1 patience,
and sound knowledge of his faith.
official visit to Stockton on

The Archbishop made his

Janu~ry

thirty-four persons while here. 22

24, 1858, confirming

Alemany noted in his "Book

of Episcopal Visits" that on this o.ccasion many of those whom
he had confirmed were Protestants. 23
··----Theirish colony in Stockton became activeduringnne- time of Father Maurice 1 s pastorate.

\IJhile not an Irishman ,

he was a native of the British Isles, and as an English
Catholic, no doubt quite in sympathy with the Irish

cause~

At any rate, the Irish patriots turned out .for a special High
Mass on St. Patrick's Day, celebrated by the pastor.

And in

good Irish style, he delivered a long sermon on the life and
character of the great Irish saint.

22ASMC,
p. 15.

11

That evening the First

Liber Baptizatorum CsioJ," unnumbered pages.

2JAASF, "Liber. VisitationumEpiscopalium," Vol. H-2,

.~

10.3
Annual Ball in honor of St. Patrick's Day was held. 24
During Maurice's pastorate the activities of the church
and of .the Catholic people of the colll!llunity began to receive
more attention ..from the local press.

News of Catholic mar•

riages and funerals, practically non,.existent during the
vious ,six years, became more and more frequent,.
of

·~·

pre~

The funeral

Mexican child, about three years old, was described in

in'Ceresting det.ail by the Daily San Joaguin Republican on
May 4, 1.%8.
Of a Catholic firemen who passed away two weeks later,
the newspaper reported that,· "At the Catholic Church, the
beautiful and touching funeral service was read bythe Rev.
Dr. Maurice, pastor of the church.

At the grave the appro-

--··-·--·-···-·---·-·--··--·--·-·---·--··-..

21<

~

-~-

priate services were read by the clergyman • · • • • 11 " ·
The first Catholic raiasion 26 held in Stockton was

given .from December 11 through the 18th in 1858, marking the
24News items in the Daily San Joagu;in Republican,·
Marc~ 15, 1858.
25Ibid., May 19, 1858.
2611Missions" are Catholic services and sermons, now
usually preached by priests from orders that are specially
trained for this kind of activity, aimed at promoting the
spiritual "re.. jUvenation" of Catholics, This practice goes
back to the time of St. Paul, and might be compared, in gen..
eral purpose, to the Protestant "revival" service. Canon Law
1.349 requires that· each parish sponsor a "Mission" periodically. \:.V~d8 Francis M.• Valentini, c.s,c., "First Week For
the Women,
olumbia, XXXVII (September, 1957) 1 pp.· 11 .. 12+.]
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close of the year of Jubilee 27 of the Church throughout the
world.

Just before that 1 on December 8th 1 the local chu.rch

observed the feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Mother
of Jesus. Several Jesuit Fathers conducted the mission, 28 ·
but there is no local record of their identity.

In describing

the week-long special services, the local newspaper reported:
The "Retreat" given by the Fathers of the Catholic
·. Church, in this city, will be continued from the 11:.!?1! to
the 18th •. There are observances more than usual to be
gone through with during this week 1 by every .good Catholic 1
which accoup.ts for the frequent ringing of the church bell.
The "Jubilee," which closes this month, occurs but once
in seven years. We understand that a. great interest has
been lately awakened among the Catholics of this city, by
the highlllinded and honorable gentleman, Father. Maurice,
who has charge of the flock. The church is well filled
and often crowded.29
The Mexican celebration of the three last days before.
---------.

---~--

- - --

------

--

--------

-------~

--

--

-----

the beginning of' the Lenten season (Ash Wednesday) was re- ·
ported in 1859.

A parade, or procession, followed by a

salute of fifty guns opened the festivities on Sunday, March

6.

On Tuesday, at approximately the noon hour, f'lour•throw-

ing and other sports activities were held in front of the

----2

7A "Jubilee" is generally a period of a year or more
when special spiritual privileges are offered to the faithful.
This particular Jubilee Year wae proclaimed in 1858 by Pope
Pius IX.
28 News item in the Daily San Joaguin Republioan,
December 9, 1858.
--29Ibid., December 16, 1858.
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churoh.30
Father Maurice was, it seems, well liked and highly
respected in Stockton, but one of his innovations oaused.a
great deal of consternation and indignation among many of his
parishioners.

This involved, apparently, his philosophy re-

gard;l.ng the car® of the dead and the manner of their burial.
The whole problem started, at least from the standpoint of
the pastor, back in 1852 when Captain Weber donated the300·
foot•square block bounded by Sonora, Grant, Church, and
.
.
. . . . 31
In the
Aurora streets to the church as a burial ground.
usual custom of the time, families of the deceased were
allowed to erect any kind of markers--or none at all.

Some

used simple wooden markersj others preferred elaborate
. _granit_e_or__mar_bk_headstone_Lo_r_statuar~ that would perhaps
have done justice to the Roman emperors.

Many enclosed their

individual or family plots with fencing or wrought-iron
railing.

There was obviously little planning

~.nvolved,

and

no provisions were made for any kind of uniformity or regulation regarding the position of the burial plots within t·he

3°News items in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
March 6 and 8, 1859.
--31The Monitor, August 30, 1930. The block, number
fifty•four-east, was donated in 18,52 but n~legally transferred to the church until January 1l, 18,56 (ASJOR, "Book 'AI
of peeds," VI, 661).

I

-I
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j

cem$tery.

---1

But from the standpoint of his parishioners, the whole

I
j

problem started only after the Reverend Father decided that

1

he

y.ro~ld

take the bull by the horns, and without consulting

wit)'!_ those niost concerned, ordered a complete "cleaning up"

1

ot

1

gro;Ynd.

j

~hat

the parishioners most certainly .felt was their sacred
Those who operate cemeteries today most certa_inly

can,appreciate what Father Maurice was trying to do, as well
·•

;

l

~-.

I

as understand the problems this situation brought him.

Had

I

this been one hundred years later, the pastor would have been

l1

denounced as a Communist!

I

·The following account· o.f what had taken place was given
by the editor o.f the Daily San Joaquin Republican, and is an
--~---

int_e:t'-estingH:ombi-nat--±on-o:r-n-ew-trreporting and- edi tori ali zing:
.'

The Catholic Burying Oround.-·We were not a little
astonished 1 a day or two since, upon strolling into the
Catholic burying ground in this city, to .find a strange
transformation there, though we understood that it took
place some months since. The ground at present looks
· anything but creditable to those who have control of it.
We are told that within a few months Father Maurice, the
Catholic priest o.f this city, for some reason of which we
are not advised, gave orders to have all of the .fences
which had been placed around the graves torn away; and
also ordered the removal of all the grave ... stones and other
designations. The fences now are piled up in an unoccupied
portion of the ground, in grand con.fusion, upside down and
otherwise, as they happened to be thrown. Lettered headboards lay around, some broken in pieces, and others tossed
about without regard to their proper location. Paths and
carriage ways have been laid out 1 without deference to the
resting places of the dead, many of which are under the
thorough.fares. We understand it to be the orders that in
the .future no grave stones are to be allowed, but that
the dead are to be placed side by side 1 without reference
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. to friends, family, or nation••family lots not being
allowed; an exclusively democratic arrangement, but one
which poor human nature will be very likely to rebel
against. Indeed the proceeding has already created much
dissatisfaction. Some of the leading Catholics have
become indignant and have removed the remains of their
dead friends, their handsome iron railings and gravestones, to the City Cemetery.
We doubt very much if the ideas of.Father Maurice are
participated in by members of the Catholic Church
generally. The most tasteful burying ground of its
size in San Francisco is the ·Catholic Cemetery at the
Mission • • • ,32
·
·
The editor noted in particular the condition of two
graves where the coffins had been simply placed with ovenlike brick covers, rather than being covered over by the
usual soil • . In one case, the wooden arch which had held the
rounded brick roof had collapsed, and the bricks, in dropping,
had caved in the lid of the coffin, exposing the remains.
-···-·----.------o--

The'wooden door to the other one had rotted off, so that the
coffin could be readily removed.
In this case'the parishioners "outlived" the pastor,
and for the.next ten years {until this cemetery was abandoned)
after·Father Maurice was gone they were free once more to
have erected any kind of monument that they wished.

The

Battle of the Tombstones was over.
In the meantime, the drive for subscriptions to the
fund for a new brick church had gotten under way; by early
· 3 2News item dated February 6, 1859.

10$

February {1859) the trustees of the congregation had already
on hand "a portion of the sum required for the purpose. n33
By :the end of the year the First Presbyterian Church Society
had raised sufficient funds for.the construction of a new,
permanent structure.

This spurred the members of St. John's

Episcopal Church into action,· and in the course of just a few
hours one of their members had .secured enough subscriptions
,

'

to pay off their old debt and leave them with a surplus.

Not

to be outdone, the Catholics announced that construction
woUld commence in the near future on a structure to cost not
less than $30,000~34
According

tb

the parish registers 1 Father Maurice

married sixteen couplesduring 185935 and performed
85 bap--•.
36 The size of the parish, coupled with the steady
tisms.
------

-~---

---

-------~

- - - - - -

groWth of the Catholic population, resulted in the assignment
of Stockton's first assistant pastor on December 22, 1859.
This was a newly-ordained young clergyman by the name of John
J. Prendergast , 37 just out from the East.

He remained in

33!£!£., February 2, 1859.
34Ibid,, December 31, 1859.
35AsMC, "Liber Matrimoniorum," pp. 21-26.
36ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum (sicJ," pp. 45-63.
37AASF 1 "Book of Appointments," Vol. H-5, p, 23.
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Stockton a relatively short time,3 8 being assigned in the
middle o£ the following year ( 1860) to Mission Dolores 1 where
he remained until 1874.

At that time he was named Vicar-

General of the Archdiocese, residing at the old cathedral at ·
Dupont and California streets,

When the new cathedral was

completed he moved to it.

He celebrated his golden .jubilee
in 1909,39 and passed away in San Francisco in 1914. 40
'l'he Archbishop noted in his "Diary'' that on April 2,
1860, he named a clergyman to be the "vicar" of Stockton, but
the name is, sadly enough, not recognizable.4 1 This is interesting as there is no other record of such a transfer, and
the lo.oal parish registers do not contain entries at that
time that would explain this apparent transfer,

It must,

_____ther~%o:r_e_,_'Q_§_~ssumed that_ the en"t<rr is in _error._A_________
11

Richardus Carroll" appears in a baptismal entry dated July

29, 1860 1 and then again for three separate entries for the
16th and 2.3rd of September,4 2 This was Father Richard
.3 8Father Prendergast's first baptismal entry locally
is dated December 30, 1859, and the last one is dated May 1.3,
1860 (ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum t:sic] 1 11 pp. 65 and 70),

1909.

39News item in the San Francisco Evening Globe, May 18,
He was then 73 years-old,
4°walsh, 2£• ~·· p. 460.
41AASF, V:ol, H-26, p, 103.
42ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum (sic),'' pp, 74, 76-7,

.. '
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Carroll, of Mission Dolores in San Francisco, who was evidently visiting Stockton "on vacation," or perpaps helping
out for several days on two separate occasions.

There is no

likely connection .between the unexplained .assignment. discussed
above and Carroll's signatures in the baptismal book.·
Stockton 1 s second assistant pastor was a Mexic.an exile
by ~he name of Raphael .F. Vargas, 43 . The date of his arrival
is uncertain,. but his first baptismal entry indicates that he
was here at least by the middle of .July; 1860 •. 44 His .bap•
tismal entries note that he worked out through the rural area
north and east of Stockton45 as well as the area as far soutlheast as the mining town of Hornitos,46 a then-flourishing
community, where he was given permission by Alemany to build
-··--.---a church.1+7-- Severai-years earlier, in June, 1857, Father

43 Although no record of Father Vargas's appointment ·
waefound, a later entry, in the Archbishop's handwriting,
notes that Vargas was already a "vicar" in Stockton (AASF,
Vol, H•5, P• 25) •
.
44AsMC, "Liber Baptizatorum (.!J!!J," p. 73,
entry is dated July 14, 1860,

His first

45A typical baptismal entry, signed by Vargas, reads:
A.D. 1860 die vero 24 Septembris in agro vulgo dioto Moquelamo • • • • " This was probably the area in the vicinity of
the present city of Lodi and along the Mokelumne River.
4 6 A typical Hornitos entry reads: "Anno Domini 1860
die 8 Decembris baptisavi in Hornitos Mariana ScolaRtica a'
Concepcione nat am die 15 • • • • 11 ( p. 87) •
4 7AASF, Vol. !{.. 5, p. 25. The entry is dated December
11

29' 1860.

.
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MaUrice, then alone in Stockton, had been relieved of his
duties in the southeast part of his parish when Alemany
assigned La Grange 1 Mariposa 1 and Hornitos to Fathe.r :t.ouis
Lootens~ 4 8 Then in JUly, 1$58 1 Father Lootens was. given the
care of the S9attered Catholic familiu and the several

~l!lall

settlements in the area that now comprises the· east side of
. Stanislaus County. 49

:But

on

February J, 1$60, th,e Stanislaus

area
and Hornitos
were returnl'!d
to the
juri$diction
of the
.
.
.
.
.
'

'

'

;

'

Stockton church50 since a;n assistant (Father Prendergast,
followed by Father Vargas) was by then in residence at St.
Maryts,

On September .30 Archbishop Alemany visited Knight's

Ferry, confirming three persons in St. Joseph's Church.
.
51
is noted in the Stockton "Liber Baptizatorum t~J. 11

This

On February n-;-Tsou-, theArcnlll.shop confi-rmea----cnwenty• ·eight persons in Stockton,5 2 and for the first time signed

48 Father Louis Lootens,.in the Oregon miss:l,on!S since
1852, came to San Francisco from Vancouver Island in 1857, and
was. adop>ted by .the Archdioc~se. He was appointed. pastor of
"Mariposa, Hornitos, French Bar tLa GrangeJ and vicinity" on
June 29, 1857 (AASF, Vol. H... 5, p. 19). In the following year
he was appointed to Sonora. Ten years later, on August 9 1
1868 1 he was consecrated Vicar-Apostolic .of' Idaho by Alemany.
He resigned due to ill health in July, 1876. He diad at
Victoria, Vancouver Island, on January 13, 1$98 (Walsh, £E•
ill•, P• 480) •
49AASF, Vol. H.,.5, p. 20.
50;rbid., p. 2,3.
5 1All confirmations axle listed on pages without numbers.
52AASF, Vol. H•2, p. 1$. He noted the confirmation of
twenty.. five, b14t the local baptismal register lists twentyeight as having bel'!n confirmed.
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his name in the baptismal register, noting that he had
examined it. 53

It is amusing to conjecture what the Arch•

bishop may have said to Fathers Maurice and Prendergast at the
time, as all the. entries after his are written in very formal
Lat;l.n. ·. But his word of advise soon wore off, as the entries
once more seem to have slipped back into their previous
informal, brief English.
The drive for the collection of funds for the oonst:ruc•
tion of the proposed new church continued into 1860 1 and an
announcement appearing in a local newspaper on January 26
stated that it would be built on the site of the present
church, that it would be the largest and most costly of any
-----~

in the city, and that construction would be 11 commenced" on St.
-;a~ri~k'sDay.54But-subs~quent events ___ provedtllat the opti• ----mism of the reporter was not matched by the generosity of the
congregation, as the Archbishop felt it necessary to prod the
local Catholics into supporting this solicitation of funds
while visiting the city in February.55 He felt it necessary,
in fact,. to hold a parish meeting, at which time a building
committee was formed,

Evidently there was some dissatisfaction

53ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum t:sicJ," p. 67.
54News item in the Daily San Joaguin Republican,
January 26, 1860.
55.1\ASF, Vol. H~2, P• 18.
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among the parishioners up to this time, as Alemany noted :i.n
his "Diary:" that,

11 • • •

Building Committee t.was:J named, yet

subject to the Pastort and .finally to myself to avoid diffi ..
I have to allow CforJ their treasury (lack of
funds?].n5 6

culty.

Despite the obvious difficulties being encountered,
the presa was still anticipating quick action.

Un.der the

d_ate of March 1st, the following appeared;

A grand ball will be given in this city in honor of
the birthday of St. Patrick, Ireland's patron Sain~• The
entire proceeds, over expenses, will be donated to the
Catholic C~ur~;~h the oorner§.tone of which, we understand,
~11 be la1d on that day.57
St. Patrick's Day was destined to come and-go twice
before any cornerstone was laid in Stockton, and then it was

------ - - - - - - - - -

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

done in July :rather than in Marchi

We will get back to this

interesting subject later.
Father Maurice's pastorate came to an end in Stockton
in October, 1860.

The circumstances of his transfer are not

clear, as the Archbishop's written entries are so difficult,

56AASF, Vol. H-26, p. 100.

There is no record of this
building committee, nor of i.ts membership, except for a handwritten note, signed by the pastor, which indicates that D. J.
Oullahan served as its treasurer. This original ~ote is in
the_ possession of Mr. Oullahan's granddaughter, Leanore
Oullahan, of Stockton.
?7News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
March t, 1860.
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and in some instances, impossible to decipher.

But judging

froin the number of entries a bout the time of the transfer, it
would seem that Father Maurice had perhaps asked for a trans•
fer due to health or personal reasons.

It might have been

due' to dissatis.faction arising over di.f.ference.s o.f opinion
regarding the planning or building o.f the new church. 5S
The first entry pertaining to the above is foun.d in
·Arc~bishop Alemany's "Piary."

On Oc.tober.3rd he sent word to

Maurice to ''come .and let Stockton • •
of the sentence could be "all alone."
not be deciphered.

moved you

The next sentence can

Then there .follows a sentence with the

middle words a mystery:
11 I

The last two words

alre~dy

11

In satisfaction • • • ·move you. 11

gradually and now place you t?J well,

---""-~·.

at. 59

Father Maurice's last entry in the local parish reg-

isters is dated the· very. same day, on October .3, 60 although
tb.e of.t'icial transfer is dated October 6, 1860, in the "Book
of Appointments.•• 61 It reads (in Latin) 11 A.D. 1860, Die 6

;aThere must have been a grave enough reason .for the
Archbishop urging the people to cooperate in the construction
o.f a "new brick church 1 11 and at the same time naming a "Build·
ing committ<W," subject, in the last analysis, to himself.
. 59Vol. H-26, p. 115.

60ASMO, "tiber Baptizatorum (.§.~..!:.1," p. 82.
6 tAASF, Vol. H•5, P• 25.
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Oct. Rev. Robertus A. R. Maurice .from the care of the Church
in Stockton is removed and named vicar o.f the Churqh of St.
Francis on Vallejo Street in this city tSan Francisco]."

The

new appointment seems to have been made with some l:taste, as
f:Lf#een days later we find him transferred once more-..this
time to the Cht~rch at Marysville 62 to fill the vacaney le.ft

: .

.

.

6

by the death of Father Daniel Slattery on October. 9th.• .3
Father Maurice left some of. his bills behind. when he
departed from Stockton, and his successor., Father Joseph
Gallagher, sent a copy of the accounts left by him (no copy
extant today) to ArchbishopAlemany.

Just. what the bills

were .for, and i'or what amount, is not known, but the Archbishop wrote FathE:lr Gallagher on January 2.3, 1861,

11 I

enclose

- · - --accrorv~stryl?l, shotrlng wine not pai~ Iwiliseeto ·-····-·
other bille. 1164

On February .first Father Gallagher note(j. the

following item paid:

"Wine bill••Father Maurice••$67,00,"65

62 Ibid.
6.3News item in the Daily San Joag_uin Republican,
October 12, 1860.
64AASF, Vol, H-26, PP• 121-2,
6;ASMC, "Pew Book, 1861-186.3," unnumbered pages.

CHAPTER VIII
FATHER ROBERT MAURICE. :

PASTOR AND BUSINESSMAN

The ieverend Father Robert A. Roberts Maurice was born
at ~. htre Cottage near :Bistre, a small settlement near the
. ;

.

..

. '

· city of Mold in North Wales, in 1824.

1

There is no informa•

tioP, concerning his family other than the fact. that hill had
.

two •brothers and one sister.

2

.

·. 3

He was a c.onvert to the faith,

but when the conversion took place is not recorded; he was
ordained to the Catholic priesthood circa1849.4

He served as

an assistant priest at St. Alban 1 s Church, lii,Iacclesfield, Eng•
land, in 1851-2, under the Very Rev. John Hall, Vicar•General

1Taken from the Chester (England) Chronicle of
October 31, 1908,as quoted by the Rev. H. R. Kefly, pastor
of St, Alban 1 s Church, Macclesfield 1 England 1 in letter to
Rev.. Father Moriarty, September 5, 1960.
· .
..
'

'

2!l&\!• Taken !'rom the Liverpool Post, October 27, 1908.

31~· Taken f'rom the ~~£ Chronicle,
4Ibid. Rev. Kelly noted in his letter: "From old
directorreB: Ordained 1849 • , • ,n There appears to be
some confusion on thi.s point, however 1 as the Chancery office
in Shrewsbury, England• found no reference to Father Maurice·
bef'ore 1851 1 wh. ile th. e. Reverend Michael Shivey (London Chancery Of'fice 1 note\i that, "His name first appears in our
Directory in 1852 as 'Rev. R. Maurice' which indicates that
he was ordained a priest. that year."
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of the Diocese of Shrawsbury.5
Sometime during the year 1852 he seams to have served
as a sort of a private chaplain to the Grimshawe family at
Errwood Hall, an area now submerged by the waters of the Goyt
Valley reservoir.

The chapel of this estate was opened in

1851 by Samuel Grimshawe, Jr., son of the man who built the
Hall..

The bishop of the diocese of Shrewsbury, Bishop Brown,

blessed the chapel under the title of St. Mary's on October 8,
18.51, and because of the large crowd attending the ceremony-estimated at 500--he preached to them outside.

A 11bewildering

number" of chaplains served at St. Mary's chapel until it was
closed in 1929, when the Stockport Corporation built its
reservoir dam to impound the waters of the Goyt River. 6
Father Maurice was probably the second priest to serve

5The information on Father Maurice's early assignments
was made available by correspondence from the following: Rev.
B. Payne, Librarian of Ushaw College (Durham, England) to Rar.
Father Moriarty, September 21, 1960; the Rev. Chancellor
Edward Coonan, Diocese of Shrewsbury, England, to Rev. Father
Moriarty, August 18! 1960; Rev. Michael Shivay, Chancellor of
the Archdiocese of ondon, to Rev, Father Moriarty, August 5,
1960; Rev. Stanislaus Parker, O,P,, St. Sebastian's Priory at
Salford, England, to Rev. Father Moriarty, September 15, 1960.
6The information on Errwood Hall and St. Mary's Chapel
was taken from the July 29, 1960 1 Catholic Guardian (Manchester,
England) through the courtesy of the Rev. Stanislaus Parker,
O.P., of St. Sebastian's Priory, Salford, England,
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there, 7 but the length of his service is unknown.

According

to testimony given after his death, from 1853 to 1878 he was
in Canada.

The Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and ,Laity's

Dire.ctory .for 1856 is the earliest directory to include him
in this country •

He is listed in residence at St. Mary's
Cathedral in San Francisco. 8 This .would indicate that he
arrived in California sometime in 1855, as the lists of.
clergymen, etc., were reported by the

u.s.

prelates sometime.

during the last half of the year previous to the publication
date of each directory.

No record of his whereabouts between

1853 (when he was no longer in Great Britain) and his residence
at the Cathedral in San Francisco in 1855 has been fotind.

It

is possible that he did go.to Canada from Great Britain,
- . coming sometini-ein-185-5 to

Californi~-

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

On September 2, 1855, Father Maurice arrived at San
Rafael, taking up residence at the new St. Vincent's Home for
Boys. 9

By the end of the year he had twenty~eight boys under

7The Rev. Chancellor Coonan of the Diocese of Shrews•
bury .believes that Father Maurice served as the second chap~
.lain at St. Mary's Chapel in 1852 1 although the English
Catholic Directory for the year 1B52 simply lists a 11 D.
Organ" for the Errwood Hall chapel, Unfortunately, the
Directory did not include Errwood Hall in its 1853 publication
according to the Catholic Guardian (~ footnote 6), so it
does not record the name ofthe successor to "D. Organ."

8P. 239.
~

9Dwyer, One Hundred Years 28 Orphan~~~. Vincent's
Boys,P. 21.

.£2!:
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his care, as well as a free school of forty pupils.

At the

same _time
he took it upon himself to 'care for the spiritual
,._,,
needs of the Catholics living in that area.

Finding the old

mission at San Rafael in a state of decay 1 he undertook to
rafse funds among the residents for the erection of a new
church.

Before his assignment to the Boy's Home the San

Rafael area had been served by priests from other parishes.

10

So to Father Maurice-goes the credit for being the first
res~dent

pastor of San Rafael (since the mission days), as

well as being the first priest-director of St. Vincent's
. Home for Boys.
Upon the assumption of duties in St_ockton in March 1
·-- _1856,_1'ather Mauric~u!loved in"I;_Q_ the

11

rectory'L_that his prede----··cesso.r, Father Delahunty, had occupied behind the church. 11

10The 1852 DirectorS states that it was served by the
pastor at Sonoma; after t at, until Maurice was assigned to
it, it was served by t.he clergy of San Francieco Cathedral.
11 The Eighth United States Census_, for 1860 (p. 197)
1
0
lists the fol owing occupants at Father Maurice's residence:
Name
RObert ft..
Maurice
An so
D:vell (?]
.Ra.rael
Vardsa
,Josa .l'llarl.a
.- Vare:isa

Age

Sex

47

M

27

F

60

M

18

M

0CC\1Pat1on
IVJ:tnl.ster-R.C,
JVlinister-R.C,

Place o:r ux-igin
England
Ireland
Mexico
Mexico

The second entry must be the name of the housekeeper at
the rectory. Rafael Vargisa is Father Vargas, assistant
pastor. Josa Maria Vargisa is probably a nephew of the early
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While undoubtedly a good priest and a hard worker, he must
have been, at the same time, a rather interesting "character."
He was ref'erred to as the "Reverend Doctor Maurice" by the ·
local press on .a number of' ocoasions, 12 although the. Arch•
bishop never seems to have referred. to him· as a "doctor," and
there is no indication of his having received a doctoral
degree in Great Britain. 1J
He was, un<ioubtedly, an impr~ ssi ve man 1 and no d'oubt
also rather well educated., at least according to lo.cal
sources, but again there is no proof of it, nor any particular
indication of' it in the information available on him. -The
following notiee appeared in a loeal newspaper on November 18,

1858:

- The Rev. Dr. Maurice, a thoroughly educated scholar,
will_ de:Liver the next lect;~re before the Society of'
----------- ~a;t;ural-Histor:,-.--·subJect--;-nTne-geological-proofof_a_______ _
deluge."14
priest, and probably accompanied his priest-uncle-into exile
and assisted him as he ministered to the rural Catholics north
and east of Stockton, as well as to the congregation at ·
Hornitos. 11 Josa" no doubt is the census-taker's spelling for
the. Spanish pronunciation of the male name Jose'.
12The earliest reference to "Rev. Doctor Maurice"

appeared in the Dailx; .§!!!. Joaguin Republican, S.eptember 25 1

1857.

13Father Maurice's will was contested following his

death, and at no time during the court testimony was any
reference made to him as having the title of "doctor."
14
.
DailX ~ Joaquin Republican. On anot~er occasion
the_ same .newspaper described Maurice as ".a well read scholar."
(March 15, 1858) •
_

12.1

Following delivery of the lecture the editor, obvi•
ously impresse.d, reported as follows:
The le.ctures of the Society are now the most fashion.:.
. able place of resort that is furnished in this city, and
the. audi.ences bear an unmistakeable tsic'] impress of
respectability and of intelligence •. The lecture of Dr.
Maurice was listened. to with. the deepest attention1and
betrayed much research upon the part of the talented
lecturer. He gave many .interesting.facts in regard to
the ciiscovery of the bones of animal.s and. huma,n beings
in diff.erent parts of ·the world, and the supposed direction of the· Cul'rentl!l of wat.er .at the time of the .flood,
The ddiver.y of the Doct.or, with the exception of a
· slight rapidity J was excellent, and the lecture was of
great interest. ' 5 .
.
·
.Father Maurice did not spend all of his time caring
for the spiritual needs of his "flock," nor in doing :research
upon the "great flood" of' Noah's time.
today,

t~e

As we might phrase it.

pastor had "many irons in the fire."

According to

the records or the San Joaquin County Recorder, he was also
interested in the field .of real estate.
together with a

In May, 1857, he,

P~

E. Conner, bought the William McDermott
ranch "on the Calaveras River near McDermott's Bridge.n 16 On

April 16, 1858, from Captain Weber, he bought a lot on Market
Street for two hundred dollars. 17 In September of the same
15Ibid. , November 23 , 1$58.
16ASJCR, "Book 'A' of Deeds , "
17ASJCR "Book 'A' of Deeds,"
1
10, block 16 east of Center Street,
from the northwest corner of Market

VII , 669,
VIII, 564. This was lot
starting fifty feet west
and Stanislaus streets.
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year, for four thousand dollars, he purchased 320 acres and
some cattle from Edward Masterson and Isaac A. fvlurray. 18 On
June 4 1 1859, Weber deeded to Father Maurice, for $9,690.86,
a parcel of ground that measured 759.86 acres. 19
Obviously, as a priest, Father Maurice k:new that the
term of his pastorate·might be terminated at any time by trans•
fer to another parish, so it is interesting to.speculate upon
the reason for such investments, and the source of "ready
cash" which such purchases would require.

Testimony given at

the time his will was contested in Wales indicates that he
had 1,!hare1,1 in th.e J)ominion Bank of Canada, while. one witness
testified that before his death he had made the statement that
.the San Francisco fire of 1906 had ttruined" him. 20 · )i:vidently,
-···-.-··--tThen, F-ather-Maul"i-ee-had--pu!!chased-land- locallyJo;c_spe cula"'- ·-· .~
tive purposes, selling it upon transfer from Stockton, 21 and
18,bid., p, 867. This was the SE l/4 of section 12 'and
the NE 1 4 of section 13 1 township 2, ·North Range (No, 8) East
of Mount Diablo,
19Little wonder, in view of his activities, that Archbishop Alemany should write him, 11 Don 1 t work too hard,"
(AASF, "Diary," Vol. H~26, p. 43,) There is a possibility
that his holdings included more acreage than noted above.
20 Letter from Rev, Kelly, QR• cit, Information taken
from the Liverpool Post of October 21,1908, and the Chester
Chronicle of October3'1, 1908 (~ footnotes 1 and 2 above).
21 These sales extended over a period of time, beginning
in August of 1857, until the sale of the final parcel on April
26, 1864• Total acreage involved in these transactions was in
excess of 4 1 700. Total money involved can not be computed £rom
the :records. (ASJCR, "Book 'A' of Deeds," Vol. VIII, pp.
827-8; Vol. IX, pp. 643-4; 19; 248-9; 644•4; 646; 647; Vol.
XIV 1 pp. 620... 1.)
.
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then investing the proceeds partly, at least, in San Francisco
real estate, or business ventures which were wiped out as a
result of the earthquake and fire damage. The Chester
Chronicle 22 noted that "a great many of his shares were connected with Canada and the United States.

They were then

tat the time of purchase--sometime between 1853 and
years while he resided in the

u.s.

1!~78·-the

and Canada, according to

the testimony given at the hearing] of little value but
since that time they had doubled and trebled in value."
The source of whatever finances it took to make his
local. land purchases (or earlier purchases of land or shares
in Canada i£ he had gone to Canada before coming to California
in 1.855) was probably his

own

family back in

Mold~

Wales.

He

inherited, upon the death of his parents, at least a part or
--- - ··-an--interest--,-it-s(H!llrr,-in-some-l-and-and several-homes-. - Father Maurice's title of "doctor" led to the erroneous
belief among local ohroniclers that he was a physician as well
as a priest. 2 3 This mistaken identity arose as a result of
an advertisement that appeared quite regularly in the local
22october 31, 1908,
23Among those who stated that Father Maurice was a
doctor of medicine are the following: Stockton Record,
September 3 0 1910; A. c. Oullahan, ."TheHistory of the Church
in Stockton 1 11 The Monitor, May 30 1 1914; V. Covert Martin,
Stockton Album-n:irougfi the Years, p. 175.
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newspaper b.etween the .date.s o.f JanuarY 12 and December 22,
1860;
. DR • MAURICE. (From I3ristree Hall, Great Britain,
established by the late Dr. Maurice, in 1797.)
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON, OFFICE .... Close by the Catholic·
. Chur.eh, Stockton.24 ·
.
·
The

u.s .•

Census o.f .1860 removes, all doubt on the point.

a

The Doctor Maurice, "physician. and surgeon" was
James
Maurice, age 42; 2 5 Father iVJ<ilurice was listed as Robert R.
Maurice, age. 47, "lVJiniste:r--R.c. [Roman Catholi~. 1126
.

.

'

There is a strong possibility that these two men were
brothers or cousins.

Father Maurice was born at "E)istre

Cottage" near Mold, Wales, and by his will, executed shortly
before his death, he left the cottages he owned at a place
called Buckley to the Bishop o.f Shrewsbury. These houses were
--- - -knoW!l aslii)r~Maurice! s- Cottages." 27The siinilarityin names24nail;y

.,rum.

Joaquin Republican.

2 5The physician Maurice, judging .from the first and
last advertisement entries, resided in Stockton .from January
through December of 1860, while Father Maurice served as
pastor from March, 1856, to October o.f H\60. The Census lists
the former under household n.umber 1511, while the latter is
listed under the number 1512. An interesting news item in the
Daily San Joagu~n Republican o.f January 8, 1860 tells of a
ioca woman. aul'ering from "cancer of the jaw., who refused
any medication to lessen the pain while the cancerous tissue
was bej.ng removed, Instead, ". • , the Catholic priest was
present and upon him she resolutely fixed her eyes while the
surgeon was sawing out her jaw. 11
26united States Government, EifJihth United States Census-1860 (for San Joaquin County---August 11, 1860), p. 197.
27Letter from Rev. Kelly ~. ~·• quoting from the
1
Liverpool Post o.f October 27, 1900.
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between this and the Stockton advertisement are too striking
to be merely coincidental. 28
Father lV!aurice was transferred from Stockton by ArchbishopAlemany in October, 1860 1 and Marysville became his
"home" .for a brief period.

While there, on March 6, 1861, he

bap'lhzed Mary Murphy Cov.i;tlaud, for whom the city of Marysville had been named. 29
·April .301 1861 •

His last baptismal entries were dated

Helen and Rose Montgomery, daughters of Zach
.

.

Montgomery, then living i.n Yuba City, were the recipients of
the sacrament • .30

The exact date of his departure from ))(Iarys-

. ville is not recorded,

b~t

.it is believed that he left between

April .30th and the date of the installation of Reverend Eugene

__

O'Connell
as bishop
the
newly-created Marysville
______of
,
··--- Vicariate

·------·-·

---·------

.

. .31

--··----

-

on May 9 , 1 861 •

When Father Maurice left Marysville he evidently left
the country as there is no information on his where-abouts
until he reappeared as the parish priest at St. Vincent's

28 However, it should be noted that when Father
Maurice's will was contested in court no mention was made of
a James Maurice, living or deceased,
29walsh, Hallowed~ the ~ ~ Trails, p • .390.
30walsh, loc. cit•
.3 1wa1sh, .81!.• cit., P• .36.
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Church 1 Knutsf'ord 1 Cheshire 1 in Great Britain, in 1879. 32

In

December of' 1857 1 while residing in Stockton, he had filed_
his inten_tion _to become a citizen of the United States ,33 but
t,her.e is . no record of his receiving the final citizenship
papers,

The evidense available would indicate that upon
leaving the Marysville Vicariate he went into Canada,3 4 re ..
maihing ther.e until the time of his r.eturn to Wales in. 1879 1
with the exception of a visit to California in 1864.

On t,he

26th of April, in 1864, Father Maurice appeared bef'o.re a
notary public in San Francisco in connection with the_sale of
the last remaining property which he held in San Joaquin_ .
·County,

According to the county records, a Munford Eldrid of

San Francisco purchased approximately 3,200 acres of San
-Joaquin-eounty-:Loand- f'-rom-Mauriee.l.5--Thi.s acreage-lay--mostl-Y------

.3 2Letter from Rev. Father Barry, pastor of St. Vincent's

Church, Knutaford, Cheshire (England) , to Rev. Father Moriarty,
September 9, 1960. Actually, Father Maurice seems to have
returned to Barmouth, Merionethahire (then in the Shrewsbury
Diocese) bef_ore going to .Knutsford.
3.3 ASJCC, "Book of Declarat.ions," Vol. I, unnumbered pages,
34-.restimony given during the hearing held :l.n connection
with Father Maurice's will referred only to his residence in
Canada from 1853 to 1878. No mention was made of California.
(Letter from Rev. Kelly, 2£• cit. 1 citing news article in the
Chester Chronicle of October Jr. 1908,)
35ASJCR, "Book 'A' of Deeds" XIV, 620-21. The purchase
price was not given1 b_ut even at ~10.00 per acre this would
have involved sorne 'll3 0 , 000, 00,
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to the north of Kettleman Lane, between Tully and Clements
roads) 6 In :the deed Father Maurice's address is given as
"Bistree Ranch, San Joaquin County11 37 although he most cer"
tainly was not actually living in this area.

<~.S

And

this

app!lar.s to have been the last parcel of land held by him in .
the county, the name of his "ranch 11 must, of necessity, refer
~his

to

acreage.

· Back in the Brit.ish Isles once more, Father Maurice was
ass'ig;ned to Knutsford, Cheshire, serving as pastoli' of the local
parish church, and at the same time as chaplain for the prison

'

8

loc.ated in .that city.J.

He served in this dual capacit,y into

the year of 1900, after which he evidently retired, ret.urning
to his native. Mold, Wales, to live out the remaining year::; of
his life .• 39
- ·-- -· ·- Ha-pa"SS<l'd ·-awa;y-on-February-J. -1908-~at~MoH--in -h±s-·· ·-··
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

eight,y... fouz-th year, apparently of ''senil-e decay and heart
failure. rt

His wli:ll was probated before: a ·judge and a special

jury, there being some question as to its legality,

An at-

tempt was made at the hearing, by a cel'tain John Williams as
36 The deed describes the property as follows: SW qtr.
of sec. 2; SE qtr. of sec. 3; SW qtr. of sec. 3; Shalf of the
NW qtr. and the S half of the NE qtr, of sec. 3; sections 8,
9, 10; W half of sec. 11 ; N half of sec. 17~-all in township
3 N, range 8 E of Mount Diablo.
·
37AsJCR, 125;.. cit. 38Letter from Rev. Kelly, ££• ill•
39Letter from Rev. Edward Coonan, ££•

ill•
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"one of the next of kin" to have this will set aside.

His

position was that at the time the will was made· out (just
prior to Father Maurice's death) the priest was suffering
from "senile decay," that he was never made aware of its true
contents 1 and that it was not properly signed in the presence
of the necessary two witnesses.

However, the court found no

just cause for rejecting the will.
By the terms of this will, the beneficiaries were the
Bisnop of Shrewsbury and the housekeeper at Bistre Cottage,
a Miss Frances Eastham.

Miss Eastham was the godchild of

Father Maurice, born to a couple with whom he became acquainted
while serving at Knutsford following his return from America,
_______Fa~l'!,er Maurice lost _his sister in 1880 ,_~nd~ C01J.Sin, Miss' _______ _
Robe;rts 1 became his housekeeper, and when she passed away she
was succeeded in turn by Miss Eastham.
A previous will had provided that upon his death his
property should go to a cousin "in Ameriea"•-a Colonel
Roberts.

There is no indication as to whether this cousin

lived in Canada or the United States.

Evidence brought forth

at the trial indicated that Father Maurice had at various
times given money to the Catholic school at Knutsford.4°
Father Maurice was buried near his home, in the old

4°Letter from Rev. Kelly, .2.!?.• cit., citing the Liverof October 27, 1908, arid tne-Chester Chronicle of
'C!Ct'ObeF"'31, 1908.

~Post
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graveyard of the church at Mold, in North Wales., A letter
from the Bishop's secretary, to his treasurer, dated June,
1911, stated that there was "abundant room" for inscriptions
on the front of the table tomb for both Father Maurice and
"Auntie" (evidently referring to an aunt of hi$. who is buried
near himJ.

There were railings around the tomb.

''The major•

ity( of the tombs in ,the churchyard--and there are very many-f.

...,

look as i f they have had a very drunken spree for they have
sat down in all kinds of unbecoming postures.

Roberts says

the foundation is very sandy and they have to spend .'f 8,000 on
renovating the churoi;l.. n4 1
How ironic that the priest who should raise the ire of
bis parishioners in Stockton, California, by ordering the
tombstones and railings removed from their church cemetery,
~'---;-· - · ·

should go home to be buried in his own cemetery where, within
three years, the markers "look as if they have had a very
drunken spree for they have sat down in all kinds of unbecoming postures"!

4 1Letter from Reverend Kelly, QE• ~.

--

CHAPTER IX
FATHER GALLAGHE;R BUILDS A CHURCH
Stockton's f'ourth Catholic pastor, the Reverend Father
J.o.seph A. Gallagher,. a native of' Ireland, of'f'iaially' succeeded
father Robert Maurice on October 7, 1860, 1 During his pa.stol'ate the plans for a new, permanent church Wel'e drawn and con•
struction begun.. Also under his di~ection a new and· comfortable rectory was bui.lt, and the acquisition of the present
church property (south half of' the block, !'acing Washington
.

'

Street) was completed.

' '

'

Plans for a parochial school, co.n•

C!'Ji \red during the preceding pastorate, materialized under his
direction.
War came to the American people at this time--a civil

--- --w;ar,--a--warthat was to-bringto Calif'ornia-ap!'lriodof unrest
and dissension, and to cause a split in several Christian
churches that was destined to keep their membership divided
for the next hundred years.

Catholics, too, took sides in

this national issue, but. heeding the advice of' the American
bishops, averted a disastrous split.

Father Gallagher, person-

ally pro-Union, not only managed to keep his parishioners and
his church together during those trying years, but was able
through the f'orce of his personality and his leadership, to
1AASF, "Book of Appointments,n Vol. H•5, P• 25,
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carry through a parish

b~ilding

program on a large scale.

A rather prophetic introduction of Father Gallagher
was given in "the local newspaper a few days after his arrival:
We ).earn that the Rey. Joseph A, Gallagher 1 a younger .
. brother of Rev. H. P. Gallagher, of San Francisco, has
been appointed to. th.e. charge of the Catholic Church. in
Stockton. Father Gallagher is a very able and. agreeable
.gentleman, and cannot fail tQ become popular with our
. people o:f all denominations,<!!
Just as a matter of' record, the new pastor's f'i.J;'st
marriage was perfoJ;'med on October 18th,3 and his first. baP•
tism, on October 21, 1860.4

Father V~rgas, unable to return

to hill native Mex:l.co due to the continued anti-clerical activ•
ities of that government, continued as assistant pastor,
living with Father Gallagher , but working much of the time
~J:lrotJ.g_h__the__;rJ).;rJil.Lpa!'LOf-San-Joaquil.n-CeuntyCJ-and-souUr•ea:at- ---

as far as Hornitos.

By this time the population of Stockton

was approximately 3,700, and the.total f.'or San Joaquin County
was in the neighborhood of 9,400. 5 With some 5,700 persons
scattered throughout the county (outside of the city of

2News item in the Daily~ Joaguin Republican,
October 23, 1860.
.
3ASMC, "Liber Matrimoniorum, 1856-1864, 11 Vol. I, p, 32,
4AsMC 1 ttLiber Baptizatorum [sic), 1856-1864," P• 83 •
. 5u.s. Government, Ei~hth United States Census--1860,
pp, 31•33. In contrast, t e special state census of' 1852 reported only 5,000 county residents. (U. 8, Government, Seventh
United State.s Census--H:l50 (census figures for 1854 appended],

p.

982.

----
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Stockton), plus the residents of Stanislaus County and the
Hornitos area, having an assistant was certainly a necessity.
When Father Gallagher assumed charge of the parish he found
a brand new church at La Orange 6 and another new one recently
blessed at Knight 1 s·Ferry,7 in addition to the mother church
in Stockton.

By the beginning of 1861, the fourth church in

the parish, at Hornitos, was being constructed under the

.

·•

supervision of Father Vargas.

d

.

..

.

During the first several years

of the 1850's these three settlements had usually been under
the care of the pastors of the M.othe.r Lode areas (there were
no established parish boundaries, and area assignments were
often rather general) , and again between June 29, 1857, and
Februotry .3, 1860, Archbishop Alemany had assigned a priest,
- JieJLel"end-Loui-s-Lootens,-t-o--tnem-;- ~---

---

~~~

Except for these two brief periods, the Stockton pastor
was responsible for all the Catholics living in San Joaquin
6AASF, Vol.H-26, P• 115. Archbishop Alemany blessed the
newchurch under the title of. St. Louis, King of France, on
October 17, 1860. This was the second church in this mining
community, the first one having been constructed circa 1854.
(Also found in AASF, Vol. H-2, p. 19.)

7AASF, Vol. H-26, p. 115, Archbishop Alemany entered
the following under the date of September 30, 1860: "I bless
the new church (frame, some 28 by 50tfeetJ) under title of
St. Joseph." (Also found in AASF, Vol. H-2, p. 19.) He confirmed three persons there on the same day.
8 Hornitos is in Mariposa County, near the Merced
County line.
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and Stanislaus counties, the northern part of Merced County,
and the residents of the foothill areas contiguous to the
eastern boundaries of these counties.

It was not until Sep-

tember, 1862, that definite parish boundary lines were determined in the San Francisco Archdiocea.e and the vast expanse af
the Stockton parish cut down in size.

This was the work of

the_ "Committee on Parochial Boundaries" which had been set up
at the Archdiocesan Synod of July, 1862,9
The_ boundary lines of the Stockton parish were determined to be as follows:
Bounded on the South by the Jl'fonterey diocese, on the
West by the Westerly boundaries of Stanislaus and San
Joaquin Counties, on the North and East by the boundaries
•- of the Sacramento, Volcan.o, San Andree [sic J, and Sonora
· districts, 10
- -

-----------Tliis;-then, officially limited the Stockton parish
area as follows:
Beginning at the junction of Dry Creek and the Mokelumne
River near Thornton, the parish line followed the Mokelumne

southwest to its junction with the Old River (present San Joaquin County boundary), thence south along the Old River to the
junction of the present boundaries of San Joaquin, Contra

9The members of this committee included: Very Rev.
J, Croke, Vicar-General; Rev. James Motter; Very Rev. Congiato,
S,J,; Rev, J. Maginnis; Rev. P, Grey.
10JtASF, [no title] Vol. H-27, P• 245.
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Costa, and Alameda counties.

From that point the line con-

tinued along the present San Joaquin and Stanislaus county
lines as far south as the 37° 13~ parallel (division between
the Monterey and Sa.n Francisco sees) • 11

Thence it followed.

this division line east.ward to the San Joaquin River, passing
approximately three miles north of the city of Newman. · Thence
th.e ,parish boundary followed the San Joaquin River northward
(downstream) to its junction with the Stanislaus River; from
this point it ran eastward along the Stanislaus to the present
easternboundary of the county with the same name, with the
exception that the parish was to include the area on the-south
side of the river that lay within three miles of the settlement of Knight is Ferry. · Th<mce the line ran northwestward
along the eastern boundary of Stanislaus and San Joaquin
--------------------

- - - - - --

---

-~-

- - - -

~------

counties between the Stanislaus and Mokelumne rivers.

-------

From

the junction of the Mokelumne and the San Joaquin County
boundary, the parish limits then followed the Mokelumne to its
junction with Dry Creek. 12
This parish area took in most of the Stanislaus
County's "West Side" plus all of San Joaquin County except for

----,--11

Setting parish or diocesan boundaries. on the basis of
latitude or longitude lines was at this time a common practise
in sparsely-settled areas; t.oday, whenever feasible, political
boundary lines (such as county boundar:l.es) are used.
12

.

. .

AASF, Vol. H·27, pp. 242•245.
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the nort.h·east corner between the Mokelumne and Dry

Creek,..~

which was given to the Volcano parish.
A distinguished pioneer clergyman visited the Stockton
parish the last week of' November and the first half' of .Pacem..
ber, 1860.

This. was th!il Vicar-General of the Arc.hdiocese, the

Very Reverend James Croke.

Exactly how long he remained

is

unce.rtain, but a local newspaper noted that he had been the
celebrant at. the 10130 A.M. Mass on No.vember 25th, and had.
preached a sermon. 1J The major purpose of the visit was to
solicit funds, by public, city-wide subscription, f'or the con ..
struction of' the contemplated "St .• Mary's College" in San
Francisco.

This was not announced, however, until some ten

-·-·---- _Jiays_~f'\>el"_ hi_s a_l"ri V<i:l-"--· ···~···-- ___
The first part of his visit, it seems, may have concerned the state of' parish aff'airs more than it did the,
collection of' funds.

The local baptismal register reveals a

"Knight's Ferry" baptism performed by Father Gallagher. during
Father Croke's first week in Stockton, 14 followed by Father
Vargas's first entries for baptisms performed at Hornitos-beginning on December 5, 1860. 15 There were no entries at all

13News item in the Daily San Joaguin Reoublican,
November 25, 1860.
14ASMC,''Liber Baptizatorum [sicJ,11 p. 85.

15!lli•, P• o7
" •
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between November 25 and December first.

The pattern of' entries

at this time indicates the likelihood that the Vicar-General,
accompanied by the two local priests, may have visited Knight's
Fer:ry (where Father Gallagher performed the baptism noted
above) and Hornitos.

Father Croke had probably been asked by

Archbishop Alemany to determine the need or advisability of'
aSsigning Father Vargas to care. for the Hornitos congregation,
and so made a "first hand" inspection of that community.

The

baptismal register indicates that Father Vargas performed 7
baptisms between December 5th and the 13th. 16 And two weeks
later, with Father Croke's report by then undoubtedly in the
hands or the Archbishop, the latter gave Stockton's assistant
pastor official permission to build a church at Hornitos. 16
_If_ the_above _J'l\lPPOSi tion ~s __t;_rue, thell_ the_ p~rt_!_ was~aclt_in_ --····-···
Stockton again by Saturday, December 1st.

Three entries in

the baptismal register, all signed by "Jacobus Croke, V.G.,"
are dated December 1:st. 18 And of course with the next day
being Sunday, at least one of the priests had to be back in
Stockton by then to celebrate Mass.
While here, Father Croke also may have pushed the local
congregation into action on their proposed new brick church.

16

1J&!!•,

pp. 87-88.

17
.
. AASF, Vol. H... 5, P• 25 •

18ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum tsicJ," pp. 85-6.
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Once more the "new church" becomes the topic of the day.

On

Nov~lllber 28 (1860) the Daily San Joagl,J=in Republican announced:
New Catholic Churc.h.--We have good reason to believe
that a large and handsome brick edifice will be erected
. by the people of this church, on or near the Site of the
building now used as their church, in the ensuing spring •
. The present Catholic Church is entirely too small for the
. use of the people of that faith in Stockton, It is about
the only place o.f worship in our city that is filled, and
it is generally crowded, If ever a people needed a large;r
church, our Catholic neighbors do.
On December 11.t, 1860, the newspaper gave some of the

deta:Us on the new church:

The Catholics o.f this city will erect a brick edifice
in the spring, which will surpass, in architectural beauty
and size, any building now to be seen within our limits.
The front will be on Washington street, and the building
. will set about ten fe.et back from the sidewalk. We have
not the exact dimensions before .us, ·but tMy are not far
. from the following: The !;iepth of the building will be
· 119 feet, and the width inside 37i feet. The church will
'be in the ()ruciforlll style, or something in the form of a
T, a transept, crossing the· rear of the .main structure.
·· -·-·· -· - -~-r-n-the-rear-of-t-he-t-ransept1···wil-l-be-a-sanctuary-.--From- ·-·
the front of the main 'building to the transept itself is
63 feet by 30 feet. In the corner· or angle formed by the
main building and· the transept J _on the west side toward
Hunter street, a tower about 1o feet square, goes up 1
upon which will be raised a tall steeple. There wilJ. be
an entrance in the front of .the tower through the transept ,
There is to be a small porch in front of the main building •. The front of the building is to be surmounted by a
cross, and a cross will be placed upon the steeple •.. With...
out r,he working plans before us, we cannot of course give
· an accurate description of the proposed work. The architecture will be almost a pure Gothic, and very beautiful.
Mr, England, of San Francisco, is now engaged in drawing
the working plans. A large additional purchase of
ground has been made in the rear of the church lot, and
the size is now 300 .feet on Washington by 150 feet

1.38
deep. 19 When the church is completed, the grounds will be
laid out in such a manner that the church will soon be
situated in a beautiful garden and park, .far surpassing
any church site in Cali.fornia.20
Four days later .the same newspaper noted that the
Common Council (City Council) had received a petition, signed
by Father Gallagher and others .{not specified), for permission
to remove the present church across the street to Washington
Park, while the new structure was under construction.

The

matter was duly referred to the Street Committee, with no
action b eing taken by the ·Council at that time, 21
Meanwhile, Father Croke began his solicitation of funds
for the college in San Francisco, and when he left shortly before Christmas, en route to ColUIIJbia and the Mother Lode, he
had CC)lle cted _a_:aizeable_amount ·-

H!s-depar~ure-,was-not-ea~oy

--- ----

the local newspaper, and the editor, at least, seems to have '
been favorably impressed by the

V;i.car~General,

as he was des-

cribed as follows:
The unaffected piety, and the· mild, modest and gentle•
manly demeanor of this gentleman has secured him a host of'
friends among our citizens of all denominations. 2:t
19Vide p •. 47. This would have been lots 14 and 16,
although-weber's title transfer on lot 16 is not dated until
June 28, 1861.
20News item in the Daily~ Joaquin Republican,
December 14, 1860.
·
21 ;rbid., December 18, 1860.
22Ibig., Dec.ember 14, 1860.
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The year closed with the celebration of a Christmas
Eve Mass held at the height of a winter storm. · The newspaper
remarked on Christmas Day, "At about eleven o'clock last night
the bell of the Catholic Church rang loudly.

It .was not a.

case of fire; it would be_morally impossible for fire to
burn during such a driving storm and pouring ra:tn." 23
Official permission to remove the old wooden church
onto Washington Square was granted to the local congregation
by the Common Council on January 14, 1861, following a favor ...
able report presented by the Street Committee. 24 By the end
of two weeks the building had already been placed Upon the
joiSts, and the proper apparatus prepared, for its removal to
the park •. The removal took pla.ce on January 30 under the
-- -----· --dtrect±-on-u£---Hi:ra:m-nsn-er-;-25-Tn-e movinge>f-thecnurcn ro-ns-- ·-new location in .the winter season made it necessary to con•
struct

wood-pl\mlt~p.g
<

;,·'·

sidewalks so that it could be more easily

·'·'·

reached from Main Street :regardless of the condition of the
streets. 26 The original church, across on the north side of
Washington Street, had been rather difficult to reach sometimes in bad weather due to a lack of adequate sidewalks. 27

24Ibid., January .15, 1861.
January 30, 1861.
December 14, 1860.

26

~., February 8, 1861.
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Even bef'o:re construction got underway, workmen were
bUsy planting ornamental trees along the three streets a.dja•
cent to the church proper:t.y.

The entire block. a.l'ong Washing-

' ton: Street was planted, as. well as some one hundred and fifty
f'eet o:f' street frontage along both Hunter arid San Joaquin. 28
The

'~rectory,"

located since Father Delahunty's time -in back

of' the _.church, was evidently not in the way as it was not
. rem_oved at the time; however 1 a la.rge stable.,

11

on th.e Catholic

Church lot,'' had to. be removed in order to clear the l;lecessary
area.

It was. purchased by a certain· 11Mr, Joseph 1 11 and was
moved over to Market Street, 29
After the plans for the structure had been completely
drawn bY the architect 1 William England of San F:r·ancisco 1
Father Gallagher evidently found the lowest estimate on con------- -s~ructJ:orrc~:st-s---to-'oe--t--oo-h:t-gh-,and-the -p3;ana-were- t-hen-- revised.

It was decided to construct only a part of the

planned structure.

A:rchbi.shop Alemany watched developments

closely, even to the point of' informing the pastor that he
was not to let the contract without prior approval from the

-

28Ibid., March 7, 1861.
29News item in the Diily San Joaquin Republican,
March 14, 1861. The artie e states that it was moved 11down
Main street yesterday," on its way to its Jlljarket Street site.
This seems like a round-about route to take, No explanation
f'or i.t was given; perhaps some part of Market between the
church and its new site was impassable at the time as this
was still, the rainy season.

- -----
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Archbishop)°

Finally 1 on April 1.3 1 1861 1 Archbishop Alemany

eould. write Father Gallagher:

"I am glad you came to a ·

settlement.

Advertiae for proposals with pri v:l.lege of
rejecting all•".3 1 There is no record of the number of bidders,
the amount of any bids offered (other than the one accepted,
of course), or whether all bids may have been originally
rejected.

At any rate, it was 60 days before any action was

forthcoming, and perhaps o\tt of boredom, or anticipation of'
better days to come, we find Father Gallagher making several
interesting purchases.

On Marcih 16 he bought a baptismal font

for $17.00, and at the end of the .following month a desk for
$30.00 and a sofa .for $25.00) 2 .·
-· --··· ThEl_sta;r!<_Q:t_conatructign

ol!__<Jun_e__1_Z_,~Ql_,_w.as

_noteci _ _ ·---

as ,Co1:).ows in the local newspaper:
The New Catllolic Church ... •The work upon this building
·will be commenced to•morrow or Tuesday, the .foundation
being all prepared. The bricks will be .furnished by Mr.
Merrill. At present,. but a portion of the building. will
be erected, but at some future day the wings will be added.
Tl:le building to be raised now will be 42 feet in hight rsicJ
from the base to the eaves, 49 feet in widthi. and 67 feet
in length. The hight t.eic'l of the tower wil be 70 feet
.f.rom the base.
The building, inside, will not be finished at once •

.3°AASF, Vol, 11-26., p. 12.3. This was on February 20
( 1861) 1 and the decision to alter the plans seems to have
been made after this time •
.31 Ibid. I P• 126 •
.3 2ASl"lC, "Pew Book ....-1861-1 M.3 1 11 unnumbered pages • ·
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The style of the building is Gothic, and there will be a
great deal of elaborate work about the windows. The
principal entrance will be on Washington street and there
will also be one facing Hunter .street. The contract has
·been.taken by Lord, Confer & Co., for $11 1 200 • . Iti$ .· ..
expected that the building will be erected in four months
.or le~;~s time • .3.3
.
.
. .· ... :

As. the foundat-ion work progressed i plans were made for
t.he traditional c.eremony of the .laying of the cornerstone •
Archbishop Alemany, contacted in June, set the date for
SJ.m.day, July 21, 1861 ,34

The local newspaper announced the

impending ceremony .in three editions prior to the date set •.
The. tnh•d one 1 , quoted here, · appeaJ:'ed the day of the fesyivi-.
ties:
Laying the .Corner Stone. The corner stone. of the. new
Catholic Church will be laid to-day, (Sunday,) the 21st 1
at 12i o'clock, by .the Pl!ost .Rev. J. s. Alemany, D.D., .
Archbishop of San Francisco assisted by. Rev. H P.
Gallagher, of San Francisco, Rev. D. F. Dade,J~ of Visalia,
the pastor, Rev. J. A. Gallagher, and other priests. The
-----sermon m-noedeliverea-oy-Rev--;- H-. -p-. -oall:agl:re-:r;;-_-1\.-·---col-..- ----lection will be taken up to assist in the. erection. of the
church. The Sacrament of Confirmation Will be administered

.33News item in .the Daily San Joaif.tin Republican, June.
1.6, 1861. It is interesting to note t at a later newspaper
gives the size of this original portion of the church as 45
by 60 feet, and the total cost of it was set at $25 1 000 (the
Stockton Independent, December 17, 1879).
34AASF,
.. Vol. H~26, p. 130.
35Father Daniel Dade had been appointed by Bishop
Thaddeas Amat of the Diocese of Monterey and Los Angeles to
the Visalia area in May, 1861. He was, at this time (July,
1861) , the only resident pastor in the entire San Joaquin ·
Valley, with the exception of Father Gallagher and his
assistant, Father Vargas, in Stockton. £Francis X. Singleton,
Cathedral.!!! :!ill! Valley (Fresno; [n.n.J, 1952), p. 1.2.]
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this morning, at eight o'clock, by the Most Rev. Archbishop Alemany, in the Catholic Church.
· The Rev. H. P. Gallagher is well known throughout the
State as an upright, learned and pious clergyman. Among
the clergy present 1 wil! be the Rev. Bishop Loaa I: sic J,
. late of Mexico • • • ,3
There will be deposited in the stone as usual the
papers of the day, docum~mts, etc,J7
Sunday, July 21 , 1861 , was typically a hot day, but
despite what the newspaper described as the "intense heat, n3 8 .
we are told that a very large crowd gathered to watch this
ancient ceremony of the Church.

Severalliiays previously, in

preparation for the occasion, the timbers of the lower floor•
inghad been boarded over, and a platform erected at the back
end of the structure.

Immediately in front of the platform,

and at the place where the altar would eventually be erected,
a six-foot high, bare cross of wood was set.J9
------~~

At approxi-

- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .---·-~------------'--

----~

mately twelve noon, Archbishop Alemany led the' part.ieipating

36The Right Rev, Pedro Losa, Bishop of Sonora and
Sinaloa 1 in Mexico, was exiled from his country by the governor_ of Mazatlan. and arrived in San Francisco 1 where he was
·. welcomed by Alemany, on January 25, 1861. Losa had refused
to carry out a government order that denied the re.ception of
Church sacraments to.those who were opposed to the Liberal
Party, He was jailed for some time, then exiled.
21

37N~ws item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican, July

t

1861.

-

3Sibid., July 23, 1861.
39aerard Breitenbeck, C.SS,R., "What is the Purpose o£
.a Cornerstone?,".!.!!! Liguorian, XLVII (April, 1959), 53.
This is the standard procedure for this type of ceremony,

- - -

14/+

clergy and altar boys from the old church across the street
to the stand.
·.There followed the usual colorful ritual as prescribed
by the CathoHc ·Church for its cornerstone-laying ceremony.
Father H1;1gh Gall&l.gher then arose, received the- blessing of
the Archbishop, and coml!lenced his address.

The text he

selected for this occasion was Genesil3, 28th Chapter, 22nd
Verse:

"And this

~.;tone

wh:l.qh I have set up for a title, shall

be called the house of God."
Following his address, a collection was taken up, and
although ·there is no report on the amount received, the local
newspaper did report that "a handsome sum was realized."40
The following items were included in the cornerstoneJ_____ _

- apennydated

184$,a;-H~56 ni~kel~ a;1849-;;_im~:~two

and a

half dollar gold coin of 1857, an 1860 half-dollar, and an
unspeci.t'ied coin dated 18.34, a lead pencil ninetee~ years old,
and the following document writt-.en in both English and Latin:
TO THE GREAT GOD. In the year of Salvation 1861, on
the 21st day of July; 7th Sunday after Pentecost.
And the feast of St. Praxides, Virgin and Martyr; Our
most Holy Father, Pius IX, reigning as Popel Abraham
Lincoln, President of the United States of America; John
G. Downey, Governor of the State of California; Rev.
Joseph Aug·ustine Gallagher, Pastor of this church of St.
Mary; Rev. Hugh P, Gallagher preaching on this occasion;
E, S. Holden, Mayor of the City of Stockton; Thoma.s

4°News item in the Daily ~ Joaquin gepublican,
July 2J, 1861.
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England Architect of this building. In the presence of
the illustrious and Most Reverend Petri Losas Csic J,
·Bishop of Sonora, Mexico; the Very Reverend JohnBaptist
Brouillet, Vicar•General of Vasqually; Rev. Raphael z.
Vargas, Rev. D. F. Dade, and a large concourse of the
faithful and fellow-citizens, the most illustrious and
Most Reverend Joseph S. Alemany 1 O.Pp Archbishop of San
Francisco, placed this first stone .4
._
It was at this ceremony that the local church was given
its first official name.

This was noted _by Archbishop Alemany

in his "Liber Visitationum Episcopalium 11 :

"July 21, 1861-..

Visito Stockton:

ibique primarium Lapidem novae Ecclesiae
pono sub titulo Immaculatae B. Virg. Mariae • • • • n42
Probably the appellation "St. Mary's" was chosen by the Arch-

bishop because the original church seems to have been called
that generally as far back as 18$6, but no record was found
to indicate that the sub ..title

11

of the Immaculate Col1Ception"

--- --- -wa-s- 'ever-use-d--in· -reference-to--t-his-church.--;ft-is-interestil'!g-----·to note that while a bishop usually attempts to use different
names for the churches in his diocese, and at this time there
were still relatively few churches in the San Francisco
Archdiocese, Archbishop Alemany gave this name to three of
his churches:

the Cathedral at San Francisco in 1853, the

4 1News item in the Stockton !~dependent, December 17,
1879, on the occasion of the remova of the cornerstone in
the course of new construction work on the church.
42AASF, Vol. H-2, p. 20. This title, translated literally, is "Immaculate Blessed Virgin Mary"; its intended translation is [Church of] St. Mary of the Immaculate Conception.
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Stockton church in July, 1861, and the Sutter Creek church in
October, 1861. 43
The emphasis upon this particular sub-title in reference to Mary Wa$ p:robably due to the fact that the dogma of
the Immaculate Conception had been proclaimed a few years
earlier, in 1854, after much publicity and discussion among
the .catholic clergy and people.

Eight yeat"s before 1 in 1846,

thebishops o£ the United States had proclaimed the Blessed
Virgin patroness o£ the nation under the title of the
Immaculate Conoeption.44
It is interesting to note, at this point, that as the
years passed the sub-title seems to have been dropped from
usage, and when the Church o£ the Annunciation was built in
---~~- -~e~19:LtO 1 s;--n-~

wa£n;enerallytnotrght

would be closed,

t-lTa.t-tlTe-o~d-church---

-----

The new chu:rch was named st •. Mary's o£ the

Annunciation, but then when it was decided to keep the old
one open, the name "St. Mary's" was rather confusing, the:re
being two of them in the same city.

Hence, one became "Church

of the Annunciation, 11 and the other,

11

tion."

Chu:rch of the Assump-

The sub-title "Assumption" was evidently used as the

east transept window, 25 by 12 feet, portrays the Assumption

43AASF 1 Vol. H-2, P• 9; Vol. H.. 26 1 p. 138.
44The Monitor, November 20, 1959.
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of the Blessed Virgin.

To this day, the old St. Mary's is

called 11 St. Maryt s of the Assumption," even though officially
it should still .be tiSt,. Mary's of the Immaculate Conception."
Work on the structure continued at a steady pace
through the summer; by

t~e

end of the week following the

blessing, the newspaper reported the walls were na few feet
above the floor , 11 . and gave the statistics,. according to the
plans, for the entire building (although only the nave was
under construction at the time) •

The entire length of the

cruciform building was to b e 130 feet; breadth of transepts,
33 feet; the nave, 45 feet wide; height from. floor to ceiling,
35 feet.

The tower, on the west flied, would be 16 feet square

and 130 feet to the top of the spire •. The tower would contain
the choir gallery.45
. On August 21st the newspaper reported that the Gothic
window frames were in place and the walls were nearly half
way. up.

A part of the remainder of the $ame article is

quoted;
The Catholics have a wise plan of not getting into
debt for their churches, consequently, there will be no
unnecessary work done in the way of .a finish at present,
and the walls within will be left perfectly bare until
the wing is added to the structure, and the whole is

45News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
July 28, 1861.

·done at once. Besides the beauty of the building, the
grounds about, half a block~ will cause it to be a
· feat1+re of our city • • • ....6
.
Construction was temporarily held up during the middle
of t;Jeptember for lack of certain materials, but when work was
resumed the contractors speeded up enough so that they would
not· get behind schedule, and would not be caught short when
the rainy season began.

The seating and altar were expected

to be installed before the rains. 47. The walls of the struc ..
ture were declared finished on October 12th, .and were ready
for' the laying of the rafters. 48 Nailing of the rafters,
under the direction of Wall and Ellsworth who were handling
all the· carpentry involved in the structure, took about one
week's time.

This was difficult and slow work d1+e to the

_s't;eeP__l)itc~th=-._ ridge

being 28 feet above the level of the

cro'ss-beams. 49
On Saturday, Novembel;' 9, the pediment, or pin,nacle,
enclosing a gothic arch, and surmounted by a cross, was
erected on the south gable (front) of the church.

Itstotal

height was about 80 feet from the street level.5° Work

46News item in the Daily §.sm.. Joaquin Republican,
August 21, 1861.

1861.

47rbid., September 25, 1861.
48News item in the Stockton Independent, October 12,

49News item in the Dail;y; San Joaquin Republican,
October 15 and 16, 1861.
1$61,

5°News item in the Stockton Independent, November 11,
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into December, the .pews installed, and an altar, at
the time considered of a temporary nature,5 1 built and placed
oontinu~d

On December 19, 1861 0 pews in the
church were rented at public auction in the morning,.5 2 ranging

by the middle of December.

in price from $12.00 to $7. 50 per pew for the ensuing year.
Forty names were entered in the parish records, bringing in
approximately $400.

Four prominent names among the auction

buyers were t·hose of Captain Connor, Capt.ain Weber,. D. J.
Oullahan, and Judge Baine.53
Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve 1 1861, marked the first
use of the new St. Mary's of the Immaculate Conception.
Although the interior was not finished, it was as complete as
----··__ Waf!__?alled_!or .in _!;he_ temp()rary plans_._ __'l'he even"tJ_\'faS
beforehand by the two local newspapers.54

a~ounced _

Despite a raging

storm, and the late hour, the church was crowded and many
parishioners were forced to stand during the entire Mass.
Carriages had been brought into requisition, and they were in
use for more than an hour, many of the people wishing to

51The Stockton DailY Eyening Mail, March 8, 1893.
52News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
December 15, 1861; Stockton Ind'!mendent, December 19, 1861.
53ASMC, "Pew Book, 1861-63," unnumbered pages.
54News item in the Daily San Jo~guin Republican,
December 22 ,and 24, 1861; Stockton In ependent, December 23 1
1861.
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arrive early to avail themselves of the limited seating, and
to enjoy the singing before the Mass.55
The huge bell, taken from the original church, now
standing.dark and empty across the street in Washington Park,
was: rung at 11:30, heralding the approaching Mass. ·At mid.

.

.

·night, to signal the commencement of Mass, the bell was rung
for' a seQond tiDB.

The following description of the event is

taken from a local newspaper:
High Ma.ss.-·The New [sic J Church of .St. Mary .was
crowded on Christmas EV<il to witMss the celebration ofHigh Mass by Rev. Father [JosepbJ Gallagher. The house
was brilliantly lighted 56 and appropriately decorated,
over the altar be;ing an arch trimmed with evergreen
bearing the inscription, "Gloria in Excelsis Dec." The
remarks of the pastor were mostly confined to the nativity
and life of Christ, but referred_. generally to the_ wonderful effects which had grown out of a birth so humble as
that of the sav;ior. Th!'l address was in every respect
·-_worthy of the occasion;· and i£ we may judge by the un- - --- ---- ----d-:l:vicled---e:tten'tlorrb~-stroweu-upon-i:t-by·-·the--a-udf-ence-, it-·--- ---_ .could not have· failed of a beneficial influence. The
music was de$erving of much praise; and to us it was a
source of pleuure to which we would at anytime willingly
_yield to inc.onvenience (not to say a very cold seat in 57
church) to avail ourself of the privilege of listening.
The choir for the occasion was composed of the McCahill

55News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
December 27, 1861 •
56The new church had been equipped with gas fixtures,
which, with the flicker of the many lighted candles on this
occasion, gave much more light than did the whale•oil lamps
used in the original church, (Gas lighting was not new in
the city, however, as it had been introduced in October of
1860, News item in the Daily~ Joaquin Republican,
Ootober 26, 1860.)
.
1861.

57News item in the St.ockton Independent, December 26,
.
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sisters, sopranos; Mrs. H.

w.

Schmidt, alto; H. W. Schmidt,

tenor; Louis Beyser • bass 1 and Miss Redevill at the melodeon.
In addition to the customary Christmas music, they rendered
LambiUote' s Mass .5 8
The n.ext morning, Christmas Day I Mass was celebrated
at.$:00 and 10;00 A.M. 1 as.usual.

By this time the storm

that.had bufi'eted Stockton with Winds and rain for several
days had abated temporarily, but the Mormon Slough was expeCtE!d,to
run very high
through the city,
e;;
.
,:;>-:~.\''-iU'.)";:>"'>-

Alread¥,

rE~ports

had come in from the rural areas, along the Calaveras River,
telling of flooding in the low landa.59
The dedication of the new church was planned for Sun-----··

da~ Janu~ry 1~ 1862,~0 _cl.espite
the church were still bare. 61
else in mind fo.r Stocktonians.

the_ fact t.he brickwa_lls of

But Mother Nature had something
The rains had been rather

heavy up to New Year 1 s Day and into the beginni.ng o'f January.
But that was nothing .compared to what lay in store the
remainder of the month.

On the ninth, a local newspaper

reported incessant rainfall, accompanied by .freezing weather
58Tinkham, History .2! §1m Joaquin County, P• 173; the
Stockton Record, September 3, 191tl.
59l'lews item in the Daily.§!!! Joaquin Republican,
December 2 5, 1861 •
60Ibid. .January 4 and 7, 1862; Stockton Independent,
1
January b,18o2.
61 News item in !.h.!! Monitor, February 22, 1862.
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and partial flooding over the county. 62

The dedication

ceremony had to be cancelled for the 12th, and re-scheduled
for Sunday, February 2nd.63
By Sunday, January 12th, almost the whole of the city
and county were under water, including the State Asylum
(Ho~pitai).- Families were being forced to move into their

second stories in some parts of the city.

Water covered all

the streets.

The Catholic church was the only church to hold
services that day 1. Father Gallagher saying Mass as usual. 64

The rains continued, unabated •. On the following Friday the
.

l··

force of the current of the flood waters surging down Washington Street removed portions of the wooden sidewalks that had
recentl-y been put in across the street from the church. 6 5
For the second weekend in a row, the Catholic church was the
-------

---------

only one in the community to hold services.

Said the Stockton

Independent the following day:
The bell of the Catholic Church yesterday rang out its
customary Sabbath morning invitation, solitary and alone
among all the church bells in the city. The number of
persons who .responded was very flattering, in view of the
condition of the streets. 6b
62News item in the Dailr San Joaquin Republican,
January 9, 1862. The winter o 1801-62 brought Stockton a
total of 35.54 inches of rain, 15 inches of it falling in
January, (Rainfall Table in Stockton Record, April, 4, 1958.)_
1862.

63News item in the Stockton Independent, January 10,
64Ibid. I January 13' 1$62.
66January 20, 1862.

65 Ibid. I January 18' 1862.
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There is no indication that water at any time during
the· f'looding of the city ever rose high enough to enter the
church i however, the Daily San Joaguin Republican noted, at
the height of the flood, that the·whole town was· underwater
all at once, but most of it was shallow water.67 Father
Gallagher's determination to hold Mass regardless of existing
conditions·had elicited this comment from the San Joaquin
Republican:

"Father Joseph ••• will hold the services i:f'

the flood should be .four feet higher, and Old Nick should
stand at the door and forbid.the.people.to enter. 1168 A few
days later he was ''ribbed" again for his continued work
despite the handicap of too much water everywhere around him,
with this short news item:

"Father Joseph Gallagher went

under, yesterday or Sunday; up to his waist.
- -

-

We are confident

-----------

that he does not beiieve~n thahkind----of'bap'tism, whatever--

he may practice."69
On Sunday, January

~6,

for the third time in succession,

only the Catholic church held services in the community,7° but
as the flooding was still serious and the weather still unsettled, the dedication ceremony scheduled for the following
68 January 19, 1862.
67January 18, 1862.
69Na11rs item in the Daily San Joaquin RePublican,
January 21, 1862,
7°Ibid., January 28, 1862.
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Sunday was cancelled, and no new date immediately set.
In April, 1862, the local newspapers announced that
the new date for the dedication had been set for May 11th, the
Jrd Sunday after Easter. 71 Archbishop Alemany officiated at
the .. t.orma:l dedication 1 assisted by the Reverend Hugh P.
Gallagher of St. Joseph's Church in San Francisco; Reverend
J6hn F. Harrington of St, Mary•s Cathedral, San Francisco;
Rev. Michael McKenna, of Derry, Irelandi Rev. Father Aerden,
O,P,, of Benicia; Rev. Joseph A. Gallagher, pastor, and Rev.

Raphael Vargas, assistant.

The public, composed of Catholics

as well as quite a number of nono.Catholics, filled .the church
to overflowing,
___________The_ceremony __t.:Ol1llllen~ed at __!PProximately 9_: 00 Ac_.M_._ __
Archbishop Alemany, accompanied by one of the other clergymen
and preceded by three altar boys, the center one bearing the
cross and the two side ones each holding a large candle,
moved from the sacristy down the mdn aisle chanting the
Mi§erere (50th Psalm) • Upon leaving the interior by way of
the front (Washington Street) door, the procession circled
the church, the Archbishop sprinkling holy water upon the walls
as he passed.

Many of the members of the congregation followed

behind t.he group.

The procession re-entered the church, and

7 1News item in the Stockton Dfil~ Independent, April 5,
1862; May 6, 1862; May 10, 1862; Dai y ~an Joaquin Republice,n 1
April 20, 1862; May 6, 1862; May 11, 18027
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proceeded down the main aisle to the foot of the altar.

Here

the clergymen knelt, and the Litany of the Saints was chanted.
Then the .entire procession moved along the

insid~s

of the

walls, the Archbishop sprinkling the walls again,
Following this the Reverend Father Harrington delivered
the sermon from. Psalm cxii ... -.3:

"Glory and riches are in this

house 1 and His righteousM ss endureth forever. 1'

Both local

·newspapers described his address as having be.en forcefully
given and the message very well organized.
A solemn High Mass, celebrated by FathE!r Aerden, followed the sermon.

The day's ceremonies ended with the Berte-

diction of the Blessed Sacrament by Archbishop Alemany.
Assisting throughout the dedication was the St. Mary's Choir,
composed of Miss McCahill, soprano; Mrs. H. W, Schmidt, alto;
Mr. H, W, Schmidt, tenor; Mr. Beyser, basso; IVir, Redeuill,
alto; Miss Redeuill, organist.
The interior of the church was decorated under the
direction of Captain Weber, the chief benefactor of the local
church,

Decorations consisted of floral arrangements on the

altar, roses and evergreens along the ·walls, and a "carpet"
of rose leaves the length of the main aisle,7 2
7 21\lews item in the Stockton Indelendent, May 12, 1862;
DailY San Joaguin Republican, May 1.3,862. Both sources
gave almost iden'Cical versions of the·ceremony; both lauded
the merits of both sermon and speaker, and both described the
music as well as the decorations to have been in fine taste,
and a credit to the occasion.
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It is rather strange that while the laying of the
cornerstone and the dedication of the completed structure
were so c.ompletely reported by the local press, no mention is
found of the deposit of the altar stone.TJ
The disposition of the original church building, upon
completion of the first section of the present brick struc•
ture in 1861, has been a matter of conjecture among local old·
time Catholics and local historians.

Ju$t u the full title

of St, Mary's Church had become lost down through the years,
so too had the primitive wooden building that served a$ San
Joaquin Valley's first church •.
·. As soon a$ the new brick, church was opened the need
___ fo.!'___thel_ original wooden structure ended.

It now lay across

the street from the new church, on Washington Park.

At the

time of its removal, the Common Council (City Council) had
given to the local committee of men representing the

73This is a centuriee•old custom in the Catholic Church,
symbolic of the historical connection between the present
Church and the primitive Christian Church, During the years
of pagan Rome, when the Church was in its infancy and its
adherents were subject to persecution by Roman law, secret
services were held in the catacombs, or burial grounds, under
the city. Often the few, simple appointments used in these
early services were placed upon the top of the burial niche
of a martyr.
Hence, today, the Catholic Church, recalling its
primitive beginnings in the catacombs, places an altar stone
upon each of its altars. These stones contain the "relics"
of a person sainted by the Church.
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congregation permission to place it in the park until such
time as the new church was opened.

In the meantime, it was

used, as before, for celebratingMass each day.
Just what the committee and Father·Gallagher had
plalu1ed to do with the old building, i f anything, is unknown,
The fact that it was placed across the street; rather.than
somewhere alee on the 300 by 150 foot half',.block of church
property would seem to at least suggest the possibility that
at the time they felt that it would be of no further use to
the congregation,

Otherwise, had they had a definite use for

it in mind, they would have moved it to the part of the church
property where they intended it to be.eventually.
Although the permanent church was opened Christmas
--- --

Eve,-18~1-,

we-f':l:nd-·ttmt- a:llliOSt---a- yErar-passed-bErfore the-"locai - - -

congregation did anything about its old building sitting
acrbss the street on public property.

In fact, it seems to

have taken the power of the local press to finally get action
on it.

We quote from a newspaper of the day;

Should be Removed.••The old Catholic Church, temporarily located on Washington square, should be removed to
some more safe and proper position, or sold for the benefit of whom it may concern. Its sway•back, ungainly ·
appearance, exhibits badly on the square, especially as
the doors are open or ajar--a den for thieves, or inviting stragglers and incendiaries nightly, The Council
should see that it is removed before the rainy season
· sets in, especially as the time has expired for which the
square was to be used for church pu:rposes,74
·
74News item in the Daily ~ Joaguin Republican,
November 19, 1862.

The old wooden building was dutifully.removed from
Washington Park sometime between November 19 1 1862 (when the
newspaper editor pointedly remarked that the time allotted
for ;its location at the park had long since expired) , and
January 23, 186:3.

The following quotation bears out the

latter of these two dates:
Catholic School.•·We have been informed that the
wooden building formerly used as a Catholic Church, and
now undergoing repairs and being fitted up for a school
house • • • will be open for the reception of the
children , • • • 75
Upon its removal it was taken back across the street,
and laid to the east of. the new church, almost a.t the corner
of Hunter and Washington streets, where it remained until its
dismantlement in 1880.

The following contemporary newl\lpaper

quotations serve to prove this point.
On August 25, 1880, the Stockton Dail:z Evening Mail
stated I
The work of tearing down the old Catholic Church
building on San Joaquin street near Wal\lhington was begun
yesterday • • •. Father O'Connor has been asked by a large
· number of residents for permission to take away some of
the lumber to be made into walking canes.
On August 26, 1880, the same newspaper reported:
The work of demolishing the old Catholic Church build·
ing near the corner of San Joaquin and Washington streets
will be finished in a few days more and the foundation

1.863.

75News item in the Stockton Independent, January 23,
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prepared for the new school and )lau.76 The structure
now being dismantled is one of the old landmarks of
Stockton. It was shipped around the Horn to California
in the days of the Argonauts • • • • The old building
was then C. when the new church construction began in 1861)
moved on t. to l Washington Square. Father Gallagher Wa$
succeeded by Fathl!lr Mottar [eicJ in 1864, and theJ had
the building removed to its present site. 7'1 lt was fitted
up as a school and used for that purpose until St. Agnes'
Academy was opened r1876J. Since that time it has done
service as a Sunday-school, and as a meeting place for
the various societies connected with the church.
This, then, was the fate of stockton's first Catholic
church, the second one in the great Central Valley of Cali•
. fornia, the third American ·Catholic church in the entire State.
76This was the structure commonly known as Weber Hall,
torn down in the early 1950's to make way for the modern
concrete and b:rick hall presently locat.ed at the corner of
San Joaquin and Washington streets.
Several different · theories concerning the fin~l d_i_s .....------position of. the original.§t_t'.uc_tu:t'e-wel'e-he-l;(l--o-y--tl1e-descendants
_of_pioneer-Stockton-ramilies. Some believed that it was moved
from the park to the n9rtheaet corner of M$rket and Hunter,
serving there as a funeral parlor. Others stated that it had
been moved to the northeast corner of Hunter and Was)lington
while the brick church was Under construction, then moved to
the northeast part of town, "where it was ''known as St. Joseph 1 s
School, 11 until being sold to the Public School System in 1911
( AASF, · "San Joaquin County'' histori<lal folder) •
Another version was that it had been moved to the
southwest corner of Sutter and Lafayette streets, being used
for many years as a rooming house until it was demolished in
1949. A. C. Oullahan wrote in 1914 that it had been moved
from the park to the northeast corner of San Joaquin and
Hunter streets, serving for a time as a school and later as
a funeral parlor. Then it was supposedly moved to the north•
east corner of California and Park streets where it housed a
grocery business. Several years later it was moved again, to
an unspecified lot in ·the "northeastern part ·of the city,"
where it was still (1914) serving as the home of ari "honest
German and his family." (A. 0 • Oullahan, "'J;'he History of the
Church in Stockton,"~ Monitor, May )0, 1914.)
77"Mottar" should read "Motter." This is an error.
Motter succ.eeded as pastor in August, 186;; the building was
moved back to the church block between November 19, 1S62,and
January 2), 1863~-under Father Gallagher.

CHAPTER X
A RECTORY AND A SCHOOL COMPLETE THE PARISH PLANT·
Father Gallagher's second major. building program in.•
volved the construction of a permanent rectory for himself
and his assistant.

Ever since the time of Father :Blaive'a

last couple·Of years. in Stockton there had been some kind of
a rectory.

There are only several :references to this early

pa:rish house;

in 1856, during Father Delahunty's time, the

Stockton City Directory noted a parish house in the rear of
the churchj 1 .and an 1860 newspaper reference to "The old
buildings now used as a parsonage, 112

These meager bits of

informa.tion leave much to be desired, but they do at least
_______veri£¥~the---ensteMe-of-a- rectory-o.f-some-smot~oeni-nc:Ctne_Ol_d __
church .and they also indicate that perhaps there. were several
separate structures involved.

The census figuresfor 1860·

indicate that four persons were considered in residence at the·
pastor's house, and as one of these was a woman housekeeper,
the use of a second structure is not at all unlikely.
There being no evidence that the rectory was constructed

1AASF .. [Book of inventories of church properties,
commencing H\57], Vol. H•4, P• 313, lists individually
furnishings found in t.l).e loo.al rectory.
2News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
December 24, 1860,
· ·
·
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by the congregation, it seems most likely that the several
buildings used as such were already on the property when it
was purchased.

At any rate, they were in poor shape by the

time the new church had been finished in the spring of .. 1862.
Both local newspapers pointed this out.
11

One of them stated,

The necessity for a decent place of residence for honest

Father Joseph is very apparent,".3 and the other one stated
that the construction of a new rectory was "a necessity which
none will doubt who may take the trouble to examine the
premises at present occupied."4
Plans for the construction of a suitable rectory were
'

made at the same time that the plans for the new church were
being developed5 but for lack of money the actual construction
of the rectory was put off until after the church had been
completed and opened.

Despite the existence of what the
Archbishop called a church "considerably indebted 116 Fat}).er
Gallagher went ahead with plans for actual and immediate construction,

Archbishop Alemany, concerned lest the local

3News item in the Dailz San Joaquin Republican,
August 5, 1S62.
1Cl62.

4News item in the Stockton Daily Independent_, August 4,

5News item in the Daily §.!!.! Joaquin Republican,
December 14 1 1S60.
6AASF, 11 J.ournal of Correspondence, 1862-1868, 11 Vol.
H-15, unnumbered page.
·
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congregation go into debt beyond its ability to repay its
loans, admonished Father Gallagher to keep the total cost of
the rectory at a mu;l..mum figure of $2,500 unless he could
raise at least three-fourths of the total amount he intended
to spend before construction began.?
This proved to be an impossible task although the
women of the parish turned over the proceeds from their 1662
annual fair. to the pastor for his rectory project.

The fair

was purposely scheduled to coincide with the Agricultural
Fair being held in Stockton, running from September 9th through
the 15th. 8 As with the previous fairs, it was held in the
rear of the DailY San Joaquin Republican o:f'fice,9 and included
the usual booths of goods and food, and a concluding dinner• ·
danc.e the last evening.
-----

A local musical group, Baker's

. -Cqtiriion:-Band-;-piayea--forl;heCarico Party -aaneetllat-b-roollght- - the week's festivities to a close.

Approximately 50 men and

40 women paid $3.00 per person for the dinner-dance Calico
Party affair. 10 The women were able to turn over to Father

-News .item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,

7Ibid.
8

September 10, 1862.

---

9rt is interesting to note that the rival newspaper
gave the location of the Fair as "in the building of Raynor
and Patterson on El Dorado Street 1 above Main (Stockton
Dail¥ Independen~. September 3, 1B62).
10News item in the DailY San Joaquin Republic.an,
September 16, 1862.
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Gallagher a check for $1,531.95. 11
No small part of the credit for the success of the
undli)rtaking should go to the local press.

Both newspapers

gave .ample space to the fair before and during its run, and
both were warm in their praise for Father Gallagher.

Typi¢al

of their cordial attitude toward him and his building project
is this article that appeared in the Daily

~

Joaquin

Republican on August 5, 1862:
Catholic Fair ... -The ladies of St.Mary'sChurch in this
· city, propose during the Agricultural Fair to hold a fair
for the purpose of raising funds to erect a parsonage for
the church • • • • · The worthy clergyman feels the need
of a suitable place to entertain his brethren who visit
this city, who; like the Catholic clergy in general, are
not g:l.i'ted with heavy salaries, but who, like some
apostolic gentlemen of old, sometimes travel without
_____ ---~.Purs~or _j!_Qrlp_.__We hQp.st.thE!_§.J.lP~al of. the :J.adieuor__g_ _ _ _
good home for the hospitable and good tempered pastor
. will be hand$omely responded to,
The fair closed on September 15th, and within t.he week
the foundation had already been prepared and construction was
ready to commence. 12 The building was located approximately
100 feet north of the Hunter-Washington streets intersection,
west of the back end of the new church.

It was a two-story,

plain, gravity-wall brick building large enough to take care
of two priests very comfortably. 13 Its base measurements were

1 11£:!:.!!., September 18, 1862. 12Ibid, September 2.3, 1862.
13AASF, "San Joaquin C.ounty" historical folder.
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26k by 30 feet, with a basement covering a part of the area
under the first floor, thereby also raising the first floor
high enough to avoid the possibility of future flooding~ 14
The first floor contained three rooms, and the second
story five rooms and a hall.

John Dunnicliff did the brick

work, while David Wall did all the carpentry work throughout
the structure.

The entire cost of the structure remained within
the Archbishop's suggested total expenditure of $2,500, 15 e.ven
after adding a dining room and a kitchen of wood to the east
end of the brick structure. 16 • The Brothers of Mary, on the
faculty of the parochial boys' school, moved into this building
in 1905 when the present St. Maryis rectory was constructed
on the corner of Hunter and Washington streets.
During Father Joseph Gallagher's pastorate plans for a
-

~-paroch:l:al-sc:hoo~l

became--a-reaxit y-with-'the-opening-of- a-re:t~ -

ativel.y small, private "St. Mary's School" under his direction
and supervision.

This was the third, major parochial project

undertaken during his relatively short term as pastor •. But,
as in the case of the new church, the plans for a school did
not originate during his term in Stockton, but were already
being discussed while Father Maurice was the resident pastor.
The school story dates back to at least as early as
14News item in the Daily San Joaguin ReRublican,
October 24, 1862.
15J.lll..!!,, September 23, 1862.
1

6~ •• November 24, 1862.
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December 15, 18 56, when the Very Reverend John Francis
Lle'beria 1 Vicar•General .of the San Francisco Archdiocese, con•
sented to deliver a morning and evening sermon in the Stockton
church

11

in aid of the Catholic Schools for this city." The.

general public v;ere invited to both occasions, and a col•
lection was taken at. each service, 17
Nothing more seems to have come of' the drive for funds,
and it appears that the project was dropped at least. for the
time. being due to the stringent finances resulting from the
construction of both the church ar<d rectory during this time.
A new interest in·parochial education was arouseC1 following
the. opening of the Diocesan Synod of July, 1862,

At this

time, one of several committees of clergymen set up by. Arch-

- - ____pishQp_Ale)llany- wa]Lthe "Committee_Qn ParochiaJ.._Schools an_<!__ ________
Christian Education." 18
At the first meeting of the school committee, on.
August 4, 1862, the members reviewed the status of parochial
education within the Archdiocese, and then took preliminary
steps to encourage, as soon as feasible, the establishment of
new parochial schools throughout the Archdiocese.

The

following resolution was proposed and adopted!
17N ews i tern in the Daily .full J o.aguin Republican,
December 10, 1856,
18AASF, "Reports of Committees, 11 Vol. H·27, P• 1,
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Resol ved·••that a circular be sent ·t.o all pastors where
there are.no schools, a$king that those pastors send. to
(the) Ordinary [ ArchbishopJ information on the number of
··boys and girls in their parishes, and .the possibilities
of establishing parochial schools, All children in
· · parochial schools to be treated the same, whether parents
can afford to pay the costs of schooling or not, No
. entrance refusal .for lack of parental .financ.es. •9 .
There is no record extant of Father Gallagher 1 .s reply
to the above request, but he was surely aware of the plans
made by his predecessor, and must have forwarded the informa•
tion to San Francisco.

By January of 1863 the old 'church

building, now back on the church property along San Joaquin
Street, was being renovated so as to serve as a parochial
scl;ioc:>l. •20 .'rhe first public fund-raising event for the school 1
since 1856, was a ••calico Party" given by tlw women of' the
-· -·--parishc at-the

s ·-·

-kgri-culturaclrl:-a::li~on~-t'l:reeveningo:CSt;-cPatric!C 1

Day, 1863. 21
The school opened for the first time on lYlonday, April
13 1 1863, under the $Upervision of' Father Gallagher.

There

was but one room and one teacher--a Professor St. Clair Lever.
A local newspaper ran the following notice on the opening day:

The new sehool attached to St. MarY's (Catholic) Chureh
will be opened to the public to~day, the services of Prof,
St. Clair Lever, a gentleman in every respect qualified

1863.

19AASF, Vol. H-27, p. 16 2.
20News item in the Stockton Independent, January 23,
21 Ibid. , March 18 and 19, 1863.
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ha~ing been secured as teacher.
The terms of tuition
have been placed at such figures as will debar none from
availing themselves of the benefits of this school. The
school-room has been tastefully and elegantly fitted up,
and is, in fact, the most comfortable and convenient
. school-room in the city. 22
.

There is no record of the number of pupils who were
enrolled that first year, nor is there any indication of how
smoothly the school was operated.

But from a note jotted

down by Alemany in his "Journal of Correspondence" in June,
just two months after the beginning of the first term, we
kno)lf Father Gallagher had a problem or two on hand.

He wrote,

"The greatest prudence must be used in treating with children·
of the School..

I would not wish to see them turned away on

account of color or nationality.

But if the parents publicly

lead bad lives or the children are addicted to bad habits,
you will do well to reri10ve them.n-21 - - Persistent local tradition holds that the first Catholic
school was opened on the corner of' Sutter and Laf'ayette
·streets. 24 Even if the newspapers of' the day had not been so
clear in pointing out the location of the school in 186;3,
there would still be some doubt as to the authenticity of this
22Ibid., April13, 1863.
23
.
AASF, Vol. H•15, P• 35.
24Tinkham, History of' San Joaquin County, p. 226;
V. Covert Martin, Stocltton"A1'6uiii, p. 160. Other local sources
have taken their inf'ormation f'rom Tinkham. Martin's source
may have been Tinkham, also. No contemporary newspaper gave
this misinformation.

16$
claim as there are no records showing church ownership of
property at that intersection.

It is difficult to understand

how misinformation such as this can get started, and how it
can persist through the years.
Three major parish projects all completed in less than
three years, and all undertaken by the same pastor--this is
the record of Father Joseph A. Gallagher.

But while such

major undertakings go down in history, other day-by•day
activities of a pastor and his church sometimes go by almost
unnoticed, or if noticed, are soon forgotten.

We will now

take a look at some of the le13s spectacular activities--those
things that were overshadowed by the new church, the new
rectory, and the new school.
----------~·~-

-------~·~--· ---~~------

- - -

---.·--------~-··------

On Sunday, January 13, 1$61, Father Gallagher's wellknown brother, Father Hugh P. Gallagher, preached the sermon
at the two morning Masses, and again at vespera at seven that
evening.

He was in Stockton visiting for several days, having

just come from the booming Nevada Comstock Lode.

The Marys-

ville Vicariate, just formed, included this area, so Father
Gallagher returned to San Francisco, being replaced at this
time, incidentally, by Father Cornelius Delahunty, Stockton's
second pastor.

A local newspaper referred to the visiting .

priest as being an ''excellent and .fearless clergyman" whose
"reputation is w:J.dely known."

"The reverend gentleman is a
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man of uncommon genius and industry," the editor concluded. 25
Twenty-six people were confirmed in the old church the
day the

Archbi~hop

laid t}?.e cornerstone of the new church--

July. 21. 2 6

It is interesting to note that among the group
.
27
wer.e two of Cap:tain Webe.r' s children, Charles and Julia.
Thif! was the last confirmation service held in the original
church.
The big event of t;he 1861 fall season was the "Ladies 1
· F'air" .held that year at the City Hall.

Advertising began

· early, and continued through to the end, the emphasis being
on the need for community-wide support as the proceeds were
to be used to help .t'inanqe the church then under construction.
The parochial fai,r ran from September 10th through the 14th,
and in addition to the usual games and goocts sold,· raffled,
•

and. ,gi.ven away, meals were served each day from 12:00 noon
ti:). 2;00 P.M,, and a public dance· concluded each night's
activities. 28
A local newspaper summed up the affair as follows:

2 5News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
January 13, 1861.
26AASF, Vol. H-2, P• 20,
2 7AsMC, "Pew Rent Book, 1861-63."
2
8News items in the ~ai§Y s~n Joa~Iin Reaublican,
August 28-September 15, 186 i toe ton I[ l:l[ In~etendent,
August 23-September 13. 1861 ~ This affair was he a' as in
the past, simultaneously with the Agricultural Fair.

-

.

'
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The success of the Fair held by the ladies for the
benefit of the Catholic church was successful beyond all
expectations. Our citizens are usually liberal when a
worthy object is presented, but such a demonstration as
this took the friends of the Church by surprise. A large
portion of it was received from persons not Catholic.
The entire sum realized was $2,207.75, and the expenses
were $202.50, leaving the handsome sum of $2,005.25
clear profit,29
_
..
·
T,his week of festivities was then topped off a few
nights lEiter, on the 17th, with a cotillion party and supper
spo!lsored by the same women at the Cit.y Hall,

The cost was a

doll-ar per couple and the supper cost a dollar per person, but
there is no record of the amount of money realized for the. new
ohurch..3°
As soon as the ladies of the parish had recovered from .
their fair they began planning a Christmas dinner-dance
----------

affair.

Once more the proceeds from this project were:to be

given over to the new church fund.

This event was held at the

Agricultural Hall, and admission was set at two dollars per
person,

A terrii'ic storm hit the night of their dance--

December 23-·but they still had a good turnout,

The crowd was
estimated at sixty ladies and eighty 11 gentlemen,"J 1
29News item in the Daily ~ Joaquin Republican,
September 19, 1861.
3°News item in the Stockton DailX Independent,
September 17, 1861.
3 1News items in the Dai£Y ~ $)"oaguin Republican,
December 3•24., 1861; Stockton. aily Independent, December
19-241 1861,
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The year 1861 closed with 130 baptisms a.nd 21 marriages
having been performed by Father Gallagher and his assistant,
Father Vargas, .during the preceding twelve months.

This

C01llparea with 112 baptisms and 31 marriages the preceding
year. 32 · In both cases the totals include those performed in
the rural area as well as at Hornitos.
By this time· Father Gallagher was gaining quite a
reputation in Stockton, and \1as beginning to attract Catholics
and non..Oatholics in larger and larger numbers.

This

was~~t

year of spiritual as well as material growth and advancement.
The Mass schedule of the old church--two Masses plus vesper
services each Sunday--were continued in the new one, and
. ·-· .._

-~lthough . coi1si~erably__].arger

than the older, the_·new_er_· _c_hu_rc_h ___ _

seems to have been quite well filled at all times •. ·
A local newspaper described Gallagher a.nd his work in
the most complimentaryway:
. St. Mary's Church is becoming a grea,t place of resort
upon Sunday evenings, Protestants as well as Catholics
attending. On Sunday evening last tFebruary 16, 1862 J
Father Joseph Gallagher, whose plain unaffected piety,
kind hear:t.edness and hone.sty of character, hae endeared
him to citizens both inside and outside of his church,
delivered a really sensible and practical discourse upon
the text, "Why stand ye here idle? 11 • • • • The sermon • • • was one to which no Christian could object, ·
The sweet, solemn and beautiful mus.ic of the old masters,
which is sung at the church, is almost enough to bring

32ASMC, "Liber :eaptizatorum tsicJ, .1856·1864," pp. 64.,
88; 88-107; "Liber Matrimoniorum," pp. 35·1+0; 40-44.
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one to his knees in prayer. The choir though small is
most effective, and show no inconsiderable amount of
musical talent. The brick walls of the church are bare,
. but the congrega.tion seem well satisfied with their
· accommodations.-''
.
St. Patrick's Day was observed in 1862 with a Solemn
High Maser34 in the morning 1 followed by a dance at the Agri•
cultural Hall, and a dinner served in t.he lower hall of the
Court House by the proprietors of. the National Restaurant.
·The proceeds were given to the church for its building fund)5
During the month of May., religious instructions were given
during special evening services held every night of the month
at. 7 ;)O P.M.

Father Gallagher gave the instructions himself--

except for a period of one week, from May 5 to the 11th, when
Fatner J. H. Aerden substituted for hirn.3 6 During May, also,
- - -

·-

-·-··-·

Archbishop Alemany came to Stockton to dedicate the new
church, and while here, confirmed four persons.>?

According

to the entry in the St. Mary's "Liber Baptizatorum r_sic],"

)3News item in the Daily San Joaquin Republican,
February 18 1 1862.
34Ibid, , March 18, 1862.
35News items in the Stockton Daily Ingependent,

March

15, 17 1 18, 1862.

36Ibid,, May 6, 1862. Father J. H. Aerden was a member
of the Dominican Order from Benicia. He was the celebrant of
the Solemn High Mass following dedication ceremonies on May 11.
37AASF, Vol, H-2, p. 21,
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only one person .wa's confirmed on the 11th, and the other three
received the sacrament on Monday, the following day.
In July Father Gallagher, ;finding it difficult to care
for .so extended a parish, and probably also due to finanqial
'difficulties, asked Archbishop Alemany for permission to
detll.Cih the Knight's Ferry church from his jurisdiction. But
with the demand for priests in the scattered Mother Lode
settlements still greater than the supply, the Archbishop had
.

to refuse his request.

.

He likewise informed Father Gallagher

that for the time being he was unable to advance any money to'
help him clear the debt on the Knight's Ferry church and lot.
He wrote in his "Diary" that, "Stockton must see to it by
-·--- _begg:l.!l_~si()Ja little" and b_L 11 borrowing_El little_"___cls~en) 8 ___
In fact, Alemany had just the month previously loaned Stockton
$500.oo.39__ in addition to several thousand dollars already due
him on the new ohuroh.40 In view of the building program
that the Stockton pastor undertook in Stockton, the additional
debt of the Knight's Ferry church must have been a real burden
38AASF, Vol. H-26, p. 164.

39!!2.!£., P• 157.

4°There is no record of amounts or dates on any previous
loans, but the St. Mary's Church "General Account Book, 1863188711 notes on page 221 that when Father Gallagher left, over
$6,000 was due the Archbishop. On page 201 there is a notation
that $417.50 was paid to the Archbishop on April 8, 1864, as
interest from August, 1862, on the sum of $4,175.00. Other
entries indioate that $400 was borrowed on February 27, 1863,
and interest was paid in April, 1864, on two loans totaling
$1,144.50 dating back at least to August, 1862.
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to him.

We can not but sympathize with him in his request to

be relieved of'. it.
A high point in the spiritual life of the par:ish came
during the latter part ofOctober, 1862, when two Jesuit
priests, Fathers ;t'aul Raffo. and James Bouchard 1 conducted a
mis'Sion at St. Mary 1 s Church,

It commenced on Sunday, October

26; and c_losed on November ·2nd.

During the length of the

mission the daily devotions .consisted of two morning Masses-one at 6:00 A.M. and the other at 9:00 A.M.--followed by the
recitation of the rosary, a sermon, and benediction of. the
Blessed Sacrament each evening beginning at 7:15 P.• M.

Father

Bouchard preached at the 6:00 A.M. Masses as well as at the
evening devotions, while
9;00 A.M. Mass.
-

----·--·-.-

------

Fath~n·

Raffo usually preached at the

For variation, the Rosary was sometimes
·-·

- .· - - - · -

-----·-·

recited after the 9100 A.M. Mass.

-··

~-----------··-·

The mission was formally

closed with the solemn ceremony centering on the renewal of
the baptismal vows by the congregation.

The day before its

close, on Saturday, the visiting clergy observed the Feast of
All Saints.

Large crowds attended these specia'l Masses and

in particular the evening devotions.
During the mission one local newspaper reported that
the "earnest pleading of the clergy is having a great effect
in arousing the Christians of that denomination to their
duty. n4 1 Upon its conclusion the same newspaper commented:
4 1News item in the Daily~ Joaquin Republican,
October 29 1 1862.

·---

17.5
ttThe fervid 1 Christian· eloquence of the good Fathers 1 · and· the
sound principles inculcated, will long be remembered by the
people of Stockton. n4 2 Up()Il completion of the ·Sto.ckton
mission Father Bouc!lard returned to St. I, gnat ius Church in

San; Francisco·, where he had been lecturing on the Ten
Commandments before.he began a series of missions that took
him to Grass Valley,· San Jose, ·Sacramento, and Stockton. 43
Father Bouchard came back to Stockton again in January,
186.3.

Onthis occasion, he delivered a one hour and fifteen
minute lecture on the 11'l'rials and Triumphs of the Church" 'for
the benefit of the local church fund.

The lecture, delivered

on Friday evening, January 16, in St. Mary's Church, was
listened to att,entively by the large audience, uany of whom
-· -··--w~r~_non.. C.at_h_o_U_c_s..__ A_lett.?YJrom a Stockton Catholic correspondent to !.hlt Monitor on this subject was quoted in a local
newspaper.

The following is a. portion of that news release;

The subject, together with the well•known character of
the Rev. gentleman, brought out our citizens in full force,
a large proportion of whom are prominent men in the ·
community, belonging to the different Protestant denomina..
tiona. It i$ pleasnat to reflect that in this place no
unkind feelings prevail on the subject of religion; and
in social intercourse no distinction whatever is observable; each cheerfully assisting the other in their efforts
at moral and material advancement. It is due to our
42Ibid., November 2, 1862 •
. 43Ibid., Oct.ober 24, 26, 29; November 2, 1862.
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citizens of Protestant faith, to here note that they have
been exceedingly liberal with their money in aiding our
·esteemed Pastor, Rev. J. A. Gallagher, in the many
• important undertakings which he has successfully
• accomplished • • • .44
.Just as Father Gallagher had the church and rectory
finished, with two Masses and an evening serviceto take care
of E,lach Sunday, his assist,ant, ·Father Rafael Vargas, left the
Stockton parish to rl'lturn to his native Mexico.

As soon as

word got out that Father Vargas 1t1as. going back to his homeland,
a local newspaper gave this appraisal of him:
Departure of Rev, Raphael z. Vargas.-·The above named
pious and exemplary priest, an exile from Mexico, who has
resided in this city, at St. Mary's Church, for the last
two years and a half, having obtained permission to return
to his country, will take his departure from amongst us
next Monday [December 15J, en route for Colima, Mexico.
His mild and amiable disposition made friends of all who
--~-----~--know_him,______i'l_e wish_him God s})eed on his j()Urney home.45
lt is interesting for us today, in our age of fast
communications and transportation, to contemplate for a
moment some of the hardships that were endured by Father Vargas
as an assistant at St. Mary's,

Despite the fact that this

fine priest was already sixty years of age upon his arrival
in Stockton in July, . 11360,46 he spent his two and a half years
in this parish caring for the congregation at Hornitos

44News items in the Syockton Daily Independent,
January 15, 17; February 14, 1863.
45lli,!!., December 13, 11362.
46u.s. Government, Eighth .Y,.S. Census,

.Q.R•

,ill., p. 197.
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specifically, as well as the people around Knight's Ferry and
nor~h

and east of Stockton generally.

In winter the cold

must have been most uncomfortable to this elderly missionary
pril:lst, and the heat of our desert summers terribly oppressive
as he rode by horseback or horse and buggy through the length
and breadth of the parish,

Certainly his services to the

Chutch were invaluable in this area, as his background suited
him to work among the many Mexican..Spanish people of this
parish and the Mexican settlement at Hornitos.
Father Vargas and his fellow..exiles who served in
Cali.f'ornia during this period of the persecution of the Church
inMexico deserve more recognition than they have received,
This. is one aspect of California Church historythat has been
neglected by our historians.
The year 1862 closed with a total of 115 baptisms4 7
having been performed at Stockton and Hornitos, as well as a
few at Knight's Ferry and also in the rural areas of
parish.

th~

Total marriages numbered only 21 for the year.48
'

The year's

end (1862) found Father Gallagher with a new church

and a new rectory, an old church on Washington Square to be
disposed of, and no assistant to hel:p him cover a large parish
extending .from the vicinity o.f the present Sacramento-San

47ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum Csic]," pp. 105•123.
48ASMC, ."Liber Matrimoniorum," PP• 40.,.44,
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Joagu.in counties' boundary south to Knight's Ferry.

In

addition,. he was saddled with a debt that would have overwhelmed any pastor of l.ess stature and fortitude.
Parish expansion, in the form of land and buildings,
always brings with it greater maintenance and "overhead"
costs• .. as Gallagher soon .found out.

A local handyman, by the

·name of R, Donne cliff, was hired in December of 1862 to do
odd jobs around the new rectory, and then in January of the
new year he was hired full time, at $25.00 per month, as
sexton for the parish plant. 49 Furnishings for the new rectory
/'

were purchased mostly during December and January,. including,
quite appropriately for the times, several spittoons.5°
In January, 1863, Father Gallagher spearheaded the
organization of a library association in the community, the
first one of its

kind_in_StD~kton.---Membet>ship-was-open-to----

non;.catholics as well as Catholics, the purpose of the organ...
ization being strictly non-sectarian in nature.
of the associat:l.on were two-fold:

The objectives

(1) to collect together

books of a serious nature in the fields of theology, science,
history, as well as whq'lesome books for leisure reading; and
(2) to make the collection available to the membership at as

nominal a cost as possible. 51 It was named "Saint Mary's

49ASMC,

11

Pew Book, 1861-63. 11

-

50ibid.

51News item in the Stockton Daily Independent,

January 28, 186J.
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Library," and by the end of February its librarian, Mr, T.

c.

Mallon, announced that the collection, numbering close to 200
voli:.unes, was arranged and ready to be opened for circulation,
He stated that anyone who wished to donate either books of
money, or simply to borrow available books, were welcome to
do ao,5 2
Officers chosen by the library association membership
included the following:
A,

c.

Rev. Father Gallagher, president;

Baine, vice-president; A. McShane, secretary; William

Fogarty, treasurer; Thomas

c.

Mallon, librarian,53

In March, 1S63, a Mexican priest, Reverend J. · P. Nava,
came through Stockton on his way to his new post in Sonora as
'

.

..

.

'

an'assistant pastor to Father Auger, since 1S60 the pastor at

sol:lora?4-si~ce F~th~r A~ge;-was-French,-the ;as:i.stance of a
Spanish (Mexican) priest was desirable as the small communities
located within the jurisdiction of the Sonora pastor were
heavily populated by Mexicans.

With the coming of Father

Nava, the Sonora pastor turned the care of Hornitos and La
Grange, until recently part of the. Stockton parish, over to
52Ibid., February 2S, 1S63.

53!Q!£., February 13, 1S63.

54AASF, Vol. H-15, p. 17. On March 9, Archbishop
Alemany noted that he had sent a letter to Father Gallagher in
Stockton: "Should Father Nava, who is on his way to Sonora(,]
get off the track or spend a day in Stockton--any attention
paid him will be recognized as shown to myself • • • • 11 Walsh,
Mallowed ~the QQ1& Dust Trails, p. S7, states that Father
ava arrived in-June.
·
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him.as his assignment called for him to work among his people
in both Tuolumne and Mariposa counties.55
Knight's Ferry, on the Stanislaus River, remained with•
.in the jurisdiction of the Stockton parish~ 56 Byrne's Ferry 1
up ;the Stani,alaus less than ten miles from Knight's Ferry,
but'.Eiut. of the Stal')islaus County line, <lind therefore technically in. the Sonora parish, probably was visited periodically
by father Gal,lagher when he journey!!ld to. Knight's F:erry.
While no definite proof of this. exists 1 an entry in the Arch-.
bishop' s "Journal of' Correspondence,'' dated a short time after
Fatl\er Nava had come through stockton on his way to his new
assignment in Sonora, would indicate that Father Gallagher had
asked permission to serve the Byrne 1 s Ferry set.tlemetit.
Alemany wrote, "lf Byrne 1 s Ferry be out of your dis_trict y_nu
.-----may-at;t.ena-n provided you gainhis (that would be in reference
to Father Nava or his immediate superior, Father Auger, the
Son.ora pa~tor J permission to do so. ,57
In the meantime, a few settlers began taking land

55walsh, .£:e• cit., p. 87. La Grange, in Stanislaus
County, was also a part of' the Sonora parish, as per parish
limits set in 1862.
56rn fact, we find that in May, 1865, when Father
James Motter was pastor of St. Mary 1 s, Archbishop Alemany
asked Motter, 11 How often have you been at Knight 1 s Ferry
since you went to Stockton?" {AASF, Vol. H-15, p. 174).
· 57AASF, Vol. H.. 15, p. 17.
14, 1863.

The entry is dated March
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along the Stanislaus River.

The earliest known services held

in any portion of the present Stanislaus County, excluding the
foothill communities .formed during the gold rush days (La
Grange , . Knight t s Ferry, etc.) · are credited to a certain John
Murphy who would drive to Stockton periodically to bring a
priest back with him to say Mass for the handful of' Catholic
.settlers along the Stanislaus River.
river in 1862. 58

He had settled along the

May, June, and July of 186.3 were relatively quiet
months.

They proved , in a sense , to· be the "lull before the

storm 1" so to speak, for in the following month Father
Gallagher was replaced by a new pastor.•
On May 19th Mr.

s. c.

Lever, teacher at the Catholic

·-------school ,-gav.e-a-le.c.tur_e_on"-Jap_an''-at_the__Ci_t_y_Hall._:_:_'l'he !'roceeds we:re given to the Catholic Library fund.59
sigriatures on the baptismal entries in the

11

From the

Liber Baptizartorum

tsicl" (pp •. 128..9) it appears that the pastor's priest•brother,
Hugh, spent a week or more in Stockton,

His entries, with

the notation "pro pastor" after each of his signatures, run
from May 21 through May 27.
. The earliest record of a parish Altar Society dates

58Tjle Monitor, May 6, 1960.
1863.

5~ews item in the Stockton Daily Independent, May 19,

baok to a membership list dated June 16, 1863, and to another
one dated July 12, 1863.

The former contains the names of

forty persons, the latter of an additional thirty-two
members. 60 There is no way of determining now whethe.r the
Society was organized at this time or not, but as there are
two membership lists dated only one month apart, it could be
tha.t they represent those women who. joined at successive
organizational meetings.
On tb.e Feast of Corpus Christi, June 4th, the Reverend
. Teranoe J. Smith, pastor at Columbia for the past year,

w~s

·the g1.1est celebrant of the Mass, and he also delivered a
sermon appropriate for the occasio.n. 61 A more famous clergyman was the guest of the local parish on the evening of Aug1.1s't;_
--~----9-~-~1863-,-when--t;heKrgntReverend

Bishop Amat

Monterey and Los Angeles preached a sermon.

of'

the Diocese of

He stayed in

Stockton overnight, being on his way to v,isit the church at
Visalia.

This .was his first trip to the north-eastern part

of his diocese, 62
Father Joseph Gallagher's assignment t.o Stockton was
terminated by the Archbishop in A1.1gust of 1$63,

Gallagher was

assigned to St. Rose's Church in Sacramento, where there had

1863.

60ASMG, "Pew Book, 1861-1863" (loose-leaf entries).
6 1NElws item in the Stockton Daily Independent, June 5,
62

~., August 8, 1863.

I,
I
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I
,
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I
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been an assistant--but no pastor .. •since February 1862 when
Father James Cassin had left that city. 63 Alemany noted in
his "Jour.nal of Correspondencet 11 under the date of July 29,
186;3, "'l'he Council (a group of clerical advisors] and I

has(sic] translated Rev. J. A. Gallagher from St<!llCkton to
Sac:t'amen.to as pastor.n 64 The news of this change traveled
v.fiilry. rapidly on t.his occasion. as the local newspaper noted
the impending transfer on the very next day1 6 5 Evidently
this transfer had been .pending for some time, and news of the
Cottncil' s discu.ssion of it traveled throttgh the

11

grapevine"

:to loeal aour.ces.

Named as his successor in Stockton was a
we1l~known ex-Mothlllr Lode priest, R!i!verend James Motter. 66
of~~-- --~
--local J)hut'ch-.t'orthe -&at time on

Father M.otter arrived in Stockton in the middle
August , officiating in the

~ •' ·.
67----:-_Su~Q,ay,.-August~~ .. but 1.n the meantime we find that Father
___:..---.

Gallagher had

a1r~adya.saumed

ch,arge of the Sacrament<'>,¢hurch,

having said Mass there for the first time on Wednesday morning,
6 .3walsh, .21!.• · c;t., p. 456. Walsh etates that Hugh
Gallagher succeeO:ed to the pastorate, but <J.Ccording to
Alemany's "Book of Appointments," Vol. H-.5, p • .33, it was
his brother, Joseph.
64 AASF, Vol. H-1.5, P• 44.
1S6.3.

6 5News item in the Stockton Daily Inf\ependent, July .30,

66AASF, Vol. H-5, P• 33.

67News item in the Stockton Daily Independent, August
22, 186,3.
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August 12th. M
Although there is no record of his assignment to ·
Stockton, the baptismal and marriage registers at St. Mary's
indicate that Father Maurice McGrath. was o.f'ficiating between
July and December I 186.3. His earliest baptismal entry is
dated July 1269 arid his last one is dated December 14th. 70
A total of eleven baptisms were performed by Father McGrath

betwaen those dates.

There is no indication of where he had

com~ .t':rom,why he was here, or where he went.

failed
reason.

to

The ArchbiShop

make note of his assignment for some unexplainable
He signed all the baptismal entries between the date

of Father Gallagher's departure and Father Motter's arrival.
Had Father McGrath made

entr:Les_()_nly~hilELthere

was no_IJasto_r_ ___

on duty it would be obvious that he had been sent temporarily
so that Stockton would riot be without a priest.

But the fact

that his baptismal entries run until December 14, thus over:..
lapping the tenure of Father Motte:r•, is difficult to explain,
Just before his departure, Father Gallagher was pre ..
sented with a sum of money and the best wishes of his congrega•
tion and non-Catholic friends in a ceremony at the school next
door to the church.

68

Announcement of the testimonial meeting

~., August 15, 1863.

69ASMC, "Liber Baptizatorum t:sic]," p. 131,
7°Ibid. 1 P• 1,38.

was given in the local press,7 1 and then reported upon
sev~ral

days later as follows:

Presentation to the Rev. J. A. Gallagher.--A meeting
· of ladies and gentlemen, members of St. Mary's Church 1 was
convened at the Catholic School House, in this city, on
Monday evening, for the purpose of presenting a testimonial to the Rev. J. A. Gallagher prior to his departure
for Sacramento. D. J. Oullahan, Esq., was called to pre. sid·e 1 and the following gentlemen, who formed the Commit. teer of Management, were present: Wm. Fogarty, T. C.
.
Mallon, A. McShane, John Touhy, E.Oullahan, E. P, Rieux,
St. Clair Lever, Secretary. A, McShane, Esq., present6d
the following resolutions, which were read by the Secretary,
and adopted • • • • [There followed two paragraphs of fine
print, stating that .the group wished, by means of their
gift to the pastor, to· show their appr.eciation to Father
_Gallagher for what he had done for the church and the
community.] A committee was then appointed to wait on,
and request. the presence of the reverend gentleman in the
school house. His appearan~te was greeted with great
applause, and D. J, Oullahan 1 Esq., was requested to make
the presentation of a purse amounting to $250, which he·
did in his usual courteous and happy manner. This reverend
gentleman seemed quite overpowered by this man:l,festation_______ _
____.__ ..- of---t'e-gat>d,----and-in-a-few-but-e-viaen'Cly neartreit words,
returned thanks, saying that he left his charge with regret 1
and the associations formed in their midst, with pain; '·bUt
as a soldier of the Cross 1 he must buckla on the armor at
the call of his ecclesiastical superior.-/2
-

71News item in the Stockton Daily Independent,
August 10, 1863.
72 Ibid., August 12, 1863.

CHAPTER XI
FATHER JOSEPH GALLAGHER:

PASTOR AND GENTLEMAN

The genial Irishman, ReverendJoseph Augustine
Gali.agher, Stockton's ,fourth Catholic pastor, was a descendant
of the Gallagbers of County Donegal, in the north of Ireland,
who trace their ancestry back to the royal race of Tyrconnell.
He was born in 1821 in the parish of Donoghmore I County Donegal.
He emigrated to the U.S. in 1841, at twenty years of age, and
in Philadelphia entered the Theological Seminary of St. Charles
Borromeo.

In his third. year his studies were
interrupted on
. .

account of the ~now-Nothing riots, and he transferr~d to
_____ _(linc~nnatj_,__!here_he

graduate~_

.

.

Bishop O'Connor at Pittsburgh in

He was then ordained by. ___ _
1!~47.

1

The first eight years of his forty-year ministry were
spent in Cambria County, Pennsylvania, where he and his brother,
Hugh, served the small mission churches of Ebensburg, Loretto,.
St. Augustine, and Youngstown. 2 In .May, 1852, Bishop Alemany
went east to attend the First Plenary Council of Baltimore,
and before his return he spent some days soliciting priests
for his California territory.

The first priest to volunteer

1News items in the Stockton ~aily Evening Mail, April
7, 1887; The Monitor, AprH 13 , 188 •
2News iteJ11 in the Stockton Daily Evening lVlail, April
7 t 1887.
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was Hugh Gallagher,3 who, it seems, arrived sometime in late
1852.

Three years later his brother volunteered to come to

California also.

Bishop 0 1 Corinor o.f Pittsburgh wrote a letter

of inti'oduction for Father Gallagher, addressed to Archbishop
Alel!lany.

The Bishop must have thought a lot ·Of the two

brothers, even though one had'alreadybeen in California about
thi'ee years as he said of them, "I would feel it my duty to
bear testimony to their excellent character, their devoted and ·
successful labours in the minist'ry in this diocese •••.• "4
F'ather Gallagher arrived :in San Francisco ori November

15; '1855; 5 and was naliled assistant pastor at St. Mary's
Cathedral on the 2.3rd. 6 About May, 1856, we find him and
Father Delahunty working temporarily :in Calaveras County,

--ministering to the numerousMother
Lct(.te_mining-settlem®~
---Tl:iey were both relieved Of their duties there with the arrival
of a new, regular paf)tor, Father James Motter, who ari:i,vedin

.3walsh, £E•

£ll.,

p. 25.

4AASF, 11Letter from Bishop 0 1 Oonnor to Archbishop
Alemany, October 1, 1855. 11
5News item in The Monitor, April 13, 1887. One source
states that Father Ga!!agher had said Mass occasionally at
Benicia before the year 1854. As he was not yet in California,
it must have been his brother, Hugh. (Peter T. Conmy, "Archbishop Alemany 1 " July 1 , 1943. On file in the of'fice o.f 11!!
Mon:ttor newspaper,)
6AAsF, Vol. H-5, p. 15. His brother, Hugh, was then
pastor of the San Francisco Cathedral.
·

1M
July of the same year. 7

Upon release from the !VJother Lode 1

he must have returned to the Cathedral, once more serving as
assi-stant 1 as there is no record of any assignment.
On August 18, 1858., Alemany sent "F'ather Joe" as he was
sometimes called,. to the booming mining areas in western Nev•
ada.

Carson City and Genoa were bustling miriing camps at this

time, and to :Father Gallagher goes the distinction of being
the first Catholic priest to hold services in what is now
the state o£ l\levada. 8 He returned to San Francisco; and was
officially named pastor of Folsom, Auburn, and vicinity (along
the American River) on September 19, 1859.9 While assigned
to this area he built St. Teresa 1 s C.hurch at Auburn 1 which was
dedicated by Archbishop Alemany on Octobe.r t6, 1859. 10 To
------hi-m-~aa.se--sheuJ.d-go-t-he-d-i-st-i-ncti-on-of-be!-ng-the---£-i-rst.--pries'l;-----

to serve the inmates at San Quentin Pris.on.

As early. as
August, 1860, he paid visits to the institution. 11

7walsh, .QE.• ill• 1 p. 110. Father Motter later (in
1863) became the pastor of St. Mary's Church in Stockton,
8 AASF Vol. H-5, .p. 20, To his brother goes the credit
1
for- building the first church in Nevada--at Carson C.ity in
1860 (Walsh, .QE• ill•, p. 200).
9AASF, Vol. H-5. p. 22. Walsh,(QE• cit., P• 455)
states that Gallagher was sent in March, 1859,' and lived in
the rectory at Sacramento, rather than at Folsom,
10News item in .!h.!! Monitor, April13, 1867.
11 Riordan The First Century
And _College, P• 148.

2£. .§1.

Ignatius Church
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On October

7,

1860, Father Gallagher was transferred

to Stockton, succeeding Father Robert .Maurice.

By this t:ime

his zeal and his friendliness were already well•known throughout northern California.

During his entire·stay in Stockton,

this priest enjoyed what might be called a

11

favot'able press. n

'l'he editor of the Daily San Joaquin RepubliC!:!.!!;, obviously 4
non-Catholic, had this to. say of the relatively new pa:stol' •
early in 1861: A very good tempered and talented young gentleman,· who
by virtue of .his position is .styled ''Father" .Gallagher,
is the pastor of the church. Mr. Gallagher is a whole ·
souled man, and bids fair to draw to hiS chUr(lh a large
portion of the young men of this city when he has a
·building large enough to accommodate them. · His church is
crowded to excess every Sabbath at present.12

Later, .the same newspaper spoke of F'ather Qallagher as
''Father Joseph' II and called ho-i•m-----•"•a- g-entle-ma-n -hig-hl_y_e-steemed
not only by his congregation but by all of. the outsiders who
k now hi m , , • , 11 13
Following erection of the new church anothe.r local
newspaper pointed out that this "splendid edifice" was the
result of the able and competent hands into which the project
had been entrusted.

"Rev. J, A, Gallagher, to. whose industry

12February 8, 1861. This was written at the time that
the original church was moved to Washington Square in order
to make room for the construction of the new brick church.
13News ite~r iri the Daily
January 19, 1862.

fum

Joaquin Republican,
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t}le. Catholic community are mainly indebt.ed for the new .church
which they are now privileged to occupy, is entitled to the
thanks of' his parish • • •. • " 14 His char.acteristic kindness
and sense o£ .charity toward his fellow men was recognized by
all,

One example of these traits was given by a local news..

. paper that perhaps showed less charity than the subject of its
report.

'!'he. article decried an act of vandalism upon the

fence of the church, and recalled ia similar incident that had
occurre<i earlier:
Father Gallagher, the. fo.rmer pastor, once caught a
man in the act of' maliciously tearing down the fence and
smashing upthe lumber, evidently actuated with no other
motive or int.ent than to gratif'y a devilish spirit of'
destructiveness. The good pastor on that occasion tnani•
fasted, we think, altogether too much leniency and for. bearance.. .Had he added the rigors of' the law. to the
counsel of' a Christian,_Yandal.--hands-a£terwardllltfigFJ.T;
hava-oe.en restrained :f.'rom repeating the outrage.15
All in all, Father Gallagher seems to have been a real
priest and a real man of the people.

He had broad and liberal

views, and was by nature very sociable and friendly.

He made

friends easily; everyone he met became his friend. 16

He and

the Reverend John A. Anderson of the Stockton Presbyterian
Church were intimate friends, each enjoying the intellectual
and literary interests of' the other.

1862,

This, of course, was an

14News item in the Stockton Daily Independent, May 12,

15Ibid. , January 23, 1S65.

16stockton Record, Septenibet 3, 1910.
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unusual situation; Catholic and Protestant clergymen, if not
at pdds with e_ach other, were at best total strangers to one
another.

Tinkham, the local historian whose attitude toward .

Catl:lolicism

sometime~;~

showed through his historical and_

literary efforts, paid this compliment to our .subject: "• • •
be it said to his honor that he would associate with the
Protestant clergy, and on one occasion took part in a service
.

.

.

1

in the Presbyterian Church," 7
Several years after· his transfer to tlie Sacramento .
· padsh he was still held in high esteem by the lopal people,
and a visit to Stockton merited a highly complimentary report.
in a local newspaper:
Father Joseph Gallagher • • • ar;rived in Stockton • • •
intending to spend a few days among his old friends, among
whom he meets with a kin_d_anct_warm-heat>ted-:recepti-on;--11e--~·
-b a gentleman who is highly respected :l.n this community.
His health is excellent, and,..we hope he will find pleasure
altd enjoyment in his visit;,1o .
Upon his transfer from Stockton in August Father
Gallagher Msumed the pastorate of the Sacl;'amento church. 19 ·
All the missions of Sac.:ramento County 1 including Folsom and
Auburn which he had served in

1859~60,

now came under his care.

17Tinkham,! History of Stockton, P• 341,
1gN ews i tam in the Stockton paj!.lx Independent , July 26,
19AASF, Vol. H.. ;, p • .33.
.
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This was a tremendous burden and at the end

o:f

two years, his

health failing, he requested a transfer. 20

Obligingly, Arch-

bishop Alemany transferred him on June 19, 1865, to San Francisco, assigning him to st. Joseph's Church in the capacity
o:f

. 21

assistant pastor.

But "Father Joe" was not content in a secondary role.
As soon as he was feeling better, we find him plunging back
into tbe middle of things.

He assumed the pastorate of a new

parish, St. Peter's, in San l!':ranciaeo.

There being no

church, he immediately set to work to build one.

The church

was dedicated in 1868, 22 and once more he was assigned (Sap•
tember 9, 1868) to St. Joseph's Church2 3 where his brother was
the pastor.
Within two years, evidently rested up once more and
eager to take on new duties, he was sent to San Jose, wb,ere
the Church o:f St.• Patrick was built under his leadership.
The churcb was dedicated on August 11, 1870. 24 .As soon as
the new parish was well established Father Gallagher le:ft tor
20News item in the Stockton Daily Evening Mail,
.April 7' 1887 •
21 AASF, Vol. H-5, P• 35,
22News item in The Monitor, July 17, 1959.

23 .AASF, Vol, H-5; P• 37,
24wews item in the Syockton D§ily Evening Mail,
April 7, 1887.
·
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Europe, once more ,hoping to regain his health. 2 5 He returned
late in 1873, and on December 12th was, f'or the third time 1
assl.gned to St. Joseph's Church in San Francisco.
his last assignment,

..

This was

For the next thirteen years he labored

at St. Joseph's as assistant pastor, each year showing poorer
health than the year before,
On Tuesday, April 5 1 1887 1 the Reverend Joseph Augustine
Gallagher passed away in San Francisco.

A local newspaper ·

reported that the cause of death was "paralysis resulting
£rom t.he fatty degeneration of. the heart, n 26
Thus ended the forty-year career of a fine priest and
a fine gentleman.

After eight years of missionary work in

Pennsylvania, this man of God, with the real spirit of the
Christian missionary, volunteered for the new Archdioqese .o,t
San Francisco.

His thirty-two years of devoted service in

California did much to help strengthen the Church under the
spi~itual

leadership of its first Archbishop, Joseph Sadoc

Alemany, as well as to promote, wherever he had occasion to
go, a better understanding of, and respect for, the Catholic
Church,

25News item in !a! Monitor, April 13, 1887.
26News item in the Stockton ¥aiRY Evening~, April, 7
1
1887 •. His brother, Fath.er Hugh Gal ag er, passed away .in
March, 1882 (news i tam..in lli Monitor 1 March 15 1 1882 J •
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And .it was during Father Gallagher's pastorate that it
might be said that the Church in Stockton, so inauspiciously
founde.d a decade earlier during the hectic days of th.e Gold
Rush, had "come of .age."

Under his guidance the permanent
'

foU).1,datio.n of a strong Church and a strong parish had been ·
laid. in .the community.· Finding in Stockton but a small
temporary wooden church, this Irish-.American prie.st left
behin<l, him a parish plant complete with a rectory, a parish
school, and the. permanent Church of. St •. Mary of the Immac:ulate
Corrcept.ion. • .
Thanks to the pione.ering work .of Father Gallagher and
his predecessors, the Cross. in the Valley was firmly planted.
To. the memory of these pioneer clergymen, Fathers Blaive, •
Delahunty, Maurice, and Gallagher 1 the Catholic people of'
northern San Joaquin Valley owe a debt of' gratitude.

-------------~~
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Archivist of the Archdiocese of Rouen, France, to Rev. Fr.
l4oriart y, April 27, 1960.
Minist~re d 1' Arme'e, Service Uistorique, to Rev. Fr.

· Moriarty, April 26 1 1960.

Ministere des A:ffaires Etrangeres to Rev. Fr, Moriarty,
·. March 1, 1960,
.

Minist~re D' Etat to Rev. Fr. Moriarty, December 3, 1959.
Archivist of the Archdiocese of Paris, France, to :Rev. Fr •
. Moriarty, September 18, 1959.
Rev. Fr. H. R, Kelly, Pastor of St. Alban's Church, Maccles•
field, England, to Rev. Fr. Moriarty, September 5, 1960.
Rev. Fr. B. Payne, Lib;rarian, Ushaw College, England, to Rev.
Fr. Moriarty, September 21, 1960.
.
.
Rev. Chancellor Edward Coonan., Diocese .of Shrewsbury, England,
· to Rev. Fr. Moriarty, August 18, 1960.
Rev• Fr. Michael Shivey to Rev. Fr, Moriarty, August.5, 1960.
----Re-v-.-F-r.--5~anis;loaus-ht"ker-, 0.-P-.--,----St-.----&ebastd:an •-s-Priory

(England), to Rev. Fr. Moriarty, September 15, 1960.

Rev. Fr. Barry, :Pasto'r of St .• Vincent 1.s Church, Knutsford,
Cheshire (England), to Rev, Fr. Moriarty, September 9,
' 1960.
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PRINTED MATERIALS

Books

Alverson, Margaret Blake. Sifry Years of California ~ong.
San Francisco: Sunset Pub shing House, 1913. 27 pp.
Beechey, Captain F. W. Narrative .Qf l! Voyage to the Pacific
and Bearing's Strait. Vol, II. London: Henry Colbu:rn and
Richard Bentley, Publishers, 18.31 • 452 pp.
Bolton, Herbert Eugene (trans.). Anza's California Expeditions--~gnt 's Complete .Il.im !d. :sJ!! Seco!ld Anza Expedi·
tion,
ol. IV. Berkel~niversity ofCalifornia
Press, 19.30. 552 pp.
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Carson.·., James H. Recollections of ~ C"·
:L:Cf'ornia Min.es••An.
>Account 2[. the EarlLDiscoveri'es of o ·. , with Anecdotes
<and sketches of California !nd Miners · ife, and A ·
· 'Diicription oftbEl Great Tu are Valley.--uteprinted from
the Stockton~dition of 1852.) Oakland: Biobooks, 1950.
113 PP•
Interesting eye-witness account of life in the Mother
· Lode, 1848-49, and of the agricultural potential of the
San Joaquin Valley. Carson passed through the site of
.present-day Stockton in May, 1848, when it contained but
· a solitary log-house stru.cture.
·
Chapman, Charl6's Edward .( ed.) • Diaay fd... ~ray Narciso Duran.
Exped:!;tion on the Sacre,mento AnQ San oaguin Rivers ~n
18iz. Be:rke!'ey: University of California, 1911. 34 pp.
Cutt.er, Donald C. ( ed. ) • The Diary .91 Ensic:n Gabriel Moraga • s
· Expedition of Discoverx; in the Sacramento Valiex;--J]Q!!.
Lo.s AngelesTG!en Dawson-;-1m. 36 pp.
Drake 1 Sir Francis. The ~otld Encompassed .ll.l Sir Francis
Drake. Rei£& l!..~:.!fNex
ox;as:e to that· to Nombre de Dios

H~H~;~, ~l~n~B!st~ei~~:j?tL*d~:i~n~~luyt

- - - - - · Society, MDCCCLIV •. ~95Pp.

Farnham, Thomas J. Life, Adventures, S!!!.!! Travel§ in Cali•
fornia, to Which-xre Added the Congue.st of cat!Forn a,
Travels in Ore.gon~nd History of th4 Gold Regions.
New York:-Nafis and Cornish, T8~.
6~.
de Massey, Ernes~. A Frenchm!in in ~ gotd fiush. Trans.
Margl.lerite Walbur. San FranCisco: . a ifornia Historical
Society, 1927. 183 pp.
Moerenhol.lt, Jacques Antoine. The Inside Story of the Gold
Rush. Trans. and edited by-:1\l:)raham Nasatir. San Fran•
cisco: California Historical Society, 1935. 94 pp.
Notices and Voyages g! the Famed Quebec Mission ~ ~. Pacific
NorthWest (Correspondence of Fathers Blanchet,\Demers,
Bolduc, Langlois)--1838-1847. [n.p.]: Oregon Historical
Society, 1956. 254 pp.
Palou, Francisco. The Founding of the First California
Missions. TranS. Douglas S7""Watson. San Francisco:
Nueva California Press, 1934. 214 PP•
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Ryan, William Redmond. · Personal Adventures in~ !~d
Lower California in 1~~-49. 2 vois. Londoni.Wi iam
Shooeri, Pub!ishe~ · 5 •
Contains an interesting description of early Stockton •
. Taylor, .Jilaya:rd •. Eldorado, or, Adventures in the Path 91
. Empire. New. York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949. 375 PP•
· ··... . A· fascinating account of the author's visit to central
California, including the Sto.ckton area, and the Mother
Lode in late 1849.
·
Upham,. Samuel C. Not.es of .!. Vor<J,.P:e to California vfa Cape
Horn, Together with !ienes n El~orado in the · ears
~-50, Philadelphia: PubiTsilei"d by the""iu,tbor, 1878.
59lt- pp.
.
.
. •·. .
Upham visited Stockton i.n September 1 . 1849.
Work, John. Fur Brigade .!:£ the Bonaventura":"-John Work's
Cali.t'orniilixledition, 1m':" 18a3 ror ~ ll'i:iOSon' s Bay
Company •. Edi ed 'by Ali.ce Bay aloney • .San Francisco:
California Historical Society, 1945. 112 pp. ·
2. . Newspapers
-c-:-

Daily (Stockton1 San ,!oaguin Republican, June 7 1 1851. December 13, 1862.
.

[San Francisco] Alta California, June 7, 1849-December 1.3,
1850.
San Francisco Evening Globe, May 18, 1.909.
Stockton Daily Evening Mail, August 26, 1880-March 8, 1893.
Stockton ¥eil~ Record 1 August 26, 18So; September 3, December
. 3, 19 ; anuary 17, December 12, 1942; April 4, 1958.
Stockton Independent, August 23, 1861-December 17, 1879.
Stockton Journal, June 11, 1852-August 17, 1852.
Stockton Times, March 16, 1850-May 4, 1850.
The (San Francisco Catholic] Monitor, February 22, 1862May 6, 1960.
Weekly (Stockton]~ Joaguin Republican, February 24,
March 17, 1855.
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3. · Periodicals
"Carta del R. P •. Lector
Religiose tlominico,
Vfrgen y Martir, de
· (Barcelona, Spain J,

4.

Fr. Francisco Sadoc Vilarrasa 1
Hijo .delConvento de Santa Catalina,
Barcelona 1 11 Revista Cat61ica
·
XVIII ( 1651),
453-54.
.

.

.

Public Documents

Unitecl States. Bureau of the Census. Seventh Census of the
.United States: 16$0. · Population. Vol. !. Was'!iington:
• Rob!ilrt Armst:rong, public printer, 1653.
Uni~ed Statel'.l Bure. au of t. he Census. Eighth Census of tht
Unite.d States: . ..!M.Q. Population. 4fo1. t .. Washing on:
Government Printing Office, 1862.

SECONDARY SOURCES
A.

BOOKS

An lllustra,ted Hi.story of ~an Joaquin Countl 1 California •.
Chicago: The Lewis PUb ishing Company,. cs9b. 666 pp.
Ayrinhac 1 Very Reveren.d H. A. CGnstitution .of the Church in
. . the New Code of Canon .Law. New Yorb ·BlaseTenziger ana
Company ,'"TriioFPorated .'"'1925. 37$ pp.
·
·
Bancroft, Hu.bert Howe. Historrf of California. Vola. n. III,
IV of The Works of Hubert owe Bancroft. 39 vola. San
·Francisco: A. L.Bancrof't and Company, 1$84-1890.
Essential in the study of any phase of California
history. Volumes I-VII contain a few scattered entries
pertinent to this work. Particularly useful for background information.
Bolt.on, Herbert Eugene. Outpost £!! Empire--The Sjo1 .9.! ~
Founding of San Francisco. New York: Alfred • nopf
·
·Company, 1"9';31. 334+ pp.
·
Buckbee, Edna Bryan. The Saga of Old Tuolumne. New York:
The Press of the Pioneers 1 Incorporated, 1935. 526 pp.
Caughey, John WaltGn. California.
Incorporated, 1940. 679 PP•

New York; Prentice ..Hall,
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Cook, s. F. Tb! Aborigin~l Population of the San Joaguin
Valley, Ca ifornia. Anthropologicar-Records. Vol. XVI,
. No. 2. Berkeley, California; University of Cali£ornia .
Press, 19.54. 78 PP•
Continuation of'~ Annal$ of San Francisco, Part I-·from .
June 1 , J.m to December JJ, 1855. . Compiled by Dorothy
Huggins. San"'"Francisco: Oali£ornia Historical Society.
19.39. 124.pp.
.
Dwyer, REilverend John T.. One Hundred Years .1!!1 Orphem--§1.
· · Vince!1t 1 s Hoie :f.'or B.oys, ·!fui· Rafael. San Francisco:
hsanl Print ng and ~ithographCompany, 1955. 159 PP•
Engelhardt, Zephy:t-in. (O.F.M.) •. LowerCal:1£.ornia. Vol. I of
The Missions and Miss.ionaries of Caiil'ornia• Second
.mrftion. 4 vola. Santa l3arbara, Calil'orn:l..a: Mission
Santa Barbara, 1929. 784 pp.
·
·
• .§!a Franpbco or Mission Dolores.
-~F~r~ancisca.n Herald Press, 1924 •. 4.3.3 pp.

Chicago:

-_....~·
----

. Upp£r Californie. •. Vol. III of The Missions and
Missionar es of California.· 4 vola. San Francisco:
James H. BarryCompany, 191.3. 66.3 PP•

•. Upper California. Vol. IV of The Missions and
---..M"'"i-ssionaries
Calii'ornia. 4 vols.San FrancisCO:
Tames H. Barry Company, 1915. S17 pp.
Englehardt's volumes are the. !!lOSt extensive works
available on the Calif'ornia mission period. ·His loyalty
to hh Order contrasts with Bancroi't 1 s lack o£ sympathy
for the mission system.

or

Gilbert, Colonel F'. T •. Histox·y of San Jol!!guin Cg,unt;<£, ·
California. Oakland: Thompson ii'i1ci West, 1879. 140 pp.
Not a great research project, but it has value partly
·due to the fact that the material for it was acoUillulated
while many o£ the pioneers were still living, and also
because there are no better sources available on county
history.
Gleeson, Reverend William, · HistorY of the Catholic Chur.oh
in California. Vol. II of 2 volS: -sin Francisco: A. L.
~ncroi't and Company, 1871·72.
The first attempt at writing a comprehensive history
oi' the Church in California., but the work ·leaves much to
be desired in the way o.f accuracy.
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HistorY .2f the State of California and Bioe;raphical Record
,gl:San :J'O'iguin Oo\Ulty. !2 vois.-r:os Angeles: Histone
Record Company, 1907-09.
·
.
·
Hittell 1 Theodore H, HistorY of California. Vola. I and II
. of 4 vols. San FranciscoCN'. J.~ Stone and Company, 1898.
For any student of California Church history .this
work leave.s much to be desired. Except. for the anti...
Catholic bias, thh work is a good general history of
. the state.
Mart.in, v. Co.·vert •. Stockton Album Through the Xlfars. ·
Stockton: Si111ard Printing Company, 1959. 23 · pp.
McGloin, John B, 1 s.J~, Elosuent Indian••ThEit Life 2.! Jame§.
Bouohard....Ca.Lifornia Jesu:l.t. · Palo Alto; Stanford
University"""flress, 1949. 380 pp.
McSweeney, Thomas Denis• Cathedral Q!l: California Street.
Fresno: Academy. of California Church History, 19;2. 95 PP•
Merriam, o. Hart. Studies of California Indians. Edited by
the Staff of the Department of Anthropo!ogy of the
University o£ California. Berkeley: University o£ .
··California Press, 1955. 233 pp.
·
·
~------.---~

Mouly

R. P., SS ,CO. Des Francais En Aroe'rigue Espagnola,
PariS: Lectures i'iissionaires, 1957. 222 pp.

1~27-1952•

Nasatir, Abraham P. ·. French Acti vi tie$ 1a· Cali:tornia--!!!
·Archival Oalendar..Quide. , l"a!o Alto, California: Stanford
University Press, 1945. 559 PP•
.
·
Nasatir is considered a.n author,ity on the French in
Califor.nia during. the Gold Rush days.
· 0 'Donnell, Reverend John Hugh. The. Catholic liierarch:v of the
United States 1 90-1 22. VoL.IV of the Cathoiiotfiirver~ o£ America Stu ies in American Church Histor.x.

11iia.Sliington: Catholic University of Ariierica, 1922.

223 pp.

Priestley, Herbert Ingram. Franciscan llJ.xplorations 1!! California. Edited by Lillian E. li'isher. Glendale, Caiil'Ornia.
Arthur H. Clark Company, 1946. 1$9 pp.
. .
Riordan, Joseph w. 1 s.J. ~First Century£! st. Itmatius
. Church and .Col.Lege. San Francisco; H. S. Crocker o.,
19o5.
pp.
.
.
.·
.
Fire destroyed part o£ the source materials U$ed in
the preparation of this volume shortly after its publication. Extensive quotations of these materials by
Riordan has made them available to subsequent researchers.

m
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Schenck, W. Egbert. Historic Aboriginal Groups of the C§llif'orni§. Delta Region. Berkeleyl llniversity oTOalifornia
·Press, 1926. 146 PP•
Singleton, Francis X. Cathedral
(n.n.] 1 1952. 98 PP• ·

.!:!!

~Valle:!(;.

.

Fresno:

ThOmas' Sister' M~ry I o.J?. Apostle o:f' the Valley--'I'he Li.t'e
~aniel Franc:~;s Dade, Pioneer Pr!ist'O'f the S"an'"'"J'Oa'Qii'[ii

.e.!

·. al ey. (The Academy" o.f Gaiif'ornia Cfiurch HIStory;Fresno)
VisaHa: Glenn's Oommercbl Printing, 1947. 137 pp.

Ti!1k.ham,.. George Ji, A History£! Stockton From.·. ttg Organization .!Yl to the Present Time Including ~eta o£ Sf!.n
~oa.suin oun..ty. San Francisco; W. M: Hinton andCompany,
. 1880. 397 pp. . .
..
.
..
. ·A good history of Stockton has yet to be written. In
the meantime,. Tinkham' 11r History serves a useful purpose,
but his anti'"'OathOlia bias, as well. as some errors,
necessitates a careful use in this area. A typical error
(pp. 21 ...22), referring to the Muquelemnes of th,is area,
reads: "They had been taught Christianity by t.he Jesuit
fathers and like all heathen tribes were proud of their
new religion [italics addedJ • • • ~ 11
c.·

• HiStory or-san Joaguir~CountYA-ca-ltfornt~wi~n
-_..,B""'i-.ographioal SFe'tones,. Los Angeles.: Historic Rec'OrCr
.
Company, 1923, 1,640 pp.
Walsh, Henry L., S .J. HaUowed Were the Gold Dust Trails-•
'l'he st
.2! the Pioneer Pri'Ei'its of N'Ci"rtiierncali.fornia.
·
~anta
ara: nn!versity of Santa Grara Press, l946.
.
559 pp.•
·
The only comprehensive study of the Church and her
pioneer clergymen in the gold mining regions. of Northern
California. Contains a few unavoidable errors, but they
do not detract seriously from the value of this book to
the student of the American period of Church history.

0F

Walsh, Reverend Francis E. The Fim_ Hundred Years of Saint
Joseph Church--Mariposa ,Ta1ITornj&. Fresno, Ca!Iforn:~;a:
. Academy of California Church History, 1963. 54 pp.
Weber, Reverend Francis J. ! Biographical Sketch .2£. Right
Reverend Francisco Garda iilgo z Moreno--First BishoE
of the Californias, J1M-1.JL. Los Angeles: The Borromeo
. Guii'Gi;' 1961 •
pp.
This recent publication is a welcome addition to a
relatively untouched era in the Church's California
history.

so
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Yzendoorn 1 Reverend Reginald, SS. CC. Hi!!!tory Qf. the Catholic
Church Mission in the Hawaiian Islands. Hono!Uiu:
Honolulu Star-BUiletin, Ltd., 1927. ~54 PP•
i.

1.

DIRECTORIES

Directories of the Catholic Church in the United States

Directo1 of the Archdiocese of San Francisco.
The oiirtor""hess, 1962. - - ..

San Francisco:

Each volume below contains listings of all clergymen
and parishes, etc., in the United. States as reported annually
by the Ot?dinaries. Useful in any study of the clergy and
churches of California during the hectic 1850 1 s. California
reports are one calendar year behind year of issue.
[Metrotolitan Catholic Almanac and I,.aitfs Directory).
Ba timore: Fielding Lucas, Jr., 185 • ~74+ pp.
MetroEPlitan Catholic Almanac and Laity's Directory.
_________:__· Bal. timore ; Fielding Lucas ,Jr. , 18 52. 276+ PP~•~--- ____
Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and Laity!s Directory.
Baltimore: Fie!aing Lucas,Tr., i854. 288+ pp.
Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and Laity's Directory.
Baltimore: Lucas Brothers,""18'55. '298+ PP•
Metropolitan Catholic Almanac and Lait:v 1 s Directory.
Baltimore: Lucas Brothers ,""18'56. 324+ pp.
·.
Metpopolita.n Catholic Almanac and Laity's Directory.
Bahimore: Lucas Brothers ,""18'57. J 15+ PP•
Dunigan's American Catholic Almanac and List of the Clergy
for the Year of Our Lord 1858. New York: Edward Dunigan
and Brotner-Jame~.~kner, 1858. 2J8+ pp.
2.

General Directories

Bogardus, J.• P. Stockton City Directory for the Year ~g56.
· San Francisco: Harris, Joseph and Company:-T8~
pp.
Important in the study of early Stockton. First
directory published following the original directory of
1852. Contains earliest notation concerning location of
the first church residence.

::ur:~~u. ~~~~~ .~and Emigrant§' Guide ~the Southern

0

: San Joaquin Re.t?.ublican, 1852. .
in the study or early Stockton. Contains
the
entry on location of the original Catholic
church structure.
:.

Stockton Directory for the Years 1870-71.
.·. and Whiteside, June-;-T8?o. 208 pp.

C,

Stockton: Johnson

PJJ:RIODICA,L LITERATURE

Breitenbeck, .Qez:ard, C,SS,R •. 11What Is the Purpose of a
. Cornerstone?,·~ ..'!1!! Liguorian, XLVII (April, 1959), 53.
, Chinard, Gilbert.· "When the French Came t;o .Califojmia-... An
Int.re>Q.uctory Essay, 11 California. Historieal Society
QuarterlY, XXII (1943), 289-:'312;:.
Huggins 1 DorothY (compiler). "!:iol.ltinuation of the Annale of
·San Franeiseo 1 " California Historical Society Quarterly,
XVII • ( 19,38) 1 155o.
----.r-ore-;-r:..--'~L-.m-Pere.-da-J;-a-Corigre'gatron-d~s-&aore"s.;.e~~urs-

. lDite de Picp'Us) en California 18,32,.1837;. 1848·1856;
1909•1935 1 11 The Fr'lmch American Review (Quarterly pub•
lished by the-!nst~tut Francais ae Washington), III
•.. (January-March, 1950), 34-62.
-

Nasatir, Abraham. "French Activities in California Before
Statel:10od," Grizzly Bear, (March, 1.929), Joo:5•
"The Oldest House iri. Town," The Guard and Tackle [Stockton
!Ugh School Annual] 1 VII\lilay, 19011"; 6.
Valentine, Francis M, 1 o.s.c •. "First .Week f.or the Women,"
Columbia, XXXVII \September., 1957), 11 .. 12.. .

D.

MISCELLANEOUS

Conmy, Peter T, "The Life of Archbif:!hop Alemany" (MSS at
The Monit.or, San Francisco), 1943.
---A good research paper on a subject that needs to be
done more thoroughly.
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The undredth An~iversary of St. Mary's 212· the Assumption
· . C urc 1 Stoc to!}., OaliTornia. StocktonTAllied rinters,

.. · 1951,. 12

PP•

.· .

. .

. .

.

.

. ..

"Notre Dame des Victoires" historical folder, Archives of the
Archdiocese of San Francisco,
St. Mary's [.Stockton] Parish File, Office of The Monitor, San
. Franoi.sco.
.
.
"San Joaquin County" historical folder, Archive$ of the
Diocese of Stockton..
,
· A loose collection of l(leveri;J.l. newspaper clippings
plus an "official" history of the p?,rish (typescl:;'iptJ
compiled by Monsignor William McQough c.irca 1935. Contains
some valuable information, bilt.also some glaring
inaccuracies,

